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The NASA STI Program Office…in Profile
Since its founding, NASA has been dedicated to
the advancement of aeronautics and space
science. The NASA Scientific and Technical 
Information (STI) Program Office plays a key
part in helping NASA maintain this important
role.
The NASA STI Program Office is operated by 
Langley Research Center, the lead center for 
NASA’s scientific and technical information. The 
NASA STI Program Office provides access to 
the NASA STI Database, the largest collection of 
aeronautical and space science STI in the world. 
The Program Office is also NASA’s institutional 
mechanism for disseminating the results of its 
research and development activities. These results 
are published by NASA in the NASA STI Report 
Series, which includes the following report types:
• TECHNICAL PUBLICATION. Reports of 
completed research or a major significant 
phase of research that present the results of 
NASA programs and include extensive data 
or theoretical analysis. Includes compilations 
of significant scientific and technical data 
and information deemed to be of continuing 
reference value. NASA’s counterpart of peer-
reviewed formal professional papers but has less 
stringent limitations on manuscript length and 
extent of graphic presentations.
• TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM. Scientific 
and technical findings that are preliminary or of 
specialized interest, e.g., quick release reports, 
working papers, and bibliographies that contain 
minimal annotation. Does not contain extensive 
analysis.
• CONTRACTOR REPORT. Scientific and 
technical findings by NASA-sponsored 
contractors and grantees.
• CONFERENCE PUBLICATION. Collected 
papers from scientific and technical conferences, 
symposia, seminars, or other meetings sponsored 
or cosponsored by NASA.
• SPECIAL PUBLICATION. Scientific, technical, 
or historical information from NASA programs, 
projects, and mission, often concerned with 
subjects having substantial public interest.
• TECHNICAL TRANSLATION. 
 English-language translations of foreign 
scientific and technical material pertinent to 
NASA’s mission.
Specialized services that complement the STI 
Program Office’s diverse offerings include creating 
custom thesauri, building customized databases, 
organizing and publishing research results…even 
providing videos.
For more information about the NASA STI Program 
Office, see the following:
• Access the NASA STI Program Home Page at 
http://www.sti.nasa.gov
• E-mail your question via the Internet to 
help@sti.nasa.gov
• Fax your question to the NASA Access Help 
Desk at 301–621–0134
• Telephone the NASA Access Help Desk at   
301–621–0390
• Write to:
 NASA Access Help Desk
 NASA Center for AeroSpace Information
 7121 Standard Drive
 Hanover, MD  21076–1320
 301–621–0390
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only f ts results can be communcated and made understandable to others.”
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1demonstrator, ncludng a power converson system and an elec-
tric propulsion engine, the first of its kind in the United States.
TM—2003–212932 December 2003
Bologcal and Physcal Space Research Laboratory Sc-
ence Revew 2002. P.A. Currer, M.B. Robnson, and K.L. 
Murphy, Edtors. Bologcal and Physcal Space Research 
Laboratory, Scence Drectorate.
 Documentaton of the nternal scence research at the Bo-
logcal and Physcal Space Research Laboratory as presented 
n a revew to Dr. Ann Whtaker, MSFC Scence Drector, n 
July 2002. These presentatons have been revsed and updated 
as appropriate for this report. The report documents flight 
and ground experments n mcrogravty materals scence 
and botechnology scence and space radaton. All of the 
work described includes significant scientific contributions by 
nternal scentsts (uusally as prncpal or co-nvestgator on the 
research grant). Much of the research s n collaboraton wth 
external scentsts. All the fundng was provded as the result 
of compettve proposals evaluated by nternal or external peer 
review processes. The external flight and ground research that 
our laboratory supports for the NASA program wll be revewed 
n a separate report.
TM—2003–212933 December 2003
FY 2002 Scientific and Technical Reports, Articles, Papers, 
and Presentatons. B.A. Fowler, Compiler. Office of Chief 
Information Officer, Center Operations Directorate. 
 Ths Techncal Memorandum (TM) presents formal NASA 
techncal reports, papers publshed n techncal journals, and 
presentatons by MSFC personnel n FY 2002. It also ncludes 
papers of MSFC contractors.
 After beng announced n STAR, all NASA seres reports 
may be obtaned from the Natonal Techncal Informaton 
Service, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA  22161.
 The information in this TM may be of value to the scientific 
and engneerng communty n determnng what nformaton 
has been publshed and what s avalable.
TM—2003–212934 December 2003
Thermal and Chemcal Characterzaton of Composte 
Materals (MSFC Center Drector’s Dscretonary Fund 
Fnal Report, Project No. ED36–18). D.C. Stanley and 
T.L. Huff. Materals, Processes, and Manufacturng 
Department, Engneerng Drectorate. 
 The purpose of ths research effort was to (1) provde 
a concise and well-defined property profile of current and 
developng composte materals usng thermal and chemcal 
characterzaton technques and (2) optmze analytcal testng 
requrements of materals. Ths effort appled a dverse array 
of methodologes to ascertan composte materal propertes. 
TM—2003–212926 October 2003
Spray Bar Zero-Gravity Vent System for On- 
Orbt Lqud Hydrogen Storage. L.J. Hastngs,* 
R.H. Flachbart, J.J. Martn, A. Hedayat, M. Fazah, 
T. Lak,** H. Nguyen,** and J.W. Bailey***. Vehicle and 
Systems Development Department, Space Transportaton 
Drectorate, *Alpha Technology, Inc., **The Boeng 
Company, and ***Sverdrup Technology, Inc.
 Durng zero-gravty orbtal cryogenc propulson opera-
tions, a thermodynamic vent system (TVS) concept is expected 
to mantan tank pressure control wthout propellant resettlng. 
In ths case, a longtudnal spray bar mxer system, coupled 
wth a Joule-Thompson (J-T) valve and heat exchanger, was 
evaluated in a series of TVS tests using the 18-m3 multpur-
pose hydrogen test bed. Tests performed at fill levels of 90, 50, 
and 25 percent, coupled wth heat tank leaks of about 20 and 
50 W, successfully demonstrated tank pressure control wthn 
a 7-kPa band. Based on lmted testng, the presence of helum 
constraned the energy exchange between the gaseous and 
lqud hydrogen (LH2) durng the mxng cycles. A transent 
analytical model, formulated to characterize TVS performance, 
was used to correlate the test data. Durng self-pressurza-
ton cycles followng tank lockup, the model predcted faster 
pressure rse rates than were measured; however, once the 
system entered the cyclc self-pressurzaton/mxng/ventng 
operatonal mode, the modeled and measured data were qute 
similar. During a special test at the 25-percent fill level, the J-T 
valve was allowed to reman open and successfully reduced the 
bulk LH2 saturaton pressure from 133 to 70 kPa n 188 mn.
TM—2003–212930 November 2003
Overvew of Nonnuclear Testng of the Safe, Affordable 
30-kW Fsson Engne, Includng End-to-End Demon-
strator Testng. M.K. Van Dyke, J.J. Martn, and M.G. 
Houts. Propulson Research Center, Space Transportaton 
Drectorate. 
 Successful development of space fission systems will 
requre an extensve program of affordable and realstc test-
ng. In addton to tests related to desgn/development of the 
fission system, realistic testing of the actual flight unit must 
also be performed. At the power levels under consderaton 
(3–300 kW electrc power), almost all techncal ssues are 
thermal or stress related and wll not be strongly affected by 
the radaton envronment. These ssues can be resolved more 
thoroughly, less expensvely, and n a more tmely fashon 
wth nonnuclear testng, provded t s prototypc of the system 
n queston. Ths approach was used for the safe, affordable 
fission engine test article development program and accom-
plshed va cooperatve efforts wth Department of Energy labs, 
ndustry, unverstes, and other NASA Centers. Ths Techncal 
Memorandum covers the analyss, testng, and data reduc- 
ton of a 30-kW smulated reactor as well as an end-to-end 
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2Often, a sngle method or technque wll provde useful, but 
nonetheless ncomplete, nformaton on materal composton 
and/or behavor. To more completely understand and predct 
materal propertes, a broad-based analytcal approach s 
requred. By developng a database of nformaton comprsed of 
both thermal and chemcal propertes, materal behavor under 
varyng condtons may be better understood. Ths s even more 
mportant n the aerospace communty, where new composte 
materals and those n the development stage have lttle refer-
ence data. For example, Fourer transform nfrared (FTIR) spec-
troscopy spectral databases available for identification of vapor 
phase spectra, such as those generated durng experments, 
generally refer to well-defined chemical compounds. Because 
ths method renders a unque thermal decomposton spectral 
pattern, even larger, more dverse databases, such as those found 
n sold and lqud phase FTIR spectroscopy lbrares, cannot 
be used. By combnng ths and other avalable methodologes, 
a database specifically for new materials and materials being 
developed at Marshall Space Flght Center can be generated. In 
addton, characterzng materals usng ths approach wll be 
extremely useful in the verification of materials and identifica-
ton of anomales n NASA-wde nvestgatons.
TM—2004–213170 May 2004
Desgn Development Analyses n Support of a Heat Ppe-
Brayton Cycle Heat Exchanger. B.E. Steeve and R.J. 
Kapernck*. Structures, Mechancs, and Thermal Depart-
ment, Engneerng Drectorate, and Los Alamos Natonal 
Laboratory. 
 A heat ppe-cooled reactor coupled to a Brayton cycle 
s currently under consderaton for nuclear electrc propul-
son or as a planetary surface power source. In ths system, 
power s transferred from the heat ppes to the Brayton gas 
va a heat exchanger attached to the heat ppes. Ths Techncal 
Memorandum (TM) discusses the fluid, thermal, and structural 
analyses that were performed n support of the desgn of the 
heat exchanger to be tested n the Safe, Affordable Fsson 
Engne expermental program at Marshall Space Flght Center. 
A companon paper, “Mechancal Desgn and Fabrcaton of 
a SAFE–100 Heat Exchanger for use n NASA’s Advanced 
Propulson Thermal-Hydraulc Smulator,” presents the fabr-
caton ssues and prototypng studes that, together wth these 
analyses, led to the development of ths heat exchanger. An 
mportant consderaton throughout the desgn development 
of the heat exchanger was ts capablty to be used for hgher 
power and temperature applcatons. Ths TM also dscusses 
this aspect of the design and presents designs for specific 
applcatons under consderaton.
TM—2004–213172 May 2004
Evaluaton of Tranng Samples Manually Welded Wth 
the Unversal Handtool n a Space Smulaton Chamber. 
C.K. Russell, T.W. Malone, and S.N. Cato. Materals, 
Processes, and Manufacturng Department, Engneerng 
Drectorate. 
 The nternatonal space weldng experment was 
desgned to evaluate the unversal handtool (UHT) func-
tons as a weldng, brazng, coatng, and cuttng tool for 
n-space operatons. The UHT s an electron beam weld-
ng system developed by the Paton Weldng Insttute 
(PWI), Kiev, Ukraine, and operated at 8 kV with up to 
1 kW of power. In preparaton for conductng the space weldng 
experment, cosmonauts were traned to properly operate the 
UHT and correctly process samples.
 Ths Techncal Memorandum presents the results of the 
destructve and nondestructve evaluaton of the tranng 
samples made n Russa n 1998. It was concluded that accept-
able welds can be made wth the UHT despte the constrants 
imposed by a space suit. The lap joint fillet weld configuration 
was more suitable than the butt joint configuration for 
operators wth lmted weldng experence. The tube braze 
joint configuration designed by the PWI was easily brazed in 
a repeatable manner.
TM—2004–213174 May 2004
STARSAT: A Project To Evaluate Ground Trackng of 
Small Objects n Space (MSFC Center Drector’s Ds-
cretonary Fund Fnal Report, Project No. 00–11). J.W. 
Campbell, M.R. Carruth, and T.M. Freestone. Materals, 
Processes, and Manufacturng Department, Engneerng 
Drectorate. 
 A laser space calbraton experment s consdered usng 
the 12-J, 15-Hz hgh-performance CO2 ladar survellance 
sensor (HI-CLASS) system on the 3.67-m aperture advanced 
electro-optcs system (AEOS). The objectves are to provde 
accurate range and sgnature measurements of orbtng calbra-
ton spheres, demonstrate hgh-resoluton trackng capablty of 
small objects, and precson drag determnaton for low-Earth 
orbit (LEO). Ancillary benefits include calibrating radar and 
optcal stes, completng satellte conjuncton analyses, support-
ng orbtal perturbaton analyses, and comparng radar and 
optcal sgnatures. A global postonng system (GPS), laser 
beacon nstrumented mcrosatellte about 25 cm n dameter 
wll be deployed from a Space Shuttle Htchhker canster or 
other sutable launch means. Orbtng n LEO, the mcrosat-
ellte wll pass over AEOS on the average of two tmes per 
24-hr perod. An onboard orbt propagator wll actvate the GPS 
unt and a vsble laser beacon at the approprate tmes. The 
HI-CLASS AEOS wll detect the mcrosatellte as t rses above 
the horzon, usng Space Command-generated acquston 
vectors. GPS data wll be transmtted to the ground provdng 




Analytical Modeling and Test Correlation of Variable 
Densty Multlayer Insulaton for Cryogenc Storage. 
L.J. Hastngs,* A Hedayat, and T.M. Brown. Vehicle and 
Systems Development Department, Space Transportaton 
Drectorate and *Alpha Technology, Inc. 
 A unque foam/multlayer nsulaton (MLI) combna-
ton concept for orbtal cryogenc storage was exper-
mentally evaluated usng a large-scale hydrogen tank. 
The foam substrate nsulates for ground-hold perods 
and enables a gaseous ntrogen purge as opposed to 
helum. The MLI, desgned for an on-orbt storage perod for 
45 days, ncludes several unque features ncludng a varable 
layer densty and larger but fewer perforatons for vent-
ng durng ascent to orbt. Test results wth lqud hydrogen 
ndcated that the MLI weght or tank heat leak s reduced by 
about half n comparson wth standard MLI. The focus of 
ths effort s on analytcal modelng of the varable densty 
MLI (VD-MLI) on-orbit performance. The foam/VD-MLI 
model is considered to have five segments. The first segment 
represents the optonal foam layer. The second, thrd, and 
fourth segments represent three dfferent MLI layer denstes. 
The last segment s an envronmental boundary or shroud that 
surrounds the last MLI layer. Two approaches are consdered: 
a varable densty MLI modeled layer by layer and a semem-
pirical model or “modified Lockheed equation.” Results from 
the two models were very comparable and were wthn 
5–8 percent of the measured data at the 300 K boundary 
condton.
TM—2004–213282 June 2004
Sold Rocket Booster Hydraulc Pump Port Cap Jont 
Load Testng. W.R. Gamwell and N.C. Murphy. Materals, 
Processes, and Manufacturng Department, Engneerng 
Drectorate. 
 The sold rocket booster uses hydraulc pumps fabrcated 
from cast C355 alumnum alloy, wth 17–4 PH stanless steel 
pump port caps. Corroson-resstant steel, MS51830 CA204L 
self-lockng screw thread nserts are nstalled nto C355 pump 
housngs, wth A286 stanless steel fasteners nstalled nto the 
nsert to secure the pump port cap to the housng. In the past, 
pump port cap fasteners were nstalled to a torque of 33 Nm 
(300 in-lb). However, the structural analyses used a significantly 
hgher nut factor than ndcated durng tests conducted by Boe-
ng Space Systems. When the torque values were reassessed 
usng Boeng’s nut factor, the fastener preload had a factor of 
safety of <1, wth potental for overloadng the jont. Ths paper 
descrbes how behavor was determned for a preloaded jont 
wth a steel bolt threaded nto steel nserts n alumnum parts. 
Fnte element models were compared wth test results. For all 
ntal bolt preloads, bolt loads ncreased as external appled 
loads ncreased. For hgher ntal bolt preloads, less load was 
transferred nto the bolt, due to external appled loadng. Lower 
torque lmts were establshed for pump port cap fasteners 
and addtonal lmts were placed on nsert axal deformaton 
under operatng condtons after seatng the nsert wth an 
ntal preload.
TM—2004–213283 June 2004
NASA Marshall Space Flght Center Barrel-Shaped 
Asymmetrcal Capactor. J.W. Campbell,  M.R. 
Carruth, D.L. Edwards, A. Fnchum, G. Maxwell, 
S. Nabors, L. Smalley,* D. Huston,** D. Ila,** 
R. Zmmerman,** C. Muntele,** and I. Muntele.** 
Advanced Projects Office, Flight Projects Directorate, 
*The Unversty of Alabama n Huntsvlle, and **Alabama 
A&M Unversty. 
 The NASA Barrel-Shaped Asymmetrcal Capactor 
(NACAP) has been extensvely tested at NASA Marshall Space 
Flght Center and the Natonal Space Scence and Technol-
ogy Center. Trichel pulse emission was first discovered here. 
The NACAP s a magnetohydrodynamc devce for electrc 
propulson. In ar t requres no onboard propellant nor any 
movng parts. No performance was observed n hard vacuum. 
The next step shall be optmzng the technology for future 
applcatons.
TM—2004–213286 June 2004
The Geostatonary Operatonal Envronmental Satellte 
(GOES) Product Generaton System. S.L. Hanes, R.J. 
Suggs, and G.J. Jedlovec. Earth Scence Department, 
Scence Drectorate. 
 The Geostatonary Operatonal Envronmental Satellte 
(GOES) Product Generaton System (GPGS) s ntroduced and 
descrbed. GPGS s a set of computer programs developed and 
mantaned at the Global Hydrology and Clmate Center and s 
desgned to generate meteorologcal data products usng vs-
ble and nfrared measurements from the GOES-East Imager 
and Sounder nstruments.  The products that are produced by 
GPGS are skn temperature, total precptable water, cloud top 
pressure, cloud albedo, surface albedo, and surface nsolaton. 
A robust cloud mask s also generated. The retreval meth-
odology for each product s descrbed to nclude algorthm 
descrptons and requred nputs and outputs for the programs. 
Validation is supplied where applicable.
TM—2004–213393 September 2004
X-Ray Calibration Facility/Advanced Video Guidance 
Sensor Test. N.A.S. Johnston, R.T. Howard, and D.W. 
Watson. Avoncs Department, Engneerng Drectorate. 
 The advanced vdeo gudance sensor was tested n the 
X-Ray Calbraton faclty at Marshall Space Flght Center to 
establsh performance durng vacuum. Two sensors were tested 
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4and a tmelne for each are presented. The sensor and test facl-
ity are discussed briefly. A new test stand was also developed. 
A table establshng sensor bas and spot sze growth for several 
ranges s detaled along wth testng anomales.
TM—2004–213394 September 2004
Scence Drectorate Publcatons and Presentatons, 
January 1–December 31, 2003. Compled by F.G. Sum-
mers. Business Management Office, Science Directorate.
 This Technical Memorandum (TM) lists the significant 
publcatons and presentatons of the Scence Drectorate durng 
the perod January 1–December 31, 2003. Entres n the man 
part of the TM are categorzed accordng to NASA Reports 
(arranged by report number), Open Lterature and Presenta-
tons (arranged alphabetcally by ttle). Most of the artcles 
lsted under Open Lterature have appeared n refereed profes-
sonal journals, books, monographs, or conference proceedngs. 
Although many publshed abstracts are eventually expanded 
into full papers for publication in scientific and technical jour-
nals, they are often sufficiently comprehensive to include the 
significant results of the research reported. Therefore, published 
abstracts are lsted separately n a subsecton under Open Lt-
erature. Questons or requests for addtonal nformaton about 
the entres n ths TM should be drected to Dr. A.F. Whtaker 
(SD01; 544–2481) or to one of the authors.
NASA TECHNICAL MEMORANDA
5TP—2003–212691 November 2003
Conceptual Design of In-Space Vehicles for Human Explo-
raton of the Outer Planets. R.B. Adama, R.A. Alexander, 
J.M. Chapman, S.S. Fncher, R.C. Hopkns, A.D. Phlps, 
T.T. Polsgrove, R.J. Ltchford, B.W. Patton, G. Statham,* 
P.S. Whte,* and Y.C.F. Tho**. Program Plannng and 
Development Office, Space Transportation Directorate, 
*ERC, Inc., and U.S. Department of Energy. 
 During fiscal year 2002, a team of engineers from TD30/
Advanced Concepts and TD40/Propulson Research Center 
embarked on a study of potental crewed mssons to the outer 
solar system. Ths study was conducted under the auspces 
of the Revolutonary Aerospace Systems Concepts actvty 
admnstered by Langley Research Center (LaRC). The Mar-
shall Space Flght Center (MSFC) team nteracted heavly wth 
teams from other Centers, ncludng Glenn Research Center, 
LaRC, Jet Propulson Laboratory, and Johnson Space Center. 
The MSFC team generated five concept missions for this proj-
ect. The concept mssons use a varety of technologes, nclud-
ng magnetzed target fuson (MTF), magnetoplasmadynamc 
thrusters, sold core reactors, and molten salt reactors n varous 
combnatons. Ths Techncal Publcaton (TP) revews these 
five concepts and the methods used to generate them. The 
analytical methods used are described for all significant disci-
plnes and subsystems. The propulson and power technologes 
selected for each vehcle are revewed n detal. The MSFC team 
also expended considerable effort refining the MTF concept 
for use wth ths msson. The results from ths effort are also 
contaned wthn ths TP. Fnally, the lessons learned from ths 
actvty are summarzed n the conclusons secton.
TP—2003–212927 November 2003
Gaugng the Nearness and Sze of Cycle Maxmum. Robert 
M. Wlson and Davd H. Hathaway. Space Scence Depart-
ment, Scence Drectorate. 
 A smple method for montorng the nearness and sze of 
conventonal cycle maxmum for an ongong sunspot cycle s 
examned. The method uses the observed maxmum daly value 
and the maxmum monthly mean value of nternatonal sunspot 
number and the maxmum value of the 2-mo movng average 
of monthly mean sunspot number to effect the estmaton. For 
cycle 23, a maxmum daly value of 246, a maxmum monthly 
mean of 170.1, and a maxmum 2-mo movng average of 148.9 
were each observed n July 2000. Taken together, these values 
strongly suggest that conventonal maxmum ampltude for 
cycle 23 would be ≈124.5, occurring near July 2002 ±5 mo, 
very close to the now well-establshed conventonal maxmum 
ampltude and occurrence date for cycle 23—120.8 n Aprl 
2000.
TP—2003–212929 November 2003
Nucleaton Behavor of Oxygen-Acetylene Torch-Produced 
Damond Flms. F.E. Roberts. Materals, Processes, and 
Manufacturng Department, Engneerng Drectorate.
 A mechansm s presented for the nucleaton of damond n 
the combustion flame environment. A series of six experiments 
and two assocated smulatons provde results from whch 
the mechansm was derved. A substantal porton of the pror 
lterature was revewed and the data and conclusons from the 
prevous expermenters were found to support the proposed 
mechansm. The nucleaton mechansm bulds on the work of 
prevous researchers but presents an approach to nucleaton n 
a detal and drecton not fully presented heretofore. Ths work 
identifies the gas phase as the controlling environment for the 
ntal formulaton steps leadng to nucleaton. The develop-
ment mechanism explains some of the difficulty which has 
been found in producing single crystal epitaxial films.
 An experiment which modified the initial gas phase precur-
sor usng methane and carbon monoxde s presented. Addton 
of methane nto the precursor gases was found to be responsble 
for pillaring of the films. Atomoic force microscopy surface 
roughness data provded a reasonable look at suppresson of 
nucleation by carbon monoxide. Surface finish data was taken 
on crystals whch were open to the nucleaton envronment 
and generally parallel to the substrate surface. These surfaces 
were measured as an ndependent measure of the nstantaneous 
nucleation environment. A gas flow and substrate experiment 
changed the condtons on the surface of the sample by ncreas-
ing the gas flow rate while remaining on a consistent point of 
the atomc consttuent dagram, and by changng the carbde 
potential of the substrate. Two tip modification experiments 
looked at the behavor of gas phase nucleaton by modfyng 
the shape and behavior of the flame plasma in which the dia-
mond nucleaton s suspected to occur. Damond nucleaton and 
growth was addtonally examned usng a hgh-velocty oxygen 
fuel gun and C3H6 as the fuel gas phase precursor wth addton 
of carbon monoxde gas or addton of lqud toluene.
TP—2004–213089 July 2004
Survey of Technologes Relevant to Defense From Near-
Earth Objects. R.B. Adams, R.A. Alexander, J. Bonemett, 
J.M. Chapman, S.S. Fncher, R.C. Hopkns, M. Kalksten, 
T.T. Polsgrove, G. Statham,* and P.S. Whte*. Advanced 
Concepts Department, Space Transportaton Drectorate, 
and *ERC, Inc.
 Several recent near-mss encounters wth asterods and 
comets have focused attenton on the threat of a catastrophc 
mpact wth the Earth. Ths Techncal Publcaton revews the 
hstorcal mpact record and current understandng of the num-
ber and locaton of near-Earth objects (NEOs) to address ther 
impact probability. Various ongoing projects intended to survey 
and catalog the NEO populaton are also revewed. Detals are 
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6gven of a Marshall Space Flght Center-led study ntended to 
develop and assess varous canddate systems for protecton of 
the Earth aganst NEOs. Detals of analytcal tools, trajectory 
tools, and a tool that was created to model both the undeflected 
inbound path of an NEO as well as the modified, postdeflec-
ton path are gven. A representatve selecton of these possble 
optons was modeled and evaluated. It s hoped that ths study 
wll rase the level of attenton about ths very real threat and 
also demonstrate that successful defense s both possble and 
practcable, provded approprate steps are taken. 
TP—2004–213143 Aprl 2004
Plasma Sal Concept Fundamentals. G.V. Khazanov, 
P. Delamere,* K. Kabn,** and T.J. Lnde***. Space 
Scence Department, Scence Drectorate, *Unversty of 
Colorado, **Unversty of Alberta, and ***The Unversty 
of Chcago. 
 The mn-magnetospherc plasma propulson (M2P2) dvce, 
orgnally proposed by Wnglee et al., predcts that a 15-km 
standoff dstance (or 20-km cross-sectonal dmenson) of the 
magnetic bubble will provide for sufficient momentum transfer 
from the solar wnd to accelerate a spacecraft to unprecedented 
speeds of 50–80 km/s after an acceleration period of ≈3 mo. Such 
veloctes wll enable travel out of the solar system n a perod of 
≈7 yr—almost an order of magnitude improvement over 
present chemcal-based propulson systems. However, for the 
parameters of the simulation of Winglee et al., a fluid model 
for the nteracton of M2P2 wth the solar wnd s not vald. It 
is assumed in the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) fluid model, 
normally appled to planetary magnetospheres, that the char-
acterstc scale sze s much greater than the Larmor radus 
and on skn depth of the solar wnd. In the case of M2P2, the 
sze of the magnetc bubble s actually less than or comparable 
to the scale of these characterstc parameters. Therefore, a 
knetc approach, whch addresses the small-scale physcal 
mechansms, must be used. A two-component approach to 
determnng a prelmnary estmate of the momentum transfer 
to the plasma sail has been adopted. The first component is a 
self-consstent MHD smulaton of the small-scale expanson 
phase of the magnetic bubble. The fluid treatment is valid to 
roughly 5 km from the source and the steady-state MHD solu-
ton at the 5 km boundary was then used as ntal condtons 
for the hybrd smulaton. The hybrd smulatons showed that 
the forces delvered to the nnermost regons of the plasma sal 
are considerably (≈10 times) smaller than the MHD counterpart, 
are dominated by the magnetic field pressure gradient, and are 
drected prmarly n the transverse drecton.
TP—2004–213173 May 2004
Performance Theory of Dagonal Conductng Wall 
Magnetohydrodynamc Accelerators. R.J. Ltchford. 
Advanced Space Transportaton Program, Space Trans-
portaton Drectorate. 
 The theoretcal performance of dagonal conductng 
wall crossed-field accelerators is examined on the basis of an 
infinite segmentation assumption using a cross-plane averaged 
generalzed Ohm’s law for a partally onzed gas, ncludng 
on slp. The desred accelerator performance relatonshps are 
derved from the cross-plane averaged Ohm’s law by mposng 
appropriate configuration and loading constraints. A current-
dependent effectve voltage drop model s also ncorporated 
to account for cold-wall boundary layer effects, ncludng 
gasdynamc varatons, dscharge constrcton, and electrode 
falls. Definition of dimensionless electric fields and current 
denstes leads to the constructon of graphcal performance 
dagrams, whch further llumnate the rudmentary behavor 
of crossed-field accelerator operation.
TP—2004–213281 
June 2004
Applcaton of the Maxmum Ampltude-Early Rse Cor-
relaton to Cycle 23. Robert M. Wlson and Davd H. 
Hathaway. Space Scence Department, Scence 
Drectorate. 
 On the bass of the maxmum ampltude-early rse correla-
ton, cycle 23 could have been predcted to be about the sze of 
the mean cycle as early as 12 mo followng cycle mnmum. 
Indeed, estmates for the sze of cycle 23 throughout ts rse 
consstently suggested a maxmum ampltude that would not 
dffer apprecably from the mean cycle, contrary to predctons 
based on precursor nformaton. Because cycle 23’s average 
slope durng the rsng porton of the solar cycle measured 2.4, 
computed as the dfference between the conventonal maxmum 
(120.8) and mnmum (8) ampltudes dvded by the ascent 
duraton n months (47), statstcally speakng, t should be a 
cycle of shorter perod. Hence, conventonal sunspot mnmum 
for cycle 24 should occur before December 2006, probably 
near July 2006 (±4 mo). However, if cycle 23 proves to be 
a statstcal outler, then conventonal sunspot mnmum for 
cycle 24 would be delayed untl after July 2007, probably near 
December 2007 (±4 mo). In anticipation of cycle 24, a chart 
and table are provded for easy montorng of the nearness and 
sze of ts maxmum ampltude once onset has occurred (wth 
respect to the mean cycle and usng the updated maxmum 
ampltude-early rse relatonshp).
TP—2004–213284 June 2004
Toxc Gas Exposure Rsks Assocated Wth Potental 
Shuttle Catastrophc Falures. B. Jeffrey Anderson and 
Rebecca C. McCaleb. Engneerng Systems Department, 
Engneerng Drectorate. 
 From early n the Shuttle program, the Natonal Aero-
nautcs and Space Admnstraton has modeled hydrogen chlo-
rde (HCl) release by burnng sold propellant n the sold rocket 
boosters. In 1998, the Unted States Ar Force 45th Space Wng 
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7nsttuted more strngent launch commt crtera (LCC) for the 
Ttan and Delta vehcles and proposed that the same LCC be 
appled to the Shuttle to enhance safety of onste vstors and 
offste publc. Two types of health and safety standards were 
applcable: (1) Expected casualtes and rsk and (2) ar qualty 
emergency response.
 Ths study addresses the ssues usng the U.S. Env-
ronmental Protecton Agency-recommended model, CALPUFF. 
Results were compared to those produced by the USAF model, 
REEDM, developed for projectng ar qualty from nomnal 
launches. Model performance was also evaluated aganst results 
of a Kennedy Space Center-sponsored study at the Los Alamos 
Natonal Laboratory (LANL) usng a computer-ntensve, wld-
fire model.
 CALPUFF and the LANL model are capable of mul-
tpuff modelng of multple sources. REEDM s a sngle-
source, single-puff model. This study revealed significant 
deficiencies in REEDM when applied to the catastroph-
c falure problem. CALPUFF results ndcate that, f 
a Shuttle abort were to occur over land, serous levels 
of HCl exposure could occur out to dstances of at least 
10 km, sufficient range to include major onsite visitor viewing 
areas. A prelmnary survey of mtgaton alternatves nd-
cates cost-effectve measures could be mplemented that are 
sufficiently protective. Recent safety initiatives in response 
to the Columbia Accdent Investgaton Board report are not 
reflected here.
TP—2004–213338 August 2004
Dsplacement Damage Effects n Solar Cells—Mnng 
Damage From the Mcroelectroncs and Photoncs Test 
Bed Space Experment. R.J. Walters, T.L. Mortn,* and 
S.R. Messenger**. NASA’s Space Envronments and 
Effects (SEE) Program, *Oho Aerospace Insttute, and 
**SFA, Inc. 
 The objectve s to develop an mproved space solar 
cell radaton response analyss capablty and to produce 
a computer modelng tool whch mplements the analy-
ss. Ths was accomplshed through analyss of solar cell 
flight data taken on the Microelectronics and Photonics 
Test Bed experiment. This effort specifically addresses 
ssues related to rapd technologcal change n the area 
of solar cells for space applcatons n order to enhance sys-
tem performance, decrease rsk, and reduce cost for future 
msons.
TP—2004–213339 August 2004
Solar Variability and the Near-Earth Environment—
Mnng Enhanced Low Dose Rate Senstvty Data 
From the Mcroelectroncs and Photoncs Test Bed 
Space Experment. T. Turlnger, W. Schmechel, 
J. Kreg, J. Ttus, A. Campbell,* M. Reeves,* and 
P. Marshall**. NASA’s Space Envronments and Effects 
(SEE) Program, NAVSEA Crane, and the *Naval Research 
Laboratory. 
 Ths effort s a detaled analyss of exstng mcroelec-
troncs and photoncs test bed satellte data from one exper-
ment, the bpolar test board, lookng to mprove our under-
standng of the enhanced low dose rate senstvty (ELDRS) 
phenomenon. Over the past several years, extensve total 
dose rradatons of bpolar devces have demonstrated that 
many of these devces exhbted ELDRS. In senstve bpolar 
transstors, ELDRS produced enhanced degradaton of base 
current, resultng n enhanced gan degradaton at dose rates 
<0.1 rd(S)/s compared to smlar transstors rradated at dose rates 
>1 rd(S)/s. Ths Techncal Publcaton provdes updated nfor-
mation about the test devices, the in-flight experiment, and both 
flight-and ground-based observations. Flight data are presented 
for the past 5 yr of the msson. These data are compared to 
ground-based data taken on devces from the same date code 
lots. Information about temperature fluctuations, power shut-




5th Conference on Aerospace Materals, Process-
es, and Envronmental Technology. M.B. Cook and 
D. Cross Stanley, Edtors. Materals, Processes, and Manu-
facturng Department, Engneerng Drectorate.
 The next mllennum challenges us to produce nnovatve 
materals, processes, manufacturng, and envronmental tech-
nologes that meet low-cost aerospace transportaton needs 
whle mantanng U.S. leadershp. The pursut of advanced 
aerospace materals, manufacturng processes, and envronmen-
tal technologes supports the development of safer, operatonal, 
next-generaton, reusable, and expendable aeronautcal and 
space vehcle systems. The Aerospace Materals, Processes, 
and Envronmental Technology Conference provded a forum 
for manufacturng, envronmental, materals, and processes 
engneers, scentsts, and managers to descrbe, revew, and 
crtcally assess advances n these key technology areas.
CP—2004–213090 March 2004
NASA Workshop on Technology for Human and Robotc 
Exploraton and Development of Space. J.C. Mankns,* 
N. Marzwell,** C.A. Mullns,† C.B. Chrstensen,† J.T. 
Howell, and D.A. O’Neil. Advanced Projects Office, Flight 
Projects Drectorate, *NASA Headquarters, **Jet Propul-
son Laboratory, and †The Taur Group. 
 Contnued constraned budgets and growng nterests n 
the ndustralzaton and development of space requres NASA 
to seze every opportunty for assurng the maxmum return 
on space nfrastructure nvestments. Ths workshop provded 
an excellent forum for revewng, evaluatng, and updatng 
pertnent strategc plannng, dentfyng advanced concepts 
and hgh-rsk/hgh-leverage research and technology requre-
ments, developng strateges and roadmaps, and establshng 
approaches, methodologes, modelng, and tools for facltat-
ng the commercal development of space and supportng 
diverse exploration and scientific missions. Also, the workshop 
adressed mportant topc areas ncludng revolutonary space 
systems requrng nvestments n nnovatve advanced technolo-
ges; achevng transformatonal space operatons through the 
nserton of new technologes; revolutonary scence n space 
through advanced systems and new technologes enablng 
experments to go anytme to any locaton; and, nnovatve and 
ambtous concepts and approaches essental for promotng 
advancements n space transportaton. Detals concernng the 
workshop process, structure, and results are contaned n the 
ensung report.
CP—2004–213091 March 2004
8th Spacecraft Chargng Technology Conference. J.L. 
Mnor, Compler. NASA’s Space Envronments and 
Effects (SEE) Program. 
 The 8th Spacecraft Chargng Technology Conference was 
held n Huntsvlle, Alabama, October 20–24, 2003. Hosted by 
NASA’s Space Envronments and Effects (SEE) Program and 
co-sponsored by the Ar Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) 
and the European Space Agency (ESA), the 2003 conference 
saw attendance from eleven countres wth over 65 oral papers 
and 18 poster papers n the areas of Plasma Propulson and 
Tethers, Ground Testng Technques, Interactons of Space-
craft and Systems Wth the Natural and Induced Plasma Env-
ronment, Materals Characterzatons, Models and Computer 
Simulation, Environment Specifications, Current Collection and 
Plasma Probes n Space Plasmas, and On-Orbt Investgatons. 
A round-table dscusson of nternatonal standards regardng 
electrostatc dscharge (ESD) testng was also held wth the 
promise of continued discussions in the off years and an official 
contnuaton at the next conference.
CP—2004–213229 June 2004
Transformatonal Systems Concepts and Technolo-
g es  for  Our  Future  n  Space .  J .T.  Howel l , 
P. George,* J.C. Mankns,** and C.B. Chrstensen†. Ad-
vanced Projects Office, Flight Projects Directorate, *Glenn 
Research Center, **NASA Headquarters, and †The Taur 
Group. 
 NASA s constantly searchng for new deas and approach-
es yeldng opportuntes for assurng maxmum returns on 
space nfrastructure nvestments. Perhaps the dea of transfor-
matonal nnovaton n developng space systems s long over-
due. However, the concept of utlzng modular space system 
desgns combned wth steppng-stone development processes 
has mert and promses to return several tmes the orgnal 
nvestment snce each new space system or component s not 
treated as a unque and/or dscrete desgn and development 
challenge. New space systems can be planned and desgned 
so that each bulds on the technology of prevous systems and 
provdes capabltes to support future advanced systems. Sub-
systems can be desgned to use common modular components 
and acheve economes of scale, producton, and operaton. 
Standards, nteroperablty, and “plug and play” capabltes, 
when mplemented vgorously and consstently, wll result n 
systems that can be upgraded effectvely wth new technolo-
ges. Ths workshop explored many buldng-block approaches 
va way of example across a broad spectrum of technology 
dscplne areas for potentally transformng space systems and 
nsprng future nnovaton. Detals descrbng the workshop 




Characterzaton of Magnetospherc Spacecraft Charg-
ng Envronments Usng the LANL Magnetospherc 
Plasma Analyzer Data Set. V.A. Davis, M.J. Mandell, and 
M.F. Thomsen. NASA’s Space Envronments and 
Effects (SEE) Program, Scence Applcatons Internatonal 
Corporaton. 
 An improved specification of the plasma environment has 
been developed for use n modelng spacecraft chargng. It was 
developed by statstcally analyzng a large part of the LANL 
Magnetospherc Plasma Analyzer (MPA) data set for on and 
electron spectral sgnature correlaton wth spacecraft chargng, 
ncludng ansotropes. The objectve s to dentfy a relatvely 
smple characterzaton of the full partcle dstrbuton that yeld 
an accurate predcton of the observed chargng under a wde 
varety of condtons.
CR—2004–213227 June 2004
Analyss of CRRES PHA Data for Low-Energy-Deposton 
Events. P.J. McNulty. NASA’s Space Envronments and 
Effects (SEE) Program, Clemson Unversty. 
 Ths effort analyzed the low-energy deposton Pulse 
Heght Analyzer (PHA) data from the Combned Release and 
Radaton Effects Satellte (CRRES). The hgh-energy depo-
ston data had been prevously analyzed and shown to be n 
agreement wth spallaton reactons predcted by the Clemson 
Unversty Proton Interactons n Devces (CUPID) smulaton 
model and exstng envronmental and orbt postonng models 
(AP-8 wth USAF B-L coordnates). The scope of ths project 
was to develop and mprove the CUPID model by ncreasng 
ts range to lower ncdent partcle energes, and to expand the 
modelng to nclude contrbutons from elastc nteractons. 
Before makng changes, t was necessary to dentfy expermen-
tal data sutable for benchmarkng the codes; then, the models 
to the CRRES PHA data could be appled. It was also planned 
to test the model aganst avalable low-energy proton or neutron 
SEU data obtaned wth mono-energetc beams.
CR—2004–213228 June 2004
Mnng CRRES IDM Pulse Data and CRRES Env-
ronmental Data to Improve Spacecraft Chargng/Dscharg-
ng Models and Gudelnes. A.R. Frederckson and D.H. 
Brautgam*. NASA’s Space Envronments and Effects 
(SEE) Program, *Caltech Jet Propulson Laboratory. 
 One can truly predct the chargng and pulsng n space over 
a year’s tme usng only the physcs that worked for perods of 
an hour and less n pror publcatons. All portons of the task 
were acheved, ncludng the optonal porton of determnng 
a value for conductivity that best fit the data. 
 Fortran statements were developed that are requred for 
the NUMIT runs to work wth ths knd of data from space. In 
addton to developng the Fortran for NUMIT, smple correla-
tons between the IDM pulsng hstory and the space radaton 
were observed because we now have a better characterzaton 
of the space radaton. 
 The study showed that: (1) the new methods for meas-
urement of charge storage and conducton n nsulators provde 
the correct values to use for predcton of chargng and puls-
ng n space; (2) the methods n NUMIT that worked well for 
tme duratons less than hours now work well for duratons of 
months; (3) an average spectrum such as AE8 s probably not 
a good gude for predctng pulsng n space—one must take 
tme dependence nto account n order to understand nsulator 
pulsng; and (4) the old method for predctng pulse rates n 
space that was based on the CRRES data could be mproved 
to nclude dependences on materal parameters.
CR—2004–213285 May 2004
The 2003 NASA Faculty Fellowshp Program 
Research Reports. S.K. Nash-Stevenson, G. Karr,* 
and L.M. Freeman*** (Program Drectors) and 
J. Bland (Compler and Edtor). Educaton Programs 
Department, Customer and Employee Relatons Drector-
ate, *The Unversty of Alabama n Huntsvlle, and **The 
Unversty of Alabama. 
 For the 39th consecutve year, the NASA Faculty Fellow-
shp Program (NFFP) was conducted at Marshall Space Flght 
Center. The program was sponsored by NASA Headquarters, 
Washngton, DC, and operated under contract by The Unversty 
of Alabama n Huntsvlle. In addton, promoton and applca-
tons are managed by the Amercan Socety for Engneerng 
Educaton (ASEE) and assessment s completed by Unverstes 
Space Research Assocaton (USRA). The nomnal startng 
and finishing dates for the 10-week program were May 27 
through August 1, 2003. The prmary objectves of the NASA 
Faculty Fellowshp Program are to: (1) Increase the qualty 
and quantty of research collaboratons between NASA and 
the academc communty that contrbute to NASA’s research 
objectves; (2) provde research opportuntes for college and 
unversty faculty that serve to enrch ther knowledge base; 
(3) nvolve students n cuttng-edge scence and engneer-
ng challenges related to NASA’s strategc enterprses, whle 
provdng exposure to the methods and practces of real-world 
research; (4) enhance faculty pedagogy and facltate nter-
dscplnary networkng; (5) encourage collaboratve research 
and technology transfer wth other Government agences and 
the prvate sector; and (6) establsh an effectve educaton and 










Laboratory Experments on Rotaton of Mcron Sze Cosmc 
Dust Grans Wth Radaton—Abstract Only. For presenta-
ton at and publcaton n Proceedngs of the 35th COSPAR 








WEINGARTNER, J.C. Mason Unversty
WITHEROW, W.K. SD50
Laboratory Experments on Rotaton and Algnment of the 
Analogs of Interstellar Dust Grans by Radaton—Abstract 







Experments on Dust Gran Chargng—Abstract Only. 
For presentaton at and publcaton n Proceedngs of the 
Amercan Geophyscal Unon 2004 Fall Annual Meetng, 
San Francsco, CA, December 13–17, 2004. 
ABBAS, M.M. SD50
LECLAIR, A. UAH
OWEN, T. Unversty of Hawa
CONRATH, B.J. Cornell Unversty
FLASAR, F.M. Goddard Space Flght Center
KUNDE, V.G. University of Maryland
NIXON, C.A. Unversty of Maryland
ACHTERBERG, R.K. Scence. Systems & Applcatons
BJORAKER, G. Goddard Space Flght Center
ET AL.
Ntrogen Isotopc Rato n Jupter’s Atmosphere From 
Observatons by Composte Infrared Spectrometer (CIRS) 
on the Cassn Spacecraft—Abstract Only. For publcaton 
n The Astrophyscal Journal, 2004. 
ADAMS, C.W. ED42
HAMILTON, G.S. ED42
Holstc Desgn for Total Product Well Beng—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at the Human Factors & Ergonomcs 
Socety, New Orleans, LA, September 20–24, 2004. 
ADAMS, J.H. SD50
The EUSO Msson—Abstract Only. For presentaton at The 
Second Internatonal Conference on Partcle and Fundamen-
tal Physcs n Space, Washngton, DC, December 10–12, 
2003, and for publcaton n Nuclear Physcs B, 2004. 
ADAMS, J.H. SD50
Plans for Extreme Energy Cosmc Ray Observatons From 
Space—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Semnar at 
Prnceton Unversty Physcs Department, Prnceton, NJ, 
March 11, 2004. 
ADAMS, J.H. SD46
Radaton Hazards and Countermeasures for Human 
Space Flght—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 2004 
NASA/JPL Workshop on Physcs for Planetary Exploraton, 





Testng Fractal Methods on Observed and Smulated 
Solar Magnetograms—Abstract Only. For presentaton 
at the Amercan Astronomcal Socety, Atlanta, GA, Janu- 




IMAGE-POLAR Concurrent Plasmapause Observa-
tons—Abstract Only. For presentaton at and publcaton 
n Proceedngs of the Fall AGU Meetng, San Francsco, 
CA, December 13–17, 2004. 
AHN, H.S. Unversty of Maryland
SEO, E.S. Unversty of Maryland
ADAMS, J.H. SD50
BASHINDZHAGYAN, G.L. Moscow State Unversty
BATKOV, K.E. Moscow State University
CHANG, J. Max Planck Insttute
CHRISTL, M.J. SD50
FAZELY, A.R. Southern Unversty
GANEL, O. Unversty of Maryland
ET AL.
The Energy Spectra of Proton and Helum Measured From 
the ATIC Experment—Abstract Only. For presentaton 
at the 35th COSPAR Scientific Assembly, Paris, France, 
July 18–25, 2004. 
ALBYN, K. ED31
EDWARDS, D.L. ED31
ALRED, J. Boeng Space Staton
Changes n the Optcal Propertes of Smulated Shuttle 
Waste Water Deposts-Urne Darkenng—Abstract Only. 
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION
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For publcaton n the Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets, 
2004. 
ALHORN, D.C. ED17
Autonomous Assembly of Modular Structures n Space and 
On Extraterrestral Locatons—Abstract Only. For presenta-
ton at the Space Technology and Applcatons Internatonal 




Development of a Fatgue Crack Growth Coupon for Hghly 
Plastc Stress Condtons—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at 
and publcaton n Proceedngs of the 45th AIAA/ASME/
ASCE/AHS/ASC Structures, Structural Dynamcs, and 
Materals Conference, Palm Sprngs, CA, Aprl 19–22, 
2004. 
ALLEN, P.A. ED22
WILSON, C.D. Tennessee Technologcal Unversty
Development of a Pressure-Dependent Consttutve Model 
Wth Combned Multlnear Knematc and Isotropc 
Hardenng—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 2004 
Internatonal ABAQUS Users Conference, Boston, MA, 




Correlaton of Lghtnng Flash Rates Wth a Mcroburst 
Event—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Amercan 
Meteorologcal Socety (AMS) 22nd Conference on Severe 
Local Storms, Hyanns, MA, October 5–8, 2004. 
ANILKUMAR, A.V. Vanderbilt University
GRUGEL, R.N. SD46
BHOWMICK, J. Vanderbilt University
WANG, T. Vanderbilt University
Experments on Suppresson of Thermocaplllary Oscl-
latons n Sodum Ntrate Floatng Half-Zones by Hgh- 
Frequency End-Wall Vibrations—Abstract Only. For pub-
lcaton n the Journal of Crystal Growth, 2004. 
ARAKERE, N.K. Unversty of Florda
KNUDSEN, E.C. Unversty of Florda
SWANSON, G.R. ED22
DUKE, G.C. Sverdrup Technology
HAM-BATTISTA, G. ERC, Inc.
Subsurface Stress Felds n FCC Sngle Crystal Ansotropc 
Contacts—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the ASME Turbo 
Expo, Vienna, Austria, June 14–17, 2004, and publication 
n the ASME Journal of Engneerng for Gas Turbnes and 
Power, 2004. 
ASTAFIEVA, M.M. Paleontological Institute
ROZANOV, A.Y. Paleontological Institute
HOOVER, R.B. SD50
Frambodal Structures n Earth Rocks and n Astro-
materals—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the SPIE 
Optcal Scence and Technology 48th Annual Meetng, San 
Dego, CA, August 3–8, 2003. 
ASTAFIEVA, M.M. Paleontological Institute
ROZANOV, A.Y. Paleontological Institute
HOOVER, R.B. SD50
VICKERS-RICH, P. Monash University/Clayton
WILDE, A. Monash Unversty/Clayton
Mcrobal Remans n Mddle Proterozoc Rocks of Northern 
Australa—Abstract Only. For presentaton at and publcaton 
n Proceedngs of the SPIE Optcal Scence and Technology 49th 




Observatons of Plasma Transent on the Lobe Feld Lne 
Durng the Substorm Interball Tal Observatons on Octo- 
ber 3, 1995—Abstract Only. For presentaton at and publ-
caton n Proceedngs of the Fall AGU 2004 Meetng, San 
Francsco, CA, December 13–17, 2004. 
BALLARD, R. TD51
Operatonal Issues n the Development of a Cost-Effectve 
Reusable LOX/LH2 Engne—Fnal Paper. For presentaton 
at the 5th Internatonal Symposum on Lqud Space Propul-








Thermal Diffusivity for III–VI Semiconductor Melts at 
Dfferent Temperatures—Abstract Only. For presentaton 
at the 14th Internatonal Conference on Crystal Growth, 







Torque Transient of Magnetically Drive Flow for Vis-
costy Measurement—Abstract Only. For presentaton at 
and publcaton n Proceedngs of the 2004 Heat Transfer/ 
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION
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Fluds Engneerng Summer Conference, Charlotte, NC, 
July 11–15, 2004. 
BECKER, W. Max Planck Insttute
WEISSKOPF, M.C. SD50
ARZOUMANIAN, Z. USRA
LORIMER, D. Unversty of Manchester
CAMILO, F. Columba Unversty
ELSNER, R.F. SD50




A Mult-Wavelength Search for a Counterpart of the 
Undentfed Gamma-Ray Source 3EG J2020+4017 
(2CG078+2)—Abstract Only. For publcaton n The 
Astrophyscal Journal, 2004. 
BECKER, W. Max Planck Insttute
WEISSKOPF, M.C. SD50
TENNANT, A.F. SD50
JESSNER, A. Max Planck Insttute
ZHANG, S.N. SD50/UAH
Revealng the X-Ray Emsson Processes of Old 
Rotaton-Powered Pulsars: XMM-Newton Observatons of 
PSR B0950+08, PSR B0823+26 and PSR J2043+2740— 




Modelng of Spacecraft Advanced Chemcal Propulson 
Systems—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 2004 Jont 
Propulson Conference, Fort Lauderdale, FL, July 11–14, 
2004. 
BENFORD, A. Unversty of Texas Pan Am
TINKER, M.L. ED21
Comparson of Structural Optmzaton Technques for 
a Nuclear Electric Space Vehicle—Final Paper. For presenta-
ton at the Space Technology and Applcatons Internatonal 
Forum, Albuquerque, NM, February 8–12, 2004. 
BENFORD, A. Unversty of Texas Pan Am
TINKER, M.L. ED20
Truss Optmzaton for a Manned Nuclear Electrc Space 
Vehicle Using Genetic Algorithms—Final Paper. For presen-
taton at the 10th AIAA/SSMO Multdscplnary Analyss and 
Optmzaton Conference, Albany, NY, August 30–Septem- 





Clonng and Characterzaton of an a-amylase Gene From 
the Hyperthermophlc Archaeon Thermococcus Thore-
ducens—Abstract Only. For publcaton n the Journal of 






Enzymatc Propertes of an Alkalne and Chelator Ress-
tant a-Amylase From the Alkalphlc Bacllus Sp. Isolate 
L1711—Abstract Only. For publcaton n the Journal of 






Alpha-Amylase From the Hyperthermophlc Archaeon 
Thermococcus Threducens—Abstract Only. For presenta-
ton at the Amercan Socety for Gravtatonal and Space 
Bology, Huntsvlle, AL, November 12–16, 2003. 
BHARDWAJ, A. Vikram Sarabhari Space Center
BRANDUARDI-RAYMONT, G. U. College London
ELSNER, R.F. SD50
GLADSTONE, G.R. Southwest Research Insttute
RAMSAY, G. Mullard Space Scence Laboratory
RODRIGUEZ, P.R. XMM-Newton SOC
SORIA, R. Unversty College London
WAITE, JR., J.H. Unversty of Mchgan
CRAVENS, T.E. University of Kansas
Solar Control on Jupter’s Equatoral X-Ray Emssons: 
26–29 November 2003 XMM-Newton Observaton— 




GLADSTONE, G.R. Southwest Research Insttute
WAITE, JR., J.H. Unversty of Mchgan
CRAVENS, T.E. University of Kansas
OSTGAARD, N. Unversty of Bergen
CHANG, S.-W. UAH/SD50
METZGER, A.E. Jet Propulson Laboratory
MAJEED, T. Unversty of Mchgan
Frst Terrestral Soft X-Ray Aurora Observatons by Chan-
dra—Abstract Only. For presentaton at and publcaton n 
Proceedngs of the Huntsvlle Modelng Workshop, Hunts-
vlle, AL, October 18–22, 2004. 
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION
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BLACKWELL, W.C. Jacobs Sverdrup




The Chandra X-Ray Observatory Radaton Envronment 
Model—Update—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 
42nd AIAA Aerospace Scences Meetng and Exhbt, Reno, 





MCCAUL, JR., E.W. SD60
HALL, J. SD60
The North Alabama Lghtnng Mappng Array (LMA): 
A Network Overvew—Abstract Only. For presentaton at 
and publcaton n Proceedngs of the Amercan Meteoro-
logcal Socety (AMS) 85th Annual Meetng, San Dego, 
CA, January 9–13, 2005. 
BLEVINS, J.A. TD40
GOSTOWSKI, R. TD40
CHIANESE, S. Penn State Unversty
An Expermental Investgaton of Hypergolc Ignton Delay 
of Hydrogen Peroxde Wth Fuel Mxtures—Fnal Paper. For 
presentaton at the 42nd AIAA Aerospace Scences Meetng 
and Exhibit, Reno, NV, January 5–8, 2004. 
BLUME, J.L. ED43
Applyng a Crew Accommodatons Resource Model to 
Future Space Vehicle Research—Presentation. For pre-
sentaton at the Huntsvlle Smulaton Conference 2003, 
Huntsvlle, AL, October 29–31, 2003. 
BOCCIPPIO, D.J. SD60
Multvarate Statstcal Inference of Lghtnng Occurrence, 
and Usng Lghtnng Observatons—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at the Internatonal Lghtnng Detecton Con-
ference, Helsnk, Fnland, June 7–9, 2004. 
BOCCIPPIO, D.J. SD60
An Orbital “Virtual Radar” From TRMM Passive Micro-
wave and Lghtnng Observatons—Abstract Only. For pre-
sentaton at and publcaton n Proceedngs of the Amercan 
Geophyscal Unon Fall Meetng 2004, San Francsco, CA, 




Lghtnng Contrbuton to Improvement of Passve Mcro-
wave Vertical Structure and Rainfall Estimation—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at and publcaton n Proceedngs of 
the Amercan Meteorologcal Socety (AMS) 85th Annual 




The Tropical Convective Spectrum: 1. Archetypal Vertical 
Structures—Abstract Only. For publcaton n the Journal 
of Clmate, 2004. 
BOEDER, P. Boeng
MIKATARIAN, R. Boeng
KOONTZ, S. Johnson Space Center
ALBYN, K. ED31
FINCKENOR, M. ED31
Smulated Space Envronment Effects on the Blockng Force 
of Slcone Adhesve—Abstract Only. For presentaton at 
the 43rd AIAA Aerospace Scences Meetng and Exhbt, 
Reno, NV, January 10–13, 2005. 
BONAMENTE, M. UAH/SD50
JOY, M.K. SD50
CARLSTROM, J.E. Enrco Ferm Insttute
LAROQUE, S. Unversty of Chcago
Determnaton of Cluster Dstances From Chandra Imagng 
Spectroscopy and Sunyaev-Zeldovch Effect Measurements: 
I—Analyss Methods and Intal Results—Abstract Only. 




The Soft Excess Emsson n the Hercules Supercluster 
Observed Wth the ROSAT Poston Senstve Proportonal 
Counter—Abstract Only. For publcaton n The Astrophys-
cal Journal, 2004. 
BRADFORD, R.N. FD40
New Drectons n Space Operatons Servces n Support 
of Interplanetary Exploraton—Abstract Only. For presen-
taton at the IEEE Aerospace Conference, Bg Sky, MT, 
March 5–12, 2005. 
BRADFORD, R.N. FD40
LISOTTA, A.J. Ames Research Center
Spaceflight Operations Services Grid Project—Presentation. 
For presentaton at the SpaceOps 2004, Montreal, Quebec, 
Canada, May 17–21, 2004. 
BRADFORD, R.N. FD40
MEHROTRA, A. Ames Research Center
LISOTTA, A.J. Ames Research Center
Spaceflight Operations Services Grid Prototype—Final 
Paper. For presentaton at the SpaceOps 2004, Montreal, 
Quebec, Canada, May 17–21, 2004. 
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION
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BRADFORD, R.N. FD40
THIGPEN, W.W. Ames Research Center
Spaceflight Operations Services Grid (SOSG)—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at the 2004 Ground Systems 
Archtecture Workshop, Manhattan Beach, CA, March 30– 
Aprl 1, 2004. 
BRADFORD, R.N. FD40
THIGPEN, W.W. Ames Research Center
LISOTTA, A.J. Ames Research Center
REDMAN, S. UAH
Spaceflight Operations Services Grid (SOSG) Prototype 
Implementaton and Feasblty Study—Abstract Only. 
For presentaton at the 55th Internatonal Astronautcal 
Congress, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, Octo- 
ber 4–8, 2004. 
BRAGG-SITTON, S.M. TD40
FORSBACKA, M. NASA Headquarters
Application of a Virtual Reactivity Feedback Control Loop 
n Non-Nuclear Testng of a Fast Spectrum Reactor—Fnal 
Paper. For presentaton at the 2004 Internatonal Congress 
on Advances n Nuclear Power Plants (ICAPP 2004), Ptts-
burg, PA, June 13–17, 2004. 
BRAGG-SITTON, S.M. Unversty of Mchgan
KAPERNICK, R.J. Los Alamos Natonal Laboratory
GODFROY, T.J. TD40
Sngle Channel Testng for Characterzaton of the Drect 
Gas Cooled Reactor and the Safe-100 Heat Exchanger— 
Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 2004 Space Technology 
and Applcatons Internatonal Forum, Albuquerque, NM, 
February 8–12, 2004. 
BRAGG-SITTON, S.M. TD40
REID, R.S. TD40
Transent Approxmaton of SAFE-100 Heat Ppe Opera-
ton—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 2005 Space Tech-
nology and Applcatons Internatonal Forum, Albuquerque, 
NM, February 13–17, 2005. 
BRANDUARDI-RAYMONT, G. Mullard Space Sc. Lab
ELSNER, R.F. SD50
GLADSTONE, G.R. Southwest Research Insttute
RAMSAY, G. Mullard Space Scence Laboratory
RODRIGUEZ, P.R. XMM-Newton SOC
SORIA, R. Mullard Space Scence Laboratory
WAITE, JR., J.H. Unversty of Mchgan
Frst Observaton of Jupter by XMM-Newton—Abstract 
Only. For publcaton n The Astronomy Journal, 2004, and 
n The Astrophyscs Journal, 2004. 
BRISCOE, J.M. ED12
BRODERICK, D.J. Auburn Unversty
HOWARD, R.T. ED19
CORDER, E.L. ED12
Machine Vision Applied to Navigation of Confined Spac-
es—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the SPIE Defense and 
Securty Symposum, Orlando, FL, Aprl 12–16, 2004. 
BROWN, A.M. ED21
MCGHEE, D.S. ED21
Statstcal Comparson and Improvement of Methods for 
Combnng Random and Harmonc Loads—Fnal Paper. 
For presentaton at the 45th AIAA/ASME/ASCE/AHS/ASC 
Structures, Structural Dynamcs & Materals Conference, 
Palm Sprngs, CA, Aprl 19–22, 2004. 
BRUBAKER, N. SD60
JEDLOVEC, G.J. SD60
A Cloud Mask for AIRS—Abstract Only. For presentaton 
at the 13th Conference on Satellte Meteorology and Ocean-




The GOES-R Lghtnng Mapper Sensor—Abstract Only. 
For presentaton at and publcaton n Proceedngs of the 
Natonal Weather Assocaton Annual Meetng, Portland, 
OR, October 16–21, 2004. 
BUECHLER, D.E. UAH
GOODMAN, S.J. SD60
LA CASSE, K. SD60
BLAKESLEE, R.J. SD60
DARDEN, C. SD60
Assessments of Total Lghtnng Data Utlty n Weather 
Forecastng—Abstract Only. For presentaton at and pub-
lcaton n Proceedngs of the Amercan Meteorologcal 
Socety Conference on Meteorologcal Applcatons of 
Lghtnng Data, San Dego, CA, January 9–13, 2005. 
BUECHLER, D.E. UAH
MCCAUL, JR., E.W. USRA
GOODMAN, S.J. SD60
BLAKESLEE, R.J. SD60
BAILEY, J.C. Raytheon ITSS
GATLIN, P.N. UAH
The Severe Weather Outbreak of 10 November 2002: 
Lghtnng and Radar Analyss of Storms n the Deep 
South—Abstract Only. For presentaton at and publcaton n 
Proceedngs of the Amercan Meteorologcal Socety 22nd 
Conference on Severe Local Storms, Hyanns, MA, Octo- 
ber 5–8, 2004. 
BURNS, H. ED31
ALBYN, K. ED31
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION






Capabltes of the Materals Contamnaton Team at Mar-
shall Space Flght Center—Abstract Only. For presentaton 
at the Contamnaton of Optcal Equpment Workshop, 
Noordwjk, The Netherlands, December 11–12, 2003. 
BURNS, L. Raytheon
DECKER, R. ED44
A Clmatologcal Study of Cloud-to-Ground Lghtnng Strkes 
in the Vicinity of the Kennedy Space Center—Abstract/Final 
Paper. For presentaton at the 11th AMS Conference on Ava-
ton, Range and Aerospace Meteorology, Hyanns, MA, Octo- 
ber 4-8, 2004. 
BURNS, L. Raytheon
KELLER, V.W. ED44
Proposed Plan for Adoptng Updated Range Reference 
Atmospheres—Presentaton. For presentaton at the 2004 
Department of Defense Clmatology Workshop, Ashevlle, 
NC, Aprl 28–30, 2004. 
CAMPBELL, J.W. FD02
PHIPPS, C. Photoncs Assocates
SMALLEY, L. UAH
REILLY, J. Northeast Scence & Technology
BOCCIO, D. SUNY
The Impact Imperatve: A Space Infrastructure Enablng 
a Mult-Tered Earth Defense—Fnal Paper. For presenta-
ton at the 2004 Planetary Defense Conference: Protectng 
Earth From Asterods, Garden Grove, CA, February 23–26, 
2004. 
CANFIELD, S. Tennessee Technologcal Unversty
BEARD III, J.W. Tennessee Technologcal Unversty
PEDDIESON, J. Tennessee Technologcal Unversty
EWING, A. Ewng Research
GARBE, G. TD05
Smlarty Rules for Scalng Solar Sal Systems—Fnal 
Paper. For presentaton at the Solar Sal Technology 
and Applcatons Conference, Greenbelt, MD, Septem- 










Asymmetrcal Capactors for Propulson—Presentaton. 
For presentaton at the IEEE Upper Monongala Subsecton 
of Pittsburg Section of IEEE, Morgan Town, WV, Febru- 










The ISR Asymmetrcal Capactor Thruster; Expermental 
Results and Improved Desgns—Presentaton. For presenta-
ton at the 40th AIAA/ASME/SAE/ASEE Jont Propulson 






The ISR Asymmetrcal Capactor Thruster: Expermental 
Results and Improved Desgns—Abstract/Fnal Paper. For 
presentaton at the 40th AIAA/ASME/SAE/ASEE Jont 
Propulson Conference and Exhbt, Fort Lauderdale, FL, 
July 11–14, 2004. 
CARDELINO, H. Spellman College
CARDELINO, C.A. Georga Insttute of Technology
MOORE, C.E. SD46
DIETZ, N. Georga State Unversty
MCCALL, S.D. Spellman College
BACHMANN, K. North Carolna State Unversty
Advanced Computational Modeling of Vapor Deposition in 
a Hgh-Pressure Reactor—Abstract Only. For publcaton 
n Proceedngs of the 2004 Conference on Advances n In-
ternet Technologes and Applcatons, West Lafayette, IN, 
July 8–11, 2004. 
CARPENTER, P.K. SD46
ARMSTRONG, J. SD46
Accuracy Evaluaton of Electron-Probe Mcroanalyss as 
Appled to Semconductors and Slcates—Abstract Only. 
For presentaton at the 2004 Australan Conference on 
Mcroscopy and Mcroanalyss 19, Geelong, Australa, Febru- 
ary 1–6, 2004. 
CARPENTER, P.K. SD46
ARMSTRONG, J. NIST
Improvements n Electron-Probe Mcroanalyss: Appl-
catons to Terrestral, Extraterrestral, and Space-Grown 
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION
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Materals—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Mcros-
copy and Mcroanalyss 2004 Conference, Savannah, GA, 





Evoluton of the Baselne ISS ECLSS Technologes—The 
Next Logcal Steps—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 
34th Internatonal Conference on Envronmental Systems, 
Colorado Sprngs, CO, July 19–22, 2004. 
 
CARRASQUILLO, R.L. FD21
CLOUD, D. Hamlton Sundstrand
BEDARD, J. Hamlton Sundstrand
Status of the Node 3 Regeneratve ECLSS Water Recov-
ery and Oxygen Generaton Systems—Abstract Only. 
For presentaton at the 34th Internatonal Conference on 
Envronmental Systems, Colorado Sprngs, CO, July 19–22, 
2004. 
CARRIER, M. Florda State Unversty
ZOU, X. Florda State Unversty
LAPENTA, W.M. SD60
JEDLOVEC, G.J. SD60
Assessng the Usefulness of AIRS Radance Observatons 
in a 4D-Var Assimilation Scheme Using the Penn State/
NCAR Mesoscale Model Version 5 (MM5) and a Stand 
Alone Radatve Transfer Algorthm (SARTA)—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at the 13th Conference on Satellte 
Meteorology and Oceanography, Norfolk, VA, Septem- 
ber 20–24, 2004. 
CARRINGTON, C.K. FD02
DAY, G. Boeng Phantom Works
A Hgh-Energy Technology Demonstraton Platform: The 
Frst Step n a Steppng Stones Approach to Energy-Rch 
Space Infrastructures—Abstract/Fnal Paper. For presenta-
tion at the 55th International Astronautical Congress, Van-
couver, Brtsh Columba, Canada, October 4–8, 2004. 
CARRINGTON, C.K. FD02
HOWELL, J.T. FD02
DAY, G. Boeng Phantom Works
A 100 kW-Class Technology Demonstrator for Space Solar 
Power—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Fourth Inter-
natonal Conference on Solar Power From Space, Granada, 






Performance Assessment of the ISS Water Processor 
Assembly Reactor—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 
34th Internatonal Conference on Envronmental Systems, 
Colorado Sprngs, CO, July 19–22, 2004. 
CASIANO, M.J. TD63
ZOLADZ, T.F. TD63
Acoustc Modelng and Analyss for the Space Shuttle Man 
Propulson System Lner Crack Investgaton—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at the 40th AIAA/ASME/SAE/ASEE 
Jont Propulson Conference and Exhbt, Fort Lauderdale, 
FL, July 11–14, 2004. 
CATALINA, A.V. BAE/SD46
STEFANESCU, D.M. Unversty of Alabama
SEN, S. SD46
Analytical Solution for the Critical Velocity of Pushing/
Engulfment Transton—Abstract Only. For presentaton 
at the TMS Annual Meetng, Charlotte, NC, March 14–18, 
2004. 
CECIL, D.J. UAH




HEYSFIELD, G. Goddard Space Flght Center
Classfcaton of Tropcal Oceanc Precptaton Us-
ng Hgh Alttude Arcraft Mcrowave and Electrc 
Feld Measurements—Abstract Only. For presentaton 
at and publcaton n Proceedngs of Eos 2004 Jont 
Assembly: AGU, Canadan Geophyscal Unon, and 
Socety of Exploraton Geophyscsts, Montreal, CA, 
May 17–24, 2004; and for publcaton n Proceedngs 
of the 26th AMS Conference on Hurrcanes & Tropcal 
Meteorology, Mam, FL, May 3–7, 2004. 
CHANG, H. UAH
SMITH, D.D. SD46
Gan-Asssted Superlumnal Propagaton n Coupled Optcal 
Resonators—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Optcal 
Socety of Amercan Fronters n Optcal Conference (OSA), 
Rochester, NY, October 10–14, 2004. 
CHANG, J. Purple Mountan Observatory
SCHMIDT, W.K.H. Max Planck Insttute
ADAMS, J.H. SD50
AHN, H.S. Unversty of Maryland
BASHINDZHAGYAN, G.L. Moscow State Unversty
BATKOV, K.E. Moscow State University
CHRISTL, M.J. SD50
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION
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FAZELY, A.R. Southern Unversty
GANEL, O. Unversty of Maryland
ET AL.
The Electron Spectrum Above 20 GeV Measured by 
ATIC—Abstract Only. For presentaton at and publcaton 
in Proceedings of the 35th COSPAR Scientific Assembly, 







Cusp and LLBL as Sources of the Isolated Daysde Auroral 
Feature Durng Northward IMF—Abstract Only. For publ-
caton n the Journal of Geophyscal Research, 2004. 
CHAVERS, G. TD40
CHANG-DIAZ, F. Johnson Space Center
Development and Demonstraton of a Devce to Determne 
Thrust by Measurng the Force on a Target Plate n the 
Exhaust of a Plasma Thruster—Abstract Only. For pre-
sentaton at the 40th Jont Propulson Conference, Fort 
Lauderdale, FL, July 11–14, 2004. 
CHAVERS, G. TD40
CHANG-DIAZ, F. Johnson Space Center
BREIZMAN, B. Unversty of Texas
BENGTSON, R. Unversty of Texas
Momentum Flux Measurements Usng an Impact Thrust 
Stand—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Amercan 
Physcal Socety 46th Annual Meetng of the Dvson of 







Mappng Surface Sol Organc Carbon for Crop Felds Wth 
Remote Sensng—Abstract Only. For publcaton n the 




Steps n Soluton Growth: Dynamcs of Knks, Bunchng 
and Turbulence—Abstract Only. For publcaton n the 




DE YOREO, J.J. SD46
Step and Knk Dynamcs n Organc and Proten Crystal-
lzaton—Abstract Only. For publcaton n the Materals 






Regonal Assmlaton of NASA Atmospherc Infrared 
Sounder (AIRS) Data—Abstract Only. For presentaton at 
and publcaton n Proceedngs of the 13th Conference on Sat-
ellite Meteorology and Oceanography, Norfolk, VA, Septem- 
ber 20–23, 2004. 
CHOUDHARY, D.P. SD50
Large Solar Observatory—Abstract Only. For publcaton 
n Current Scence, 2003. 
CHOUDHARY, D.P. SD50
BALASUBRAMANIAM, K.S. Natonal Solar Observatory
SUEMATSU, Y. Natonal Astronomcal Observatory
Asymmetric Stokes-V Profiles at the Penumbral Boundary 
of a Sunspot—Abstract Only. For presentaton at and publ-
caton n Proceedngs of the Ffth Solar-B Scence Meetng, 
Tokyo, Japan, November 12–14, 2003. 
CHOUDHARY, D.P. SD50
MOORE, R.L. SD50
Quet-Regon Flament Eruptons—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at the 204th Meetng of the Amercan Astro-




POJOGA, S. Prairie View A&M University
HUANG, T.S. Prairie View A&M University
KRUCKER, S. Unversty of Calforna
UDDIN, W. Aryabhatta Research Insttute
Trggerng of the Two X-class Flares of 28 and 29 October 
2003—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 204th Meet-
ng of the Amercan Astronomcal Socety, Denver, CO, 




YURCHYSHYN, V. Big Bear Solar Observatory
Evdence of “Tether-Cuttng” Reconnecton n the Onset of 
Quadrupolar Solar Magnetc Erupton—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at the 204th Meetng of the Amercan Astro-
nomcal Socety, Denver, CO, May 30–June 3, 2004. 
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION
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CHRISTIAN, H.J. SD60
Total Lghtnng Actvty as Observed From Space—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at the Darwn Lghtnng Observa-
tory Workshop, Osaka, Japan, March 7–10, 2004, and at 
the Meeting With the National Space Projects Office on 
Lghtnng Mapper, Tape, Tawan, March 4–5, 2004. 
CHRISTIAN, H.J. SD60
Global Lghtnng Actvty—Abstract Only. For pres-
entaton at the Unversty of Mexco, Mexco Cty, Mexco, 
March 14–20, 2004, and at the Inda-Unted States Con-
ference on Space Scence, Applcatons, and Commerce, 
Bangalore, Inda, June 21–25, 2004. 
CHRISTL, M.J. SD50
Performance of the Zero Degree Detector—Abstract Only. 
For presentation at the 35th COSPAR Scientific Assembly, 
Pars, France, July 18–25, 2004. 
CISSOM, R.D. FD32
WATSON, K. ARES Corporaton
Real-Tme Payload Operatons on the International Space 
Station—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 55th Interna-
tional Astronautical Congress, Vancouver, British Columbia, 
Canada, October 4–8, 2004. 
CISZAK, E.M. SD46
DOMINIAK, P.M. SD46
The Thamne Pyrophosphate-Motf—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at the Keystone Symposum, Snowbrd, Utah, 
Aprl 13–15, 2004. 
CLAYTON, L. ED25
Thermostructural Analyss of Carbon Cloth Phenolcs “Ply 
Lftng” and Correlaton to LHMEL Test Results—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at the JANNAF 14th Nondestruc-
tve Evaluaton 23rd Rocket Nozzle Technology and 36th 
Structures & Mechancal Behavor Subcommttee Meetng, 
New Orleans, LA, March 30–Aprl 1, 2004. 
CLINTON, JR., R.G. SD40
Strategc Research Drectons n Mcrogravty Materals 
Scence—Presentaton. For presentaton at the Transforma-
tonal Space Launch and Operatons Technologes Confer-
ence, Washngton, DC, May 24–26, 2004. 
CLINTON, JR., R.G. SD40
SEMMES, E.B. SD41
COOK, M.B. SD30
WARGO, M.J. NASA Headquarters
MARZWELL, N.I. Jet Propulson Laboratory
Strategc Research Drectons n Mcrogravty Materals 
Scence—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 42nd AIAA 
Aerospace Sciences Meeting and Exhibit, Reno, NV, Janu- 
ary 5–8, 2004. 





WARGO, M. J. NASA Headquarters
SANDERS, G.B. Johnson Space Center
MARZWELL, N.I. Jet Propulson Laboratory
Low Gravty Materals Scence Research for Space Explo-
raton—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 4th Interna-
tional Conference on Solidification and Gravity, Miskolc, 





MOORE, T.E. Goddard Space Flght Center
Observed Relatonshp Between Ion Energzaton and the 
Broadband ELF Spectrum—Abstract Only. For presentaton 
at and publcaton n Proceedngs of the Amercan Geophys-
cal Unon 2004 Fall Annual Meetng, San Francsco, CA, 




Technology Innovatons From NASA’s Next Generaton 
Launch Technology Program—Fnal Paper. For presentaton 
at the 5th International Astronautical Congress, Vancouver, 
CA, October 4–8, 2004. 
COOKE, W.J. Morgan Research Corporaton
MOSER, D. Morgan Research Corporaton
SUGGS, R.M. ED44
Meteor Outbursts and Storms From the Spacecraft Hazard 
Perspectve—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Mete-
orods 2004, London, Ontaro, August 16–20, 2004. 
CORDER, E.L. ED12
BRISCOE, J.M. ED12
Imagng System for Measurng Macromolecule Crystal 
Growth Rates n Mcrogravty—Abstract Only. For presen-
taton at the Mcroscopy and Mcroanalyss 2004, Savannah, 




Thermal N+ n the Inner Magnetosphere—Abstract Only. 
For presentaton at the Amercan Geophyscal Unon 2004 
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION
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Radaton Dose Effects on Cell Cycle, Apoptoss, and 
Marker Expresson of Ataxa Telangectasa-Heterozy-
gous Human Breast Epthelal Cells—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at the 5th Annual Bologcal Scences Retreat, 
Guntersvlle, AL, October 11, 2003. 
CRUZEN, C. FD32
DYER, S. FD33
Expandng Remote Scence Operatons Capabltes 
Onboard the International Space Station—Abstract/Fnal 
Paper. For presentaton at the 2005 IEEE Aerospace Confer-
ence, Bg Sky, MT, March 5–12, 2005. 
CUNTZ, M. Unversty at Texas/Arlngton
SUESS, S.T. SD50
Shock Formaton and Energy Dsspaton of Slow Mag-
netosonc Waves n Coronal Plumes—Abstract Only. For 
publcaton n Proceedngs of the 12th Cambrdge Workshop 
on Cool Stars, Stellar Systems, and the Sun, Boulder, CO, 
July 30–August 3, 2001. 
CUNTZ, M. SD50
SUESS, S.T. SD50
Propertes of Longtudnal Flux Tube Waves III. Wave Prop-
agaton n Solar and Stellar Wnd Flows—Abstract Only. 
For publcaton n Astronomy & Astrophyscs, 2004. 
CURRERI, P.A. SD46
SIBILLE, L. BAE Systems
Mcrogravty Materals Research—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at the Space Technology and Applcatons 
Internatonal Forum (STAIF), Albuquerque, NM, Febru- 
ary 8–11, 2004. 
DARROUZET, F. Belgan Insttute
LEMAIRE, J.F. Belgan Insttute
DECREAU, E. Unverste d’ Oreleans
DE KEYSER, J. Belgan Insttute
MASSON, A. Research and Scientific
GALLAGHER, D.L. SD50
SANTOLIK, O. MMF, Prague
TROTIGNON, J.G. Unverste d’ Orleans
RAUCH, J.L. Unverste d’ Orleans
ET AL.
Densty Irregulartes Insde the Plasmasphere: Cluster 
Observatons—Abstract Only. For publcaton n Annales 
Geophyscae, 2003. 
DAVIS, R.N. University of Alabama
POLITES, M.E. Unversty of Maryland
TREVINO, L.C. ED10
Autonomous Component Health Management Wth Faled 
Component Detection, Identification, and Avoidance— 
Abstract Only. For publcaton n the Journal of Aerospace 
Engneerng and Proceedngs of the Insttuton of Mechan-




Upward Flammablty Testng—A Probablstc Mea-
surement—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Tenth 
Internatonal Symposum on Flammablty and Senstvty 
of Materals n Oxygen-Enrched Atmospheres, Brsbane, 
Queensland, Australa, November 10–14, 2003. 
DECKER, R.K. ED44
LEACH, R. ED44
Tropospherc Wnd Montorng Durng Day-of-Launch 
Operatons for Natonal Aeronautcs and Space Admnstra-
ton’s Space Shuttle Program—Fnal Paper. For presentaton 
at the 11th AMS Conference on Avaton, Range, and Aero-
space Meteorology, Hyanns, MA, October 4–8, 2004. 
DECKER, R.K. ED44
LEACH, R. Morgan Research Corporaton/ED44
Assessment of Atmospherc Wnds Aloft Durng NASA 
Space Shuttle Program Day-of-Launch Operatons— 
Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 43rd AIAA Aerospace 
Sciences Meeting and Exhibit, Reno, NV, January 10–13, 
2005. 
DETKOVA, E.N. Institute of Microbiology
PIKUTA, E.V. SD50
HOOVER, R.B. SD50
Halotolerant and Resstant to Hgh pH Hydrogenase From 
Haloalkalphllc Sulfate-Reducng Bacterum Desulfona-
tronum Thodsmutans—Abstract Only. For presentaton 
at and publcaton n Proceedngs of SPIE Optcal Sc-
ence and Technology 49th Annual Meetng, Denver, CO, 
August 2–6, 2004. 
DOBSON, C. TD40
HRBUD, I. Purdue Unversty
Electron Densty and Two-Channel Neutron Ems-
son Measurements n Steady-State Sphercal Inertal- 
Electrostatically Confined Plasmas, With Review of the 1-D 
Knetc Model—Fnal Paper. For publcaton n the Journal 
of Appled Physcs, 2004. 
DOMINIAK, P.M. SD46
CISZAK, E.M. SD46
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION
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The Thamn Pyrophosphate-Motf—Abstract Only. For 
publcaton n Nature Structural Bology, 2003, and n the 
Journal of Molecular Bology, 2003. 
DOMINIAK, P.M. SD46
CISZAK, E.M. SD46
The Conservaton of Structure and Mechansm of Catalytc 
Acton n a Famly of Thamn Pyrophosphate (TPP)-Depen-
dent Enzymes—Abstract Only. For publcaton n Protens: 
Structure, Functon, and Bonformatcs, 2004. 
DORNEY, D.J. TD64
MARCU, B. Boeng/Rocketdyne
Numerical Simulations of Vortex Shedding in Hydrau-
lc Turbnes—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 40th 
AIAA/ASME/SAE/ASEE Jont Propulson Conference and 
Exhbt, Fort Lauderdale, FL, July 11–14, 2004. 
DUMBACHER, D.L. XP01
X-37 Flght Demonstrator Project: Capabltes for Future 
Space Transportaton System Development—Fnal Paper 
and Presentaton. For presentaton at the Internatonal 
Astronautical Federation, Vancouver, British Columbia, 
Canada, October 7, 2004. 
EDWARDS, D.L. ED31






SEMMEL, C.L. Quals Corporaton/ED31
Electron Radaton Effects on Canddate Solar Sal Mate-






HOLLERMAN, W. Unversty of Lousana
GRAY, P.A. Quals Corporaton
Characterzaton of Canddate Solar Sal Materal Exposed 
to Space Envronmental Effects—Abstract Only. For pre-
sentaton at the 42nd AIAA Aerospace Scences Meetng 
and Exhibit, Reno, NV, January 5–8, 2004. 
EDWARDS, D.L. ED31
NEHLS, M.K. ED31





Space Envronmental Effects on Canddate Solar Sal 
Materals—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Solar Sal 
Technology and Applcatons Conference, Greenbelt, MD, 
September 28–29, 2004. 
EDWARDS, D.L. ED31






Status of Solar Sal Materal Characterzaton at NASA’s 
Marshall Space Flght Center—Abstract Only. For presenta-
ton at The Seventh Internatonal Space Conference Protec-
ton of Materals and Structures From the Space Envron-
ment, Toronto, Ontaro, Canada, May 10–13, 2004. 
EDWARDS, D.L. ED31






Solar Sal Materal Performance Property Response to Space 
Envronmental Effects—Abstract Only. For presentaton at 
the Seventh Internatonal Space Conference Protecton of 
Materals and Structures From the Space Envronment, Toron-
to, Ontaro, Canada, May 10–13, 2004, and the Internatonal 
Symposum on Optcal Scence and Technology, Denver, CO, 




A Prelmnary ZEUS Lghtnng Locaton Error Analyss 
Using a Modified Retrieval Theory—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at and publcaton n Proceedngs of the 2004 
Fall Meetng of the Amercan Geophyscal Unon, San 
Francsco, CA, December 13–17, 2004. 
ELSNER, R.F. SD50
BHARDWAJ, A. NRC
WAITE, JR., J.H. Unversty of Mchgan
LUGAZ, N. Unversty of Mchgan
MAJEED, T.E. Unversty of Mchgan
CRAVENS, T. University of Kansas
GLADSTONE, G.R. Southwest Research Insttute
FORD, P. MIT
GRODENT, D. Unverste de Lege
ET AL.
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Simultaneous Chandra X-Ray, HST UV, and Ulysses 
Rado Observatons of Jupter’s Aurora—Abstract Only. 
For presentaton at the 2004 Meetng of the Hgh Energy 
Astrophyscs Dvson of the Amercan Astronomcal Soc-
ety, New Orleans, LA, September 8–11, 2004. 
ELSNER, R.F. SD50
RAMSEY, B.D. SD50
WAITE, JR., J.H. Unversty of Mchgan
REHAK, P. BNL
JOHNSON, R.E. University of Virginia
COOPER, J.F. Raytheon
SWARTZ, D.A. USRA
X-MIME: An Imagng X-Ray Spectrometer for Detaled 
Study of Jupter’s Icy Moons and the Planet’s X-Ray 
Aurora—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 36th Annual 
DPS Meetng, Lousvlle, KY, November 8–12, 2004. 
ELSNER, R.F. SD50
RAMSEY, B.D. SD50
WAITE, JR., J.H. Unversty of Mchgan
REHAK, P. Brookhaven Natonal Laboratory
JOHNSON, R.E. University of Virginia
COOPER, J.F. Raytheon
SWARTZ, D.A. USRA/SD50
X-Ray Probes of Magnetospherc Interactons Wth Jupter’s 
Auroral Zones, the Gallean Satelltes, and the Io Plasma 
Torus—Abstract Only. For publcaton n Icarus, 2004. 
EMERSON, C.W. Western Mchgan Unversty
LAM, S.-N. Lousana State Unversty
QUATTROCHI, D.A. SD60
A Comparison of Local Variance Fractal Dimension, and 
Moran’s I as Aids to Multispectral Image Classification—
Abstract Only. For publcaton n the Internatonal Journal 
of Remote Sensng, 2004. 
EMRICH, W.J. TD40
HAWK, C.W. UAH
Magnetohydrodynamc Instabltes n a Smple Gasdynamc 
Mrror Propulson System—Fnal Paper. For publcaton n 





Poco Graphte Inc. SuperSC 0.25m Mrror Cryogenc Test 
Result—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Mrror Tech-
nology Days, Huntsvlle, AL, August 17–19, 2004. 
ENGBERG, R.C. ED27
OOI, T.K. UAH
Methods and Pezoelectrc Imbedded Sensors for Damage 
Detecton n Composte Plates Under Ambent and Cryo-
genc Condtons—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 
Socety of Photo-Optcal Instrumentaton Engneers, San 
Dego, CA, March 14–16, 2004. 
ENGELHAUPT, D. UAH
RAMSEY, B.D. SD50
Electrodeposton of Hgh Qualty Nckel Phosphorous 
Alloys for Polluton Reducton and Energy Conserva-
ton—Abstract Only. For presentaton at and publcaton 
n Proceedngs of the Amercan Electroplaters & Surface 
Finishers Society Week 2004, Lake Buena Vista, FL, 
January 26–30, 2004, and for presentaton at the Amercan 
Electroplaters and Surface Fnshers Socety’s Aerospace/
Arlne Platng & Metal Fnshng Forum, Tulsa, OK, 
March 29–Aprl 1, 2004. 
ESTES, H. ED17
A NASA SHARP Mentorng Experence Utlzng GP-B—
Presentaton. For presentaton at the Amercan Assocaton 
of Physcs Teachers 128th Natonal Meetng, Mam Beach, 
FL, January 24–28, 2004. 
EVANS, S.W. ED44
Tethers as Debrs: Smulatng Impacts of Kevlar Tethers 
on Shuttle Tles—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 
45th AIAA/ASME/ASCE/AHS Structures, Structural 
Dynamcs, and Materals Conference, Palm Sprngs, CA, 
Aprl 19–24, 2004. 
EVANS, S.W. ED44
STALLWORTH, R. ED23
STELLINGWERF, R.F. Stellngwerf Consultng
Comparson of SPHC Hydrocode Results Wth Penetraton 
Equatons and Results of Other Codes—Fnal Paper. For 
presentaton at the 45th AIAA/ASME/ASCE/AHS Struc-
tures, Structural Dynamcs, and Materals Conference, Palm 




Predcton of Actve-Regon CME Productvty From 
Magnetograms—Abstract Only. For publcaton n The 





Forecastng Coronal Mass Ejectons From Magneto-
grams—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Lvng 
Wth a Star Workshop, Boulder, CO, March 23–26, 2004; 
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for presentaton at and publcaton n Proceedngs of the 
Amercan Astronomcal Socety, Solar Physcs Dvson, 
Denver, CO, May 31–June 3, 2004; and for presentaton 
at the Solar, Helospherc and Interplanetary Envronment 
2004 Workshop, Bg Sky, MT, June 27–July 2, 2004. 
FARR, R.A. TD72
ELAM, S.K. TD61
HICKS, E.D. Jacobs Sverdrup
SANDERS, T.M. TD72
LONDON III, J.R. TD70
MAYNE, A.W. TRW (Retred)
CHRISTENSEN, D.L. Lockheed Martn
The 2003 Goddard Rocket Replca Project: A Recon-
structon of the World’s Frst Functonal Lqud Rocket 
System—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 42nd AIAA 
Aerospace Sciences Meeting and Exhibit, Reno, NV, Janu-





Desgn and Analyss of a MEMS Mro-Translaton Stage 
With Indefinite Travel—Abstract Only. For presentation at 
the Nanospace 2003, Galveston, TX, February 2004. 
FISHMAN, G.J. SD50
The Mystery of Gamma-Ray Bursts—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at the Rce Unversty Space Exploraton 
Seres, Houston, TX, March 22, 2004. 
FLANDRO, G.A. Unversty of Tennessee
MAJDALANI, J. Unversty of Tennessee
SIMS, J.D. TD07
Nonlnear Longtudnal Mode Instablty n Lqud Propel-
lant Rocket Engne Preburners—Fnal Paper. For presenta-
ton at the 40th AIAA/ASME/SAE/ASEE Jont Propulson 
Conference and Exhbt, Fort Lauderdale, FL, July 11–14, 
2004. 
FLASAR, F.M. Goddard Space Flght Center
KUNDE, V.G. University of Maryland
ABBAS, M.M. SD50
ACHTERBERG, R.K. Scence Systems & Applcatons 
ADE, P. Unversty of Cardff
BARUCCI, A. Observatore de Pars
BEZARD, B. Observatore de Pars
BJORAKER, G.L. Goddard Space Flght Center
BRASUNAS, J.C. Goddard Space Flght Center
ET AL.
Explorng the Saturn System n the Thermal Infrared: The 
Composte Infrared Spectrometer—Abstract Only. For 
publcaton n Space Scence Revews, 2004. 
FLASAR, F.M. Goddard Space Flght Center
KUNDE, V.G. Univeristy of Maryland
ACHTERBERG, R.K. Scence Systems & Applcatons
CONRATH, B.J. Cornell Unversty
SIMON-MILLER, A.A. Goddard Space Flght Center
NIXON, C.A. Unversty of Maryland
GIERASCH, P.J. Cornell Unversty
ROMANI, P.N. Goddard Space Flght Center
ABBAS, M.M. SD50
ET AL.
Prospectng Jupter n the Thermal Infrared: Temperatures 









Mechancal Desgn of a Performance Test Rg for the Tur-
bne Ar-Flow Task (TAFT)—Fnal Paper. For presentaton 
at the 52nd JANNAF Meetng/1st Lqud Propulson Sub-
committee Meeting, Las Vegas, NV, May 10–13, 2004. 
FORSYTHE, E.L. BAE Systems
GORTI, S. SD46
PUSEY, M.L. SD46
The Crystallzaton of Canavaln as a Functon of pH and 
NaCI Concentraton—Abstract Only. For publcaton n the 
Acta Crystallographca D Journal, 2004. 
FOX, N.J. SD50









Packagng a Successful NASA Msson to Reach a Large 
Audence Wthn a Small Budget—Earth’s Dynamc Space: 
Solar-Terrestral Physcs & NASA’s Polar Msson— 
Abstract Only. For presentaton at and publcaton n Pro-
ceedngs of the Fall AGU 2004 Meetng, San Francsco, 
CA, December 13–17, 2004. 
FULLER, K.A. UAH
SMITH, D.D. SD46
Characterstc Matrces for Sphercal Shell Photonc 
Systems—Fnal Paper. For publcaton n Optc Letters, 
2004. 
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FUSS, T. Unversty of Mssour-Rolla
RAY, C.S. SD46
LESHER, C.E. Unversty of Calforna-Davs
DAY, D.E. Unversty of Mssour-Rolla
Crystallzaton of an L2O2SO2 Glass Under Hgh Hydro-
statc Pressures—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 
106th Annual Meetng of the Amercan Ceramc Socety, 
Indanapols, IN, Aprl 18–21, 2004. 
GALLAGHER, D.L. SD50
When Earth Songs Filled the Void of Space—Abstract Only. 
For presentaton at the Brmngham Astronomcal Socety, 
Brmngham, AL, January 20, 2004. 
GALLAGHER, D.L. SD50
Space Weather—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 
MSFC Educator Resource Center: Teacher Workshop, 
Huntsvlle, AL, January 27, 2004. 
GALLAGHER, D.L. SD50
Seeng the Invsble Wth the IMAGE Msson—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at the Royal Observatory of Belgum, 




The Orgn and Evoluton of Deep Plasmaspherc 
Notches—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Inner 
Magnetosphere Interactons Workshop, Yosemte, CA, 
February 2–7, 2004, and presentaton at and publcaton n 
Proceedngs of the Fall AGU 2004 Meetng, San Francsco, 
CA, Decem-ber 13–17, 2004. 
GALLAGHER, D.L. SD50
KHAZANOV, G.V. SD50
Unresolved Issues Wth Inner Magnetosphere-Ionosphere 
Couplng—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Outer 
Radaton Belt Injecton, Transport, Acceleraton, and Loss 
Satellte (ORBITALS) Workshop, Banff, Alberta, Canada, 
September 23–24, 2004. 
GARBE, G. TD05
MONTGOMERY IV, E.E. TD05
HEATON, A.F. TD05
VAN SANT, J.T. GSFC
CAMPBELL, B.A. GSFC
NASA’s Integrated Development of Solar Sal Propulson 
Project—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the AIAA/AAS 





Overvew of MSFC’s Appled Flud Dynamcs Analyss 
Group Actvtes—Presentaton. For presentaton at the 




Erupton of a Multple-Turn Helcal Magnetc Flux Tube n 
a Large Flare: Evdence for External and Internal Reconnec-
ton that Fts the Breakout Model of Solar Magnetc Erup-




Signatures in Lightning Activity During Tennessee Valley 
Severe Storms of 5–6 May 2003—Fnal Paper. For presen-
taton at and publcaton n Proceedngs of the Amercan 
Meteorologcal Socety 2nd Conference on Severe Local 




HUNG, C.-C. Southern Polytechnc State Unversty
The Utlty of Auroral Image-Based Actvty Metrcs— 
Abstract Only. For presentaton at and publcaton n Pro-
ceedngs of the Fall AGU Meetng, San Francsco, CA, 
December 12–17, 2004. 
GEVEDEN, R.D. DD01
An Overvew of the Gravty Probe B Msson—Fnal Paper. 
For presentaton at the 42nd AIAA Aerospace Scences 
Meeting and Exhibit, Reno, NV, January 5–8, 2004. 
GILLIES, D.C. SD40
Mcroanalytcal Efforts n Support of NASA’s Materals 
Scence Programs—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 
Mcroscopy and Mcroanalyss 2004 Conference, Savannah, 




Computed Tomography and ts Applcaton for the 3D Char-
acterzaton of Coarse Ganed Meteortes—Abstract Only. 
For presentaton at the Mcroscopy and Mcroanalyss 2004 





MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION







Long-Term Spectral and Tmng Behavor of Black Hole 
Canddate XTE J1908+094—Abstract Only. For publcaton 




Scence Usng an Electrostatc Levtaton Furnace n the 
MUCAT Sector at the APS—Abstract Only. For pre-
sentaton at the Hgh-Energy Workshop, Argonne, IL, 
August 9–10, 2004. 





Analyss of Upper Ar, Ground and Remote Sensng 
Data for the ATLAS Feld Campagn n San Juan, Puerto 
Rco—Abstract Only. For presentaton at and publcaton n 
Proceedngs of the 85th AMS Annual Meetng, San Dego, 
CA, January 9–13, 2005, and publcaton n Remote Sensng 
of Envronment, 2004. 
GOODMAN, D.D. TD62
Sold Edge’s Role and Modelng Technques for Space 
Shuttle Flowlner Crack Investgaton and Related Com-
ponents—Presentaton. For presentaton at the Sold Edge 




ASHCROFT, P. Remote Sensng Systems






Scence Data Processng for the Advanced Mcrowave 
Scannng Radometer—Earth Observng System— 
Abstract Only. For presentaton at the SPIE Optcal Sc-
ence and Technology 49th Annual Meetng, Denver, CO, 
August 2–6, 2004. 
GOODMAN, S.J. SD60
The LATEST Project: Operatonal Assessment of Total 
Lghtnng Data n the U.S.—Abstract Only. For presenta-
ton at and publcaton n Proceedngs of the 18th Interna-
tonal Lghtnng Detecton Conference, Helsnk, Fnland, 





BAILEY, J.C. Global Hydrology & Clmate Center
HALL, J. Global Hydrology & Clmate Center
MCCAUL, E. Global Hydrology & Clmate Center
BUECHLER, D.E. Global Hydrology & Clmate Center
DARDEN, C. NSSTC
ET AL.
The North Alabama Lghtnng Mappng Array: Recent 
Severe Storm Observatons and Future Prospects—Abstract 




Improvng the Transton of Earth Satellte Observatons 
From Research to Operatons—Abstract Only. For presenta-
ton at and publcaton n Proceedngs of the AIAA Space 
2004 Conference, San Dego, CA, September 30, 2004. 
GORTI, S. SD46
FORSYTHE, E.L. BAE Systems
PUSEY, M.L. SD46
Knetc Roughenng Transton and Energetcs of Tetragonal 
Lysozyme Crystal Growth—Abstract Only. For presentaton 
at the 10th Internatonal Conference on the Crystallzaton 
of Bologcal Macromolecules (ICCBM10), Bejng, Chna, 
June 5–8, 2004. 
GORTI, S. SD46
FORSYTHE, E.L. BAE Systems/SD46
PUSEY, M.L. SD46
Growth Modes and Energetcs of 101 Face Lysozyme 
Crystal Growth—Abstract Only. For publcaton n Crystal 
Growth and Desgn, 2004. 
GORTI, S. SD46
KONNERT, J. Naval Research Laboratory
FORSYTHE, E.L. BAE Systems/SD46
PUSEY, M.L. SD46
Effects of Knetc Roughenng and Lqud-Lqud Phase 
Transition on Lysozyme Crystal Growth Velocities— 
Abstract Only. For publcaton n Crystal Growth and 
Desgn, 2004. 
GOSTOWSKI, R. TD40
Isothermal Calormetrc Observatons of the Effect of Weld-
ng on Compatblty of Stanless Steels Wth Hgh-Test 
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION
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Hydrogen Peroxde Propellant—Fnal Paper. For presenta-
ton at the JANNAF 39th Combuston Meetng, Colorado 
Sprngs, CO, December 1–5, 2003. 
GOSTOWSKI, R. TD40
Isothermal Mcrocalormetrc Evaluaton of Compatblty 
of Proposed Injector Materals Wth Hgh-Test Hydrogen 
Peroxde Propellant—Fnal Paper. For publcaton n the 
Journal of Propulson and Power, 2003. 
GREGG, M.W. ED22
NASA Fracture Panel 2004: Post-Proof NDE—Presentaton. 
For presentaton at the Southwest Research Insttute, San 
Antono, TX, June 1–4, 2004. 
GREGG, M.W. ED22
NASA Fracture Panel 2004: Fasteners—Presentaton. 
For presentaton at the Southwest Research Insttute, San 
Antono, TX, June 1–4, 2004. 
GREGORY, D.A. UAH
HERREN, K.A. SD70
Specific Impulse Definition for Ablative Laser Propul-
son—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Thrd Inter-
natonal Symposum on Beamed Energy Propulson, Troy, 
NY, October 11–13, 2004. 
GREINER, J.C. Max Planck Insttute
KLOSE, S. Thurnger Landesstern. 
REINSCH, K. Unverstats-Sternwarte
SCHMID, H.M. Insttut fur Astronome
SARI, R. Calforna Insttute of Technology
HARTMANN, D.H. Clemson Unversty
KOUVELIOTOU, C. SD50
RAU, A. Max Planck Insttute
PALAZZI, E. Istituto di Astrofisica
ET AL. 
Polarzaton Evoluton of the Afterglow of GRB 030329—
Abstract Only. For publcaton n Nature, 2003. 
GRUGEL, R.N. SD46
Pore Formaton and Moblty Investgaton (PFMI): 
Concept, Hardware Development, and Intal Analyss of 
Experments Conducted Aboard the International Space 
Station—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Unversty 
of Texas, Austn, TX, October 7, 2003. 
GRUGEL, R.N. SD46
Pore Formaton and Moblty Investgaton (PFMI): 
Concept, Hardware Development, and Intal Analyss of 
Experments—Abstract Only. For presentaton at an 
Invted Talk to the European Space Agency, Pars, France, 
Aprl 4–11, 2004. 
GRUGEL, R.N. SD46
Materals Processng n Space: Model Experments Aboard 
the International Space Station—Abstract Only. For presen-
tation at an Invited Talk, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, 




Drect Observaton of Pore Formaton and Bubble 
Moblty Durng Controlled Meltng and Resoldfca-
ton n Mcrogravty—Abstract Only. For presentaton at 
and publcaton n Proceedngs of the Mnerals Metals 
& Materals Socety (TMS) Annual Meetng, Charlotte, NC, 







The Pore Formaton and Moblty Investgaton: The 
Apparatus, Operatons, Scence Obtaned, and Potental 
for Contnued Usage—Abstract Only. For presentaton 
at the Insttute of Electrcal and Electroncs Engneers— 
Lasers and Electro-Optcs Socety Meetng, San Dego, CA, 







Incomng Metrology of Segmented X-Ray Mandrels at 
MSFC—Abstract Only. For presentaton at SPIE Astro-





Performance of Gas Scntllaton Proportonal Counter 
Array for Hgh-Energy X-Ray Observatory—Abstract Only. 
For presentaton at SPIE Astronomcal Telescopes & Instru-
mentaton, Glasgow, Scotland, June 21–25, 2004. 
GUILLORY, A.R. SD60
NASA Earth Scence Research and Applcatons Usng 
UAV’s—Abstract Only. For presentation at the Technical 
Analysis and Applications Center 2003 UAV Conference, 
Albuquerque, NM, October 28–30, 2003. 
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION






Cryogenc Test Results of Hextek Mrror—Abstract Only. 
For presentaton at the Mrror Technology Days 2004, 




Spatially Varying Spectrally Thresholds for MODIS Cloud 
Detecton—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 13th 
Conference on Satellte Meteorology and Oceanography, 
Norfolk, VA, September 20–24, 2004. 
HALE, J. TD32
Smulaton Based Acquston for NASA’s Offce of 
Exploraton Systems—Abstract Only. For presentaton 
at the Huntsvlle Smulaton Conference, Huntsvlle, AL, 
October 19–21, 2004. 
HAMILTON, G.S. ED42
DUMAS II, J.D. Unversty of Tennessee
BROOKMAN, S. Unversty of Maryland
TILGHMAN, N. QTEC
Evaluatng the Usablty of Pnchgator, A System for Nav-
gating Virtual Worlds Using Pinch Gloves—Abstract Only. 
For presentaton at the Huntsvlle Smulaton Conference, 





Advanced Gudance and Control for Hypersoncs and Space 
Access—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the JANNAF 
Interagency Propulson Commttee Jont Meetng, Colorado 
Sprngs, CO, December 1–5, 2003. 
HANSON, J.M. TD54
JONES, R.E. Sverdrup Technology
Test Results for Entry Gudance Methods for Reusable 
Launch Vehicles—Final Paper. For presentation at the 42nd 
AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting and Exhibit, Reno, NV, 
January 5–8, 2004. 
HANSON, J.M. TD54
JONES, R.E. TD54
Test Results for Entry Gudance Methods for Space 
Vehicles—Final Paper. For publication in the AIAA Journal 
of Gudance, Control, and Dynamcs, 2004. 
HATHAWAY, D.H. SD50
Recent Progress n Understandng the Sun’s Magnetc 
Dynamo—Abstract Only. For presentation at Vanderbilt 
Unversty—Publc Lecture, Nashvlle, TN, Aprl 8, 
2004. 
HATHAWAY, D.H. SD50
Modern Solar Mysteres—Abstract Only. For presentaton 
at Vanderbilt University—Public Lecture, Nashville, TN, 
Aprl 8, 2004. 
HATHAWAY, D.H. SD50
What the Long-Term Sunspot Record Tells Us About Space 
Clmate—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Frst 
Internatonal Symposum on Space Weather, Oulu, Fnland, 
June 20–23, 2004. 
HATHAWAY, D.H. SD50
Flows n the Solar Convecton Zone—Abstract Only. For 
presentation at the 35th COSPAR Scientific Assembly, Paris, 
France, July 18–25, 2004. 
HATHAWAY, D.H. SD50
How Large-Scale Flows n the Solar Convecton Zone May 
Influence Solar Activity—Abstract Only. For presentation 
at the NSO Workshop No. 22 Large-Scale Structures and 




Supergranule Dffuson and Actve Regon Decay—Abstract 
Only. For publcaton n the Bulletn of the 204th Meetng of 
the Amercan Astronomcal Socety, Denver, CO, May 30– 




The VISAR Process—Final Paper. For publication in Com-
muncaton of the ACM, 2003. 
HATHAWAY, D.H. SD50
NANDY, D. Montana State Unversty
WILSON, R.M. SD50
REICHMANN, E.J. SD50
Erratum: “Evdence that a Deep Merdonal Flow Sets the 
Sunspot Cycle Perod—Abstract Only. For publcaton n 
The Astrophyscal Journal, 2003. 
HATHAWAY, D.H. SD50
WILSON, R.M. SD50
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION
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What the Sunspot Record Tells Us About Space Cl-
mate—Abstract Only. For publcaton n the Solar Physcs 
Journal, 2004. 
HEATON, A.F. TD54
Solar Sal GN&C Model Comparsons—Fnal Paper. For 
presentaton at the AIAA GN&C Conference, Provdence, 
RI, August 16–19, 2004. 
HEFNER, K. FD03
DAVIDSON, G. Northrop Grumman
Performance as Promsed: How the Chandra X-Ray 
Observatory Accomplshed One of NASA’s Most Challeng-
ng Mssons for Bllons of Dollars Less Than Orgnally 
Planned—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the AIAA Space 
2004 Conference, San Dego, CA, September 28–30, 
2004. 
HENDERSON, S.J. U.S. Mltary Academy
HAMILTON, G.S. ED42
Human Moton Trackng at Marshall Space Flght Center’s 
Collaborative Engineering Center ANVIL—Abstract Only. 
For presentaton at the Huntsvlle Smulaton Conference, 
Huntsvlle, AL, October 19–21, 2004. 
HENLEY, M.W. Boeng/Phantom Works
HOWELL, J.T. FD02
Space Solar Power Technology for Lunar Polar Applca-
tons–Presentaton. For presentaton at the Internatonal 
Workshop on the Laser Energy Transmsson for Space 
Exploraton and Ground Applcatons, Nara, Japan, 
June 6–7, 2004. 
HEREFORD, J. Murray State Unversty
GWALTNEY, D. ED17
Desgn Space Issues for Intrnsc Evolvable Hardware—
Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 2004 NASA/DoD 
Conference on Evolvable Hardware, Seattle, WA, 
June 24–26, 2004. 
HEREFORD, J. Murray State Unversty
GWALTNEY, D. ED17
Scalablty, Tmng, and System Desgn Issues for Intrn-
sc Evolvable Hardware—Fnal Paper. For publcaton n 





Two-Pulsed Technque for Ablatve Laser Propulson: Force 
Measurement in Vacuum—Abstract Only. For presentation 
at the Thrd Internatonal Symposum on Beamed Energy 





THOMPSON, M.S. Informaton Systems, Inc.
Status of the Ablatve Laser Propulson Studes—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at the 15th Advanced Space Propul-
son Workshop, Pasadena, CA, June 15–17, 2004. 
HOLLADAY, J.B. FD24
DAY, G. Boeng
GILL, L. Carleton Technologes
Gudelnes for Developng Spacecraft Structural Requre-
ments; A Thermal and Envronmental Perspectve—Fnal 
Paper. For presentaton at the 34th Internatonal Confer-
ence on Envronmental Systems, Colorado Sprngs, CO, 




Sold-State Dstrbuted Temperature Control for Interna-
tional Space Station—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 
34th Internatonal Conference on Envronmental Systems, 
Colorado Sprngs, CO, July 19–22, 2004. 
HOLLERMAN, W. Unversty of Lousana
ALBARDO, T. Unversty of Lousana
LENTZ, M. Unversty of Lousana
EDWARDS, D.L. ED31
HUBBS, W.S. ED31
SEMMEL, C.L. Quals Corporaton
Ionzng Radaton Exposure Measurements for Canddate 
Solar Sals—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the Jont 
Propulson Conference, Huntsvlle, AL, July 21–23, 
2003. 
HOLT, J.M. ED25
CLANTON, S.E. Jacobs Sverdrup
Case Study of Rsk Mtgaton Based on Hardware/Software 
Integraton (HSI) Testng for the International Space Sta-
tion (ISS) Node 2 Module—Abstract Only. For presenta-
ton at the French Avaton & Space Assocaton Complex 
and Safe Systems Engneerng Conference, Pars, France, 
June 21–22, 2004. 
HONG, Y.-S. SD46/BAE Systems
ADAMEK, D.H. SD46/AZ Technology
BRIDGE, K. SD46/UAH
MALONE, C.C. SD46/BAE Systems
YOUNG, R.B. BAE Systems/UAH
MILLER, T. SD46
KARR, L. SD46
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION
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Purification and Crystallization of Murine Myostatin a 
Negatve Regulator of Muscle Mass—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at the Amercan Socety for Bochemstry 




LAFONTAINE, F.J. Raytheon ITSS
HEYSFIELD, G. Goddard Space Flght Center
MARKS, F. NOAA Hurrcane Research Dvson
Tropcal Cyclone Precptaton Types and Electrcal Feld 
Informaton Observed by Hgh Alttude Arcraft Instrumen-
taton—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 26th AMS 
Conference on Hurrcanes & Tropcal Meteorology, Mam, 
FL, May 3–7, 2004. 
HOOD, R.E. SD60
KAKAR, R. NASA Headquarters
Early Results of the NASA Convecton and Mosture Exper-
ment (CAMEX)—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 58th 
Interdepartmental Hurrcane Conference, Charleston, SC, 
February 29–March 5, 2004. 
HOOVER, R.B. SD50
PIKUTA, E.V. SD50
A Case for Mcroorgansms on Comets, Europa and the 
Polar Ice Caps of Mars—Abstract Only. For presentaton 
at and publcaton n Proceedngs of the SPIE Optcal Sc-
ence and Technology 48th Annual Meetng, San Dego, CA, 
August 3–8, 2003. 
HOOVER, R.B. SD50
PIKUTA, E.V. SD50
WICKRAMASINGHE, N.C. Cardff Center
WALLIS, M.K. Cardff Center
Astrobology of Comets—Abstract Only. For presentaton 
at and publcaton n Proceedngs of the SPIE Optcal Sc-
ence and Technology 49th Annual Meetng, Denver, CO, 
August 2–6, 2004.
HOOVER, R.B. SD50
ROZANOV, A.Y. Paleontological Institute
 New Evdence for the Presence of Indgenous Mcrofossls 
n Carbonaceous Chondrtes—Abstract Only. For presenta-
ton at and publcaton n Proceedngs of the Internatonal 
Socety for Optcal Scence and Technology 49th Annual 
Meeting, Vol. 5555, Denver, CO, August 2–6, 2004.
HOOVER, R.B. SD50
ROZANOV, A.Y. Paleontological Institute
JERMAN, G. ED21
COSTEN, J. ED21
Mcrofossls n C1 and CO Carbonaceous Meteortes— 
Abstract Only. For presentaton at and publcaton n Pro-
ceedngs of SPIE—The Internatonal Socety for Optcal 
Science and Technology 48th Annual Meeting, Vol. 5163, 
San Dego, CA, August 3–8, 2003. 
HOUSTON, J. Jacobs Sverdrup
GATTIS, C.B. ED21
Passve Isolators for Use on the International Space Sta-
tion—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 42nd AIAA 
Aerospace Sciences Meeting and Exhibit, Reno, NV, Janu-





Advanced Video Guidance Sensor (AVGS) Develop-
ment Testng—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the SPIE 
Defense and Securty Symposum, Orlando, FL, 
Aprl 12–16, 2004. 
HOWELL, J.T. FD02
MANKINS, J.C. NASA Headquarters
Transformatonal System Concepts and Technologes for 
Our Future n Space—Abstract Only. For presentaton at 
the 55th International Astronautical Congress, Vancouver, 
Brtsh Columba, Canada, October 4–8, 2004. 
HOWELL, J.T. FD02
O’NEILL, M. Entech, Inc.
FORK, R. UAH
Advanced Recever/Converter Experments for Laser Wre-
less Power Transmsson—Abstract Only. For presentaton 
at the Fourth Internatonal Conference on Solar Power From 
Space, Granada, Span, June 30–July 2, 2004. 
HOWSMAN, T.G. Dynamc Concepts
O’NEIL, D.A. FD02
CRAFT, M.A. Dynamc Concepts
A Stgmergc Cooperatve Mult-Robot Control Archtec-
ture—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the Nnth Interna-
tonal Conference on the Smulaton and Synthess of Lvng 





CHU, Y.S. Argonne Natonal Laboratory
LAI, B. Argonne Natonal Laboratory
X-Ray Mcroscopc Characterzaton of Proten Crystals—
Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 10th Internatonal 
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION
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Conference on the Crystallzaton of Bologcal Macromol-
ecules, Bejng, Chna, June 5–8, 2004. 
HULCHER, A.B. ED34
Flm Processng Module for Automated Fber Placement—
Presentaton. For presentaton at the SAMPE Conference, 
NASA Techncal Brefngs Sesson, Long Beach, CA, 
May 19, 2004. 
HULCHER, A.B. ED34
Automated Compostes Processng Technology: Flm Mod-
ule—Abstract Only. For publcaton n the AIAA Aerospace 
Amerca Magazne, 2004. 
HUTCHENS, C. FD21
GRAVES, R. Allied
Results of the Vapor Compression Distillation Flight Experi-
ment (VCD-FE)—Abstract Only. For presentation at the 
34th Internatonal Conference on Envronmental Systems, 
Colorado Sprngs, CO, July 19–22, 2004. 
HYERS, R.W. Unversty of Massachusetts
BRADSHAW, R.C. Unversty of Massachusetts
ROGERS, J.R. SD46
RATHZ, T.J. UAH
LEE, G.W. Washngton Unversty
GANGOPADHYAY, A.K. Washngton Unversty
KELTON, K.F. Washngton Unversty
Contanerless Measurement of Thermophyscal Propertes 
of T-Zr-N Alloys—Abstract Only. For presentaton at 
the Mnerals, Metals, & Materals Socety (TMS) Annual 
Meetng, Charlotte, NC, March 14–18, 2004. 
HYERS, R.W. Unversty of Massachusetts
BRADSHAW, R.C. Unversty of Massachusetts
ROGERS, J.R. SD46
RATHZ, T.J. UAH
LEE, G.W. Washngton Unversty
KELTON, K.F. Washngton Unversty
GANGOPADHYAY, A.K. Washngton Unversty
Surface Tension and Viscosity of Quasicrystal-Forming 
T-Zr-N Alloys—Abstract Only. For publcaton n the 





Control of Convecton n Contanerless Processng— 
Abstract Only. For presentaton at The Mnerals, Metals, 
& Materals Socety (TMS) Annual Meetng, Charlotte, NC, 
March 14–18, 2004. 
IRWIN, D.E. SD60
Land Use and Change—Abstract Only. For presentaton at 
the Mesoamercan Envronmental Informaton System—
NASA Monitoring and Visualization System (SIAM-SER-
VIR) Workshop, Panama City, Panama, July 10–17, 2004, 





SIAM-SERVIR: An Environmental Monitoring and Decision 
Support System for Mesoamerca—Abstract Only. For pre-
sentaton at and publcaton n Proceedngs of the Montorng 
Scence and Technology Symposum, Denver, CO, Septem- 
ber 20–24, 2004. 
JAAP, J. FD42
DAVIS, E. FD42
An Enablng Technology for New Plannng and Schedulng 
Paradgms—Fnal Paper and Presentaton. For presenta-
ton at the SpaceOps 2004, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, 




Maxmally Expressve Modelng—Fnal Paper. For pre-
sentaton at the Fourth Internatonal Workshop on Plan-
nng and Schedulng for Space, Darmstadt, Germany, 
June 23–25, 2004. 
JAAP, J. FD42
MAXWELL, T. FD42
Enablng New Operatons Concepts for Lunar and Mars 
Exploraton—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Space 
Technology and Applcatons Internatonal Forum, Albu-
querque, NM, February 13–17, 2004. 
JACOBSON, D. XP01
X-37 Flght Demonstrator—A Buldng Block n NASA’s 
Future Access to Space—Presentaton. For presentaton at 
the Space Technology and Informaton Internatonal Tech-
nology Forum, Albuquerque, NM, February 11, 2004. 
JACOBSON, D. XP01
X-37 Flight Demonstrator—Orbital Vehicle Technology 
Development Approach—Presentaton. For presentaton at 
the Space Technology and Informaton Internatonal Tech-
nology Forum, Albuquerque, NM, February 11, 2004. 
JEDLOVEC, G.J. SD60
Use of MODIS/AIRS Drect Broadcast Data for Short Term 
Weather Forecastng—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION
(Publcly avalable. Dates are conference dates.)
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EOS Drect Broadcast Users Conference n Hohala Coast, 




BRADSHAW, T. NWS Forecast Office
BURKS, J. NWS Forecast Office
MODIS Data n AWIPS: A Precursor of NPOESS and 
GOES-R Capabltes—Abstract Only. For presentaton at 
the Natonal Weather Assocaton Annual Meetng, Portland, 
OR, October 16–21, 2004. 
JOHNSON, D.L. ED44
VAUGHAN, W.W. UAH
Terrestral Envronment (Clmatc) Crtera Handbook for 
Use in Aerospace Vehicle Development—Final Paper. For 
presentaton at the 11th AMS Conference on Avaton, 
Range, and Aerospace Meteorology, Hyanns, MA, Octo- 




Status on Updated NASA Standard—“Terrestral Envron-
ment (Clmatc) Crtera Handbook for Use n Aerospace 
Vehicle Development”—Final Paper. For presentation at 
the 42nd AIAA Aerospace Scences Meetng and Exhbt, 








NASA’s In-Space Propulson Technology Program: Over-
vew and Status—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 52nd 
JANNAF Meetng/1st Lqud Propulson & Subcommt-
tee Meeting, Las Vegas, NV, May 10–13, 2004, and for 
presentaton at the 40th AIAA/ASME/SAE/ASEE Jont 
Propulson Conference and Exhbt, Fort Lauderdale, FL, 
July 11–14, 2004. 
JOHNSON, L. TD05
BISHOP-BEHEL, K. TD05
In-Space Propulson for Scence & Exploraton—Presen-
taton. For presentaton at the Natonal Space & Mssle 





Applcaton of Satellte-Derved Land Surface Temperature 
to Mnmum Temperature Forecastng—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at the 13th Conference on Satellte Meteorol-
ogy and Oceanography, Norfolk, VA, September 20–24, 
2004.
JUDGE, R.A. SD40
SNELL, E.H. BAE Systems/SD40
KEPHART, R. SD40
VAN DER WOERD, M.J. BAE Systems/SD40
Decades of Data: Extractng Trends From Mcrogravty 
Crystallzaton Hstory—Abstract Only. For presentaton at 
the Symposum on Neutron Proten Crystallography, Tokyo, 
Japan, February 14–20, 2004. 
JUSTUS, C.G. Computer Scences Corporaton
DUVALL, A.L. Computer Sciences Corporation
KELLER, V.W. ED44
Connectng Atmospherc Scence and Atmospherc Mod-
els for Aerocaptured Mssons to Ttan and The Outer 
Planets—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Interna-
tonal Conference, European Geoscences Unon 1st General 
Assembly, Nce, France, Aprl 25–30, 2004. 
JUSTUS, C.G. Morgan Research Corporaton/ED44
DUVALL, A.L. Morgan Research Corporation/ED44
KELLER, V.W. ED44
Atmospherc Models for Aerocapture—Abstract/Fnal 
Paper. For presentaton at the 40th AIAA/ASME/SAE/
ASEE Jont Propulson Conference, Fort Lauderdale, FL, 
July 12–16, 2004. 
JUSTUS, C.G. Morgan Research Corporaton/ED44
DUVALL, A.L. Morgan Research Corporation/ED44
KELLER, V.W. ED44
Validation of Mars-Gram and Planned New Features— 
Final Paper. For presentation at the 35th COSPAR Scientific 
Assembly, Pars, France, July 18–25, 2004. 
JUSTUS, C.G. Morgan Research Corporaton/ED44
DUVALL, A.L. Morgan Research Corporation/ED44
KELLER, V.W. ED44
Earth Gram-99 and Trace Consttuents—Fnal Paper. For 
presentation at the 35th COSPAR Scientific Assembly, Paris, 
France, July 18–25, 2004. 
JUSTUS, C.G. Computer Scences Corporaton
DUVALL, A.L. Computer Sciences Corporation
KELLER, V.W. ED44
Atmospherc Models  for  Aerocapture Systems 
Studes—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the AIAA 
Atmospherc Flght Mechancs Symposum, Provdence, RI, 
August 16–19, 2004. 
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION
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JUSTUS, C.G. Morgan Research Corp./ED44
DUVALL, A.L. Morgan Research Corp./ED44
KELLER, V.W. ED44
Atmospherc Models for Aeroentry and Aeroassst— 
Abstract/Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 2nd Interna-
tonal Planetary Probe Workshop, Ames Research Center, 
CA, August 23–27, 2004. 




Overvew of the Convecton and Mosture Experment 
(CAMEX)—Abstract Only. For publcaton n the Journal 




Space Envronments and Effects (SEE) Program: Spacecraft 
Chargng Technology Development Actvtes—Fnal Paper 
and Presentaton. For presentaton at the 8th Spacecraft 
Chargng Technology Development Conference, Huntsvlle, 
AL, October 20–24, 2003. 
KEYS, A.S. SD50
CROW, R.W. Sensng Strateges, Inc.
ASHLEY, P.R. U.S. Army Avaton
NELSON, JR., T.R. Ar Force Laboratory, SNDD
PARKER, J.H. Ar Force Laboratory, SNJT
BEECHER, E.A. Ar Force Laboratory, SNJT
Fabrcaton and Testng of Bnary-Phase Fourer Grat-
ngs for Nonunform Array Generaton—Fnal Paper. For 
presentaton at the Optcal Socety of Amerca’s Dffrac-
tve Optcs and Mcro-Optcs Conference, Rochester, NY, 
October 9–13, 2004. 
KHAZANOV, G.V. SD50
The Nonlnear Couplng of Alfvén and Lower Hybrd 
Waves n Space Plasma—Abstract Only. For presentaton 
at the 2004 Natonal Rado Scence Meetng, Boulder, CO, 
January 4–8, 2004. 
KHAZANOV, G.V. SD50
Large-and Small-Scale Rng Current Electrodynamc 
Couplng—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 30th 
Annversary Yosemte Workshop on Inner Magnetosphere 
Interacton, Yosemte, CA, February 3–6, 2004. 
KHAZANOV, G.V. SD50
The Nonlnear Couplng of Electromagnetc Ion Cyclotron 
and Lower Hybrd Waves n the Rng Current Regon— 
Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 2004 Amercan 
Geophyscs Sprng Meetng, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, 
May 17–21, 2004. 
KHAZANOV, G.V. SD50
Rng Current Electrodynamc Couplng—Abstract Only. 
For presentation at the 35th COSPAR Scientific Assembly, 






Cross-Scale Couplng n the Inner Magnetosphere— 
Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Huntsvlle 2004 
Workshop, Huntsvlle, AL, October 18–22, 2004. 
KHAZANOV, G.V. SD50
LIEMOHN, M.W. Unversty of Mchgan
FOK, M.-C. Goddard Space Flght Center
NEWMAN, T.S. UAH
RIDLEY, A.J. Unversty of Mchgan
Stormtme Partcle Energzaton Wth Hgh Temporal Reso-
luton AMIE Potentals—Abstract Only. For publcaton n 
the Journal of Geophyscal Research, 2004. 
KHAZANOV, G.V. SD50
SINGH, N. UAH
GAMAYUNOV, K.V. University of Alaska Fairbanks
KRIVORUTSKY, E.N. SD50
The Role of the Heavy Ions n the Wave Magnetospherc 
Phenomena—Abstract Only. For presentaton at and publ-
caton n Proceedngs of the Amercan Geophyscal Unon 
Fall 2004 Annual Meetng, San Francsco, CA, Decem- 
ber 13–17, 2004. 
KIESSLING, E. ED01
Organzatonal Consderatons n Managng System Safety: 
A NASA Case Study—Abstract Only. For presentaton at 
the Amercan Socety for Engneerng Management, Alex-




Improvng Performance of the System Functon at Mar-
shall Space Flght Center—Fnal Paper. For presentaton 
at the Amercan Socety for Engneerng Management 25th 
National Conference, Alexandria, VA, October 20–23, 
2004. 
KLEIMAN, J.I. Integrty Testng Laboratory
GUDIMENKO, Y. Integrty Testng Laboratory
ISKANDEROVA, Z.A. Integrity Testing Lab.
GRIGOREVSKI, A. Public Joint Stock Co. 
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION




Smulated Space Envronment Exposure of Surface-Mod-
fied Thermal Control Coatings—Final Paper. For presen-
taton at the 42nd AIAA Aerospace Scences Meetng and 
Exhibit, Reno, NV, January 5–9, 2004. 
KLOSE, S. Thurnger Landessternwarte
GREINER, J. Max Planck Insttute
RAU, A. Max Planck Insttute
HENDEN, A.A. USNO/USRA
HARTMANN, D.H. Clemson Unversty
ZEH, A. Thurnger Landessternwarte
MASETTI, N. Istituto di Astrofisica
GUENTHER, E. Thurnger Landessternwarte
KOUVELIOTOU, C. SD50
ET AL.
The Achromatc Lght Curve of the Optcal Afterglow of 
GRB 030226 at a Redshft of Z~2*—Abstract Only. For 
publcaton n The Astrophyscal Journal, 2004. 
KLOSE, S. Thurnger Landesternwarte
GREINER, J.C. Max Planck Insttute
RAU, A. Max Planck Insttute
HENDEN, A.A. U.S. Naval Observatory
HARTMANN, D.H. Clemson Unversty
ZEH, A. Thurnger Landessternwarte
RIES, C. Wendelsten-Observatorum
MASETTI, N. Istituto di Astrofisica
KOUVELIOTOU, C. SD50
ET AL.
Probng a GRB Progentor at a Redshft of z=2: A Com-
prehensve Observng Campagn of the Afterglow of GRB 
030226—Abstract Only. For publcaton n The Astronom-
cal Journal, 2004. 
KLOSE, S. Thurnger Landesstern. 
HENDEN, A.A. U.S. Naval Observatory
GEPPERT, U. Astrophyscal Insttute
HARTMANN, D.H. Dept./Physcs & Astronomy
KOUVELIOTOU, C. SD50
LUGINBUHL, C.B. U.S. Naval Observatory
STECKLUM, B. Thurnger Landesstern. 
VRBA, F.J. U.S. Naval Observatory
A Deep Near-Infrared Survey of the N49 Regon Around the 
Soft Gamma-Ray Repeater 0526-66—Abstract Only. For 
publcaton n The Astrophyscal Journal Letters, 2004. 
KNOX, J.C. FD21
Expermental and Analytcal Investgaton of Pressure 
Dfferentals for Clean and Loaded Wre Meshes Used n 
Zeolte Retenton—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 
34th Internatonal Conference on Envronments Systems, 




Integrated Testng of a 4-Bed Molecular Seve and a Tem-
perature-Swng Absorpton Compressor for Closed-Loop 
Ar Revtalzaton—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 
34th Internatonal Conference on Envronmental Systems, 
Colorado Sprngs, CO, July 19–22, 2004. 
KOBELL, W. SD70
A Novel and New Ultra-Lghtweght Renforcement for 
Producng Low Mass Optcal Systems—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at the Mrror Technology Days, Huntsvlle AL, 







Magnetc and Langmur Probe Measurements on the Plas-
mod Thruster Experment (PTX)—Abstract/Fnal Paper. 
For presentaton at the 40th AIAA Jont Propulson Confer-
ence, Fort Lauderdale, FL, July 11–14, 2004. 
KOLODZIEJCZAK, J.J. SD31
Lessons for STEP From GP-B—Abstract Only. For presen-
taton at Testng the Equvalence Prncple on Ground and 
n Space, Pescara, Italy, September 20–24, 2004. 
KOROTCHKINA, L.G. State Unversty of NY/Buffalo
CISZAK, E.M. SD46
PATEL, M.S. State Unversty of NY/Buffalo
Functon of Several Crtcal Amno Acds n Human Pyru-
vate Dehydrogenase Revealed By Its Structure—Abstract 
Only. For publcaton n the Archves of Bochemstry and 
Bophyscs, 2004. 
KOSHAK, W. SD60
Dmensonal Reducton: A Method for Retrevng Lghtnng 
Charge—Abstract Only. For presentaton at and publcaton 
n Proceedngs of the 2004 Fall Meetng of the Amercan 
Geophyscal Unon, San Francsco, CA, December 13–17, 
2004. 
KOUVELIOTOU, C. SD50
Observatons of Magnetars—Abstract Only. For presenta-
ton at The Electromagnetc Spectrum of Neutron Stars 
Conference, Marmars, Turkey, June 13–18, 2004. 
KOUVELIOTOU, C. SD50
Observatons of X-Ray Afterglows—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at the Workshop on Gamma-Ray Bursts and 
Supernovae Connecton, Seattle, WA, July 5–7, 2004. 
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION
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KOUVELIOTOU, C. SD50
GRACE Collaboraton n the Swft Era—Abstract Only. 
For presentaton at and publcaton n Proceedngs of the 
Meetng of the Energy Astrophyscs Dvson (HEAD) of 
the Amercan Astronomcal Socety, New Orleans, LA, 
September 8–11, 2004. 
KOUVELIOTOU, C. SD50
WOOSLEY, S.E. Unversty of Calforna
PATEL, S.K. SD50
LEVAN, A. University of Leicester
BLANDFORD, R. Kavl Inst. for Partcle Astophyscs 
and Cosmology
RAMIREZ-RUIZ, E. Insttute for Advanced Study




Chandra Observatons of the X-Ray Envrons of SN 
1998bw/GRB 980425—Abstract Only. For publcaton n 
The Astrophyscal Journal, 2004. 
KULPA, V. QS10
S&MA Requrements Tool (SMART)—Presentaton. For 
presentaton at the Seventh Annual Assurance Technology 
Symposum, Oho Aerospace Insttute Audtorum, Cleve-
land, OH, June 8–11, 2004. 
LAPENTA, W.M. SD60
BRADSHAW, T. NWS Forecast Office
BURKS, J. NWS Forecast Office
DARDEN, C. NWS Forecast Office
DEMBEK, S. USRA
Dabatc Intalzaton of Mesoscale Models n the South-
eastern Unted States: Can 0 to 12h Warm Season QPF be 
Improved?—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 20th 
Conference on Weather Analyss and Forecastng, Seattle, 
WA, January 11–15, 2004. 
LEAHY, F.B. ED44
Evaluaton of the Space Shuttle Transatlantc Abort Landng 
Atmospherc Soundng System—Fnal Paper. For presen-
taton at the 42nd AIAA Aerospace Scences Meetng and 
Exhibit, Reno, NV, January 5–8, 2004. 
LEE, G.W. Washngton Unversty
GANGOPADHYAY, A.K. Washngton Unversty
KELTON, K.F. Washngton Unversty
HYERS, R.W. Unversty of Massachusetts
RATHZ, T.J. UAH
ROGERS, J.R. SD50
A Lqud-Lqud Transton n an Undercooled T-Zr-N 
Lqud—Abstract Only. For publcaton n Nature, 2003. 
LEE, G.W. Washngton Unversty
GANGOPADHYAY, A.K. Washngton Unversty
KELTON, K.F. Washngton Unversty
HYERS, R.W. Unversty of Massachusetts
RATHZ, T.J. UAH
ROGERS, J.R. SD46
Dfference n Icosahedral Short-Range Order n Early and 
Late Transton Metals Lquds—Abstract Only. For publ-
caton n Physcal Revew Letters, 2003. 
LEE, J.A. ED33
Commercalzaton of NASA’s Hgh Strength Cast Alum-
num Alloy for Hgh Temperature Applcatons—Abstract 
and Presentaton. For presentaton at the 28th Annual 
Conference on Compostes, Materals & Structures, Cocoa 
Beach, FL, January 26–30, 2004. 
LEE, J.A. ED33
Hgh Strength and Compatble Alumnum Alloy for Hydrogen- 
Peroxde Fuel Tanks—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 
52nd JANNAF Meetng/1st Lqud Propulson Subcommt-




Automated Detecton of Solar Loops by the Orented 
Connectvty Method—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at 
and publcaton n Proceedngs of the 17th Internatonal 
Conference on Pattern Recognton, Cambrdge, UK, 
August 23–26, 2004. 
LEIMKUEHLER, T.O. Honeywell, Inc.
LUKENS, C. Honeywell, Inc.
REEVES, D.R. The Boeing Company
HOLT, J.M. ED25
Recent Operatonal Experence Wth the Internal Thermal 
Control System Dual-Membrance Gas Trap—Fnal Paper. 
For presentaton at the 2004 Internatonal Conference on 
Envronmental Systems (ICES) 24th Annual Meetng, 
Colorado Sprngs, CO, July 19–22, 2004. 
LEIMKUEHLER, T.O. Honeywell, Inc. 
LUKENS, C. Honeywell, Inc. 
REEVES, D.R. The Boeing Company
HOLT, J.M. ED25
Effects of Surfactant Contamnaton on the Next Generaton 
Gas Trap for the ISS Internal Thermal Control System— 
Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 2004 Internatonal 
Conference on Envronmental Systems (ICES), 34th Annual 
Meetng, Colorado Sprngs, CO, July 19–22, 2004. 
LI, C. UAB
BAN, H. UAB
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION






Temperature Dependence of Density, Viscosity, and Elec-
trical Conductivity for Hg-Based II–VI Semiconductor 
Melts—Abstract Only. For publcaton n the Journal of 





Electrcal Conductvty of HgTe at Hgh Temperatures— 
Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 2004 Materals 
Research Socety (MRS) Fall Meetng, Boston, MA, 








Transent Torque Method: A Fast and Non-Intrusve Tech-
nique to Simultaneously Determine Viscosity and Electrical 
Conductvty of Semconductng and Metallc Melts— 








Density, Electrical Conductivity, and Viscosity of 
Hg0.8Cd0.2Te Melt—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 
14th Internatonal Conference on Crystal Growth, Grenoble, 
France, August 10–13, 2004, and publcaton n the Journal 







Thermophyscal Propertes and Structural Transton of 
Hg0.8Cd0.2Te Melt—Abstract Only. For publcaton n the 







Thermophysical Properties of Selected II–VI Semicon-
ductng Melts—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 4th 
International Conference on Solidification and Gravity, 
Mskolc, Hungary, September 6–10, 2004. 
LIEMOHN, M.W. Unversty of Mchgan
KHAZANOV, G.V. SD50
Magnetosphere-Ionosphere Couplng and Assocated Rng 
Current Energzaton Processes—Abstract Only. For pub-
lcaton n the Amercan Geophyscal Unon Monograph 












Conductance Effects on Inner Magnetospherc Plasma 
Morphology: Model Comparisons With IMAGE EUV, 
MENA and HENA Data—Abstract Only. For presenta-
ton at the Sprng AGU 2004 Meetng, Montreal, Quebec, 
Canada, and publcaton n Proceedngs of the 2004 Jont 
Assembly, AGU, CGU, & Socety of Exploraton Geo-
physcts, 2004. 
LITCHFORD, R.J. TD40
Propulson and Power Technologes for The NASA Explo-
ration Vision: A Research Perspective—Presentation. For 
presentaton at the Symposum on MHD Electrcal Power 
Generaton and Related Technology, Tsukuba Scence Cty, 







Frst Results of Dgtal Topography Appled to Macromo-
lecular Crystals—Abstract Only. For publcaton n the 
Journal of Appled Crystallography, 2004. 
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION




BAILEY, J.C. Raytheon ITSS
FARRELL, W.M. Goddard Space Flght Center
GOLDBERG, R.A. Goddard Space Flght Center
DESCH, M.D. Goddard Space Flght Center
HOUSER, J.G. Goddard Space Flght Center
Lightning Optical Pulse Statistics From Storm Overflights 
During the Altus Cumulus Electrification Study—Abstract 




Ferroelectrc Feld Effect Transstor Model Usng Par-
ttoned Ferroelectrc Layer and Partal Polarzaton— 
Abstract Only. For presentaton at The 16th Internatonal 
Symposum on Integrated Ferroelectrcs, Gyeongu, Korea, 
Aprl 8, 2004, and for publcaton n the Integrated Ferro-




Correlaton of Far Ultravolet Lunar Albedo Wth Solar 
Actvty—Abstract Only. For presentaton at and publca-
ton n Proceedngs of the Fall AGU 2004 Meetng, San 
Francsco, CA, December 13–17, 2004. 
MAJUMDAR, A. ED25
Numercal Modelng of Conjugate Heat Transfer n Flud 
Network—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 2004 15th 
Annual Thermal & Fluds Analyss Conference, Phladel-








Intrcate Crystal Structure of Dhydrolpoamde Dehydro-
genase (E3) Wth ts Bndng Proten: Multple Copes, 
Dynamc and Statc Dsorders—Abstract Only. For presenta-
ton at the Amercan Crystallographc Assocaton, Chcago, IL, 
July 17–22, 2004. 
MALONE, R.W. QD01
MOSES, K. Futron Corporaton
Development of Rsk Assessment Matrx for NASA Eng-
neerng and Safety Center—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at 
the Rsk Analyss: The Professon and the Future, Wyndham 
Palm Sprngs, CA, December 5–8, 2004. 
MANGUS, D. TD54
HEATON, A.F. TD54
Solar Sal Control Actuator Concepts—Fnal Paper. For 
presentaton at the Solar Sal Technology and Applcatons 
Conference, Greenbelt, MD, September 28–29, 2004. 
MARKUSIC, T.E. TD40
Lqud-Metal-Fed Pulsed Electromagnetc Thrusters for 
In-Space Propulson—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 
JANNAF Conference, Las Vegas, NV, May 10–13, 2004. 
MARKUSIC, T.E. TD40
Lqud Metal Propellant Feed System for Plasma Pro-
pulson—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 40th 
AIAA Jont Propulson Conference, Fort Lauderdale, FL, 




Thrust Stand for Electrc Propulson Performance Evalu-
aton—Abstract/Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the Jont 







Progress on the Plasmod Thruster Experment (PTX)— 
Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 40th AIAA Jont 







The  P lasmod  Thrus te r  Exper men t  (PTX)— 
Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Amercan Physcal 
Socety 46th Annual Meetng of the Dvson of Plasma 
Physcs, Savannah, GA, November 15–19, 2004. 
MARTIN, J.J. TD40
REID, R.S. TD40
Sodum Based Heat Ppe Modules for Space Reac-
tor Concepts: Stanless Steel SAFE-100 Core—Fnal 
Paper. For presentaton at the 2004 Internatonal Congress 
on Advances n Nuclear Power Plants, Pttsburg, PA, 
June 13–17, 2004. 
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION
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MARTIN, J.J. TD40
SALVAIL, P. Morgan Research Corporation
Sodum Heat Ppe Module Processng for the SAFE-100 
Reactor Concept—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 
STAIF 2004 Conference, Albuquerque, NM, Febru- 




SEYMOUR, D C. TD53/ERC, Inc.
Transent Mathematcal Modelng for Lqud Rocket Engne 
Systems: Methods, Capabltes, and Experence—Fnal 
Paper. For presentaton at the 5th Internatonal Symposum 
on Lqud Space Propulson, Chattanooga, TN, Octo- 
ber 27–30, 2003. 
MAY, G. Insttute for Technology Development
MITCHELL, B. SD10
Imagng Beyond What Man Can See—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at the Montorng Scence and Technology 
Symposum, Denver, CO, October 21–24, 2004. 
MAZURUK, K. UAH
VOLZ, M.P. SD46
Lorentz Body Force Induced by Travelng Magnetc 
Felds—Abstract Only. For publcaton n the Journal Mag-
netohydrodynamcs, 2003. 
MCCAUL, JR., E.W. SD60
COHEN, C. USRA/SD60
KIRKPATRICK, C. UAH
The Senstvty of Smulated Storm Structure and Intensty 
to the Temperature at the Lfted Condensaton Level— 
Abstract Only. For publcaton n the Monthly Weather 
Revew, 2004. 
MCCOLLUM, M. ED44
Space Envronmental Effects and Spacecraft EMC—Presen-
taton. For presentaton at the 2004 IEEE EMS Symposum, 
Santa Clara, CA, August 9–13, 2004. 
MCNAMARA, H. ED44
JONES, J. Unversty of Western Ontaro
KAUFFMAN, B. ED44
SUGGS, R.M. ED44
COOKE, W.J. Morgan Research Corporaton/ED44
SMITH, S. Morgan Research Corporaton/ED44
Meteorod Engneerng Model (MEM): A Meteorod Model 
for the Inner Solar System—Abstract Only. For presentaton at 
the Meteorods Conference 2004, London, Ontaro, Canada, 
August 16–20, 2004. 
MCNEAL, JR., C.I. TD07
Bantam: A Cautonary Tale—Presentaton. For presentaton 
at the Space 2004 Conference and Exposton, San Dego, 
CA, September 28–30, 2004. 
MCNEAL, JR., C.I. TD07
A Decade of X-Vehicles: Lessons Learned—Presentation. 
For presentaton at Space 2004 Conference and Exposton, 
San Dego, CA, September 28–30, 2004. 
MEEGAN, C.A. SD50
The GLAST Burst Montor—Abstract Only. For pre-
sentaton at the Amercan Physcal Socety, Denver, CO, 
May 1–4, 2004. 
MEINHOLD, A. MP71
Shuttle Envronmental Assurance (SEA) Intatve—Pre-
sentaton. For presentaton at the U.S. Army Materals 
Command Environmental Office, Madison, AL, June 2–3, 
2004. 
MINAMITANI, E.F. BAE Systems
PUSEY, M.L. SD46
Flourescent Approaches to Hgh Throughput Crystallaog-
raphy—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 10th Inter-
natonal Conference on the Crystallzaton of Bologcal 
Macromolecules, Bejng, Chna, June 5–8, 2004. 
MINAMITANI, E.F. BAE Systems
PUSEY, M.L. SD46
Soluton-Phase Processes of Macromolecular Crystallza-
ton—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 10th Inter-
natonal Conference on the Crystallzaton of Bologcal 
Macromolecules, Bejng, Chna, June 5–8, 2004. 
MINOW, J.I. ED44
ALSTATT, R.L. Jacobs Sverdrup/ED44
NEERGAARD, L.F. Jacobs Sverdrup/ED44
Interplanetary Radaton and Internal Chargng Envronment 
Models for Solar Sals—Abstract Only. For presentaton 
at the Solar Sal Technology and Applcatons Conference, 
Greenbelt, MD, September 28–29, 2004. 
MITCHELL, D.W. XP01
X-37 Flght Demonstrator—X-40A Flght Test Approach—
Presentaton. For presentaton at the Space Technology 
and Applcatons Internatonal Forum, Albuquerque, NM, 
February 11, 2004. 
MONACO, L. SD46
Lab on a Chp Applcaton Development for Explora-
ton—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Mars Astrobol-
ogy Scence and Technology Workshop, Washngton, DC, 
September 8–10, 2004. 
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MONTGOMERY IV, E.E. TD05
JOHNSON, L. TD05
The Development of Solar Sal Propulson for NASA Sc-
ence Mssons to the Inner Solar System—Fnal Paper. For 
presentaton at the 45th AIAA/ASME/ASCE/AHS/ASC 
Structures, Structural Dynamcs and Materals Conference, 
5th AIAA Gossamer Spacecraft Forums, Palm Sprngs, CA, 
Aprl 19–24, 2004. 
MONTGOMERY IV, E.E. TD05
JOHNSON, L. TD05
Development of Solar Sal Propulson for Inner Solar Sys-
tem NASA Scence Mssons—Fnal Paper. For presenta-
ton at the 40th AIAA/ASME/SAE/ASEE Jont Propulson 







Coronal Heatng, Spcules, and Solar-B—Abstract Only. 
For presentaton at and publcaton n Proceedngs of the 
Ffth Solar-B Scence Meetng, Tokyo, Japan, Novem- 




Man-Sequence CME’s as Magnetc Explosons: Compat-
blty Wth Observed Knematcs—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at the 2004 Shne Workshop, Bg Sky, MT, 
June 26–July 2, 2004. 
MOORE, R.L. SD50
STERLING, A.C. SD50
Compact Flares and CMEs—Abstract Only. For presenta-
ton at the RHESSI/SOHO/TRACE Workshop: Coordnated 
Observatons of Flares and CME’s, Sonoma, CA, Decem- 
ber 8–11, 2004. 
MOORE, R.L. SD50
YAMAUCHO, Y. NJIT
Solar Magnetc Explosons, Spcules, and the Helosphere—
Abstract Only. For presentaton at and publcaton n Proceed-
ngs of the 2004 Conference of the Amercan Astronomcal 
Socety/Solar Physcs Dvson, Denver, CO, May 30– 
June 3, 2004. 
MORRIS, C.I. TD40
Numercal Modelng of Pulse Detonaton Rocket Engne 
Gasdynamcs and Performance—Fnal Paper and Presenta-
ton. For presentaton at the 42nd AIAA Aerospace Scences 
Meeting and Exhibit, Reno, NV, January 5–8, 2004, and for 
publcaton n the Journal of Propulson and Power, 2004.
NALL, M.E. SD10
Meetng NASA’s Msson Through Commercal Partner-
shps—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 42nd AIAA 
Aerospace Sciences Meeting and Exhibit, Reno, NV, Janu-
ary 4–8, 2004. 
NALL, M.E. SD10
CASAS, J. SD10
Acceleratng Exploraton Through the Sharng of Best 
Practces n Research Partnershps—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at the 24th Internatonal Symposum on 
Space Technology and Scence, Myazak, Japan, May 30– 
June 6, 2004. 
NALL, M.E. SD10
CASAS, J. SD10
Space Exploraton Technologes Developed Through Exst-
ng and New Research Partnershps Intatves—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at the 55th Internatonal Astronautcal 
Congress, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, Octo- 
ber 4–8, 2004. 





Analyss of Surface Chargng for a Canddate Solar Sal 
Msson Usng Nascap-2k—Abstract Only. For presentaton 
at the Solar Sal Technology and Applcatons Conference, 
Greenbelt, MD, September 28–29, 2004. 
NESTEROV, V.V. New Mexico Highlands University
ANTIPIN, M.Y. New Mexco Hghlands Unversty
NESTEROV, V.N. New Mexico Highlands University
MOORE, C.E. SD46
CARDELINO, B.H. Spellman College
TIMOFEEVA, T.V. New Mexico Highlands University
Thermally Stable Heterocyclc Imnes as New Potental 
Nonlnear Optcal Materals—Abstract Only. For publca-
ton n the Journal of Physcal Chemstry B, 2004. 
NETTLES, A.T. ED34
Allowables for Structural Compostes—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at the Internatonal Conference on Composte 
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Non-Thermal Hard X-Ray Emsson n Galaxy Clusters 
Observed Wth the BeppoSAX PDS—Abstract Only. For 









BURRIS, J. Goddard Space Flght Center
ET AL.
Vertical Profiling of Air Pollution at RAPCD—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at the SPIE Optcal Scence 
and Technology 49th Annual Meetng, Denver, CO, 





Lmted Angle Reconstructon Method for Reconstruct-
ing Terrestrial Plasmaspheric Densities From EUV 
Images—Abstract Only. For presentaton at The Appled 
Informaton Systems Research Program, Pttsburg, PA, 
October 28–29, 2003. 
NEWTON, R.L. ED10
DAVIDSON, J.L. Vanderbilt University
ICE, G.E. Oak Rdge Natonal Laboratory
LIU, W. Oak Rdge Natonal Laboratory
Synchroton X-Ray Mcrodffracton Analyss of Proton 
Irradated Polycrystallne Damond Flms—Fnal Paper. For 
publcaton n Damond and Related Materals, 2004. 
NGUYEN, H.H. TD53
MARTIN, M.A. TD53
An Interpolaton Method for Obtanng Thermodynamc 
Properties Near Saturated Liquid and Saturated Vapor 
Lnes—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 52nd JANNAF 
Meetng/1st Lqud Propulson Subcommttee Meetng, Las 
Vegas, NV, May 10–14, 2004. 
NICHOLS, K.F. FD41
SCHNEIDER, L. COLSA Corporaton
BEST, S. FD41
Makng Wreless Networks Secure for NASA Msson 
Critical Applications Using Virtual Private Network (VPN) 
Technology—Fnal Paper and Presentaton. For presenta-
ton at the SpaceOps 2004, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, 
May 17–21, 2004. 
NICHOLS, K.F. FD41
SCHNEIDER, L. COLSA Corporaton
BEST, S. FD41
Makng Wreless Networks Secure for NASA Msson 
Critical Applications Using Virtual Private Network (VPN) 
Technology—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 55th 
International Astronautical Congress, Vancouver, CA, Octo- 
ber 4–8, 2004. 
NISHIKAWA, K.I. SD50





Partcle Acceleraton and Magnetc Feld Generaton n 
Electron-Postron Relatvstc Shocks—Abstract Only. For 
publcaton n The Astrophyscal Journal, 2004. 
NISHIKAWA, K.I. SD50
HEDEDAL, C. Nels Bohr Insttute
HARDEE, P. Unversty of Alabama
RICHARDON, G. SD50
PREECE, R. UAH/SD50
SOL, H. Observatore de Pars-Meudon
FISHMAN, G.J. SD50
Partcle Acceleraton, Magnetc Feld Generaton, and 
Emsson n Relatvstc Shocks—Abstract Only. For pre-
sentaton at the Swft Workshop, New Orleans, LA, Septem- 
ber 8, 2004; for presentaton at and publcaton n Proceed-
ngs of the 8th Meetng of the Amercan Astronomcal Soc-
ety Hgh Energy Astrophyscs Dvson, New Orleans, LA, 
September 8–11, 2004;  and for presentaton at the Workshop 
on Relatvstc Plasmas n Magnetc Feld, Stanford, CA, 








A General Relatvstc Magnetohydrodynamcs Smulaton 
of Jet Formaton Wth a State Transton—Abstract Only. 





Magnetospherc Magnetc Reconnecton Wth Southward 
IMP by a 3D EMPM Smulaton—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at the Explosve Phenomena n Magnetzed 
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION
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Plasma—New Development of Reconnecton Research, 
Kyoto, Japan, March 17–19, 2004. 
NIX, M. TD53
STATON, E.J. Jacobs Sverdrup
Turnaround Tme Modelng for Conceptual Rocket Engnes—
Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 52nd JANNAF Meetng/
1st Liquid Propulsion Subcommittee Meeting, Las Vegas, NV, 
May 10–13, 2004. 
NIXON, C.A. Unversty of Maryland
ACHTERBERG, R.K. Scence Systems & Apps.
CONRATH, B.J. Cornell Unversty
IRWIN, P.G.J. Unversty of Oxford
FOUCHET, T. Unversty of Oxford/Meudon
PARRISH, P.D. Unversty of Oxford
ABBAS, M.M. SD50
LECLAIR, A. SD50
ROMANI, P.N. Goddard Space Flght Center
Meridional Variations of C2H2 and C2H6 n Jupter’s 
Atmosphere From Cassn CIRS Infrared Spectra—Abstract 
Only. For publcaton n Icarus, 2004. 
NUNES, JR., A.C. ED33
Plasma Arc Weldng: How t Works: A Bref Account of the 
Physcal Prncples of PAW—Abstract Only. For publcaton 






Blnd Leak Detecton for Closed Systems—Abstract Only. 
For presentaton at the Boeng Techncal Excellence Confer-
ence, St. Lous, MO, February 24, 2004. 
O’NEIL, D.A. FD02
MANKINS, J.C. NASA Headquarters
Advanced Technology Lfecycle Analyss Stem (ATLAS)—
Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 55th Internatonal 
Astronautical Congress, Vancouver, British Columbia, 
Canada, October 4–8, 2004. 
OVERBEY, B.G. Raytheon
ROBERTS, B.C. ED44
Extreme Meteorologcal Parameters Durng Space Shuttle 
Pad Exposure Perods—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 
11th Amercan Meteorologcal Socety Avaton, Range, 
& Aerospace Meteorologcal Conference, Hyanns, MA, 








PALOSZ, B. BAE Systems
Combnng Hard Wth Soft Materals n Nonoscale Under 
Hgh-Pressure, Hgh-Temperature Condtons—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at and publcaton n Proceedngs 
of the NATO Advanced Research Workshop—Innovatve 
Superhard Materals and Sustanable Coatngs, Kev, 





PALOSZ, B. BAE Systems
Hgh Pressure X-Ray Dffracton Studes of Nanocrystal-
lne Materals—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 22nd 
European Crystallographc Meetng, Budapest, Hungary, 




MOTAKEF, S. Cape Smulatons, Inc.
SZOFRAN, F.R. SD46
Detached Growth of Germanium by Directional Solidifica-
ton—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 14th Interna-
tonal Confernce on Crystal Growth n Conjuncton Wth 
the 12th International Conference on Vapor Growth and 
Eptaxy, Grenoble, France, August 9–13, 2004. 
PANDEY, A.B. Pratt & Whtney
SHAH, S.R. ED33
SHADOAN, M. TD07
Hgh Strength Dscontnuously Renforced Alumnum for 
Rocket Applcatons—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 
TMS Materals Scence and Technology Conference, Ch-
cago, IL, November 9–12, 2003. 
PANNELL, B. ED42
Usng a Genetc Algorthm to Desgn a Nuclear Electrc 
Spacecraft—Presentaton. For presentaton at the Huntsvlle 
Smulaton Conference, Huntsvlle, AL, October 30–31, 
2003. 
PANOV, A.D. Moscow State University
ADAMS, J.H. SD50
AHN, H.S. Unversty of Maryland
BASHINDZHAGYAN, G.L. Moscow State Unversty
BATKOV, K.E. Moscow State University
CHANG, J. Max Planck Insttute
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CHRISTL, M.J. SD50
FAZELY, A.R. Southern Unversty
GANEL, O. Unversty of Maryland
ET AL.
The Energy Spectra of Heavy Nucle Measured by the 
ATIC Experment—Abstract Only. For presentaton at and 
publication in Proceedings of the 35th COSPAR Scientific 
Assembly, Pars, France, July 18–25, 2004. 
PARKINSON, D.A. TD51
BROWN, K.K. TD51
Test Plannng Approach and Lessons—Fnal Paper. For pre-
sentaton at the 52nd JANNAF Meetng/1st Lqud Propulson 




Support of Integrated Health Management (IHM) Through 
Automated Analyses of Flow-Feld-Derved Spectrographc 
Data—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the JANNAF 
Interagency Propulson Commttee, Colorado Sprngs, CO, 
December 1–5, 2003. 
PECK, J. ED21
TORRES, I. ED21
A DMAP Program for the Selecton of Accelerometer 
Locatons n MSC/Nastran—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at 
the 45th AIAA/ASME/ASCE/AHS/ASC Structures, Struc-
tural Dynamcs, and Materals Conference, Palm Sprngs, CA, 






GLAST Burst Montor Trgger Classfcaton Algo-
rthm—Abstract Only. For presentaton at and publcaton 
n Proceedngs of the Hgh Energy Astrophyscs Dvson 
of the Amercan Socety, New Orleans, LA, Septem- 
ber 8–11, 2004. 
PIKUTA, E.V. SD50
HOOVER, R.B. SD50
Astrobiological Significance of Chemolithoautotrophic 
Acdophles—Abstract Only. For presentaton at and 
publcaton n Proceedngs of SPIE Optcal Scence 




Potental Applcaton of Anaerobc Extremophles for 
Hydrogen Producton—Abstract Only. For presentaton 
at and publcaton n Proceedngs of SPIE Optcal Scence 




Growth of the Facultatve Anaerobes From Antarctca, 
Alaska, and Patagona at Low Temperatures—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at and publcaton n Proceedngs of 
SPIE Optcal Scence and Technology 49th Annual Meetng, 
Denver, CO, August 2–6, 2004. 
PIKUTA, E.V. SD50
HOOVER, R.B. SD50
Oxygen Effect on the Low Temperature Tolerance of Fac-
ultatve Anaerobes From Antarctca, Alaska, and Patago-
na—Abstract Only. For presentaton at and publcaton n 
Proceedngs of SPIE Optcal Scence and Technology 49th 




TANG, J. Amercan Type Culture Collecton
KRADER, P. Amercan Type Culture Collecton
HOOVER, R.B. SD50
Carnobacterum Plestocaenum sp. nov. a Novel Psychro-
tolerant, Facultatve Anaerobe Isolated From Permafrost of 
the Fox Tunnel n Alaska—Abstract Only. For publcaton 








Gamma-Ray Focusng Optcs for Small Anmal Imag-
ng—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the IEEE Rome 
2004 Medcal Imagng Conference, Rome, Italy, Octo- 
ber 16–22, 2004. 
POLETTO, G. INAF
SUESS, S.T. SD50
JD 7: The Sun and the Helosphere as an Integrated Sys-
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The Sun and the Helosphere as an Integrated System— 
Abstract Only. For publcaton n ISBN 1-4020-2830-X, 








Evdence for Hot Plasma After CME Events From 
Remote and In Stu Observatons—Abstract Only. 




VEITH, E.M.  Aerojet
Ignton Characterzaton Tests of the LOX/Ethanol Propel-
lant Combnaton—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 
40th AIAA/ASME/SAE/ASEE Jont Propulson Confer-




Use of Plastc Capllares for Macromolecular Crystal-
lzaton—Abstract Only. For publcaton n the Journal of 
Appled Crystallography, 2003. 
PRESSON, K. FD24
TRICHILO, M. ALTEC
MPLM Actve Msson Preparaton: TCS Unque Testng 
for Rsk Mtgaton—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 
34th Internatonal Conference on Envronmental Systems, 
Colorado Sprngs, CO, July 19–22, 2004. 
PRICE, M.W. Cornng Inc.
SCRIPA, R.N. UAB
SZOFRAN, F.R. SD46
MOTAKEF, S. CAPE Smulatons
HANSON, B. Cornng Inc.
Analysis of Radial Segregation in Directionally Solidified 
Hg0.89Mn0.11Te—Abstract Only. For publcaton n the 
Journal of Crystal Growth, 2003. 
PUSEY, M.L. SD46
Growng Larger Crystals for Neutron Dffracton—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at the 5th Internatonal Symposum 
on Organzed Research Combnaton System (ORCS), 
Toka, Ibarak, Japan, November 19–21, 2003. 
PUSEY, M.L. SD48
LIU, Z.-J. Unversty of Georga
TEMPEL, W. Unversty of Georga
PRAISSMAN, J. Unversty of Georga
LIN, D. Unversty of Georga
WANG, B.-C. Unversty of Georga
GAVIRA, J.A. UAH
NG, J.D. UAH
Lfe n the Fast Lane for Proten Crystallzaton and 
X-Ray Crystallography—Abstract Only. For publcaton n 
the Process n Bophyscs and Molecular Bology, 2004. 
QUATTROCHI, D.A. SD60
LUVALL, J.C. SD60
Estmatng Spatally Dstrbuted Surface Fluxes n a 
Sem-Ard Great Basn Desert Usng Landsat TM Thermal 
Data—Abstract Only. For publcaton n Thermal Remote 
Sensng n Land Surface Processes, 2004. 
QUINN, J.E. TD51
Outbref—Long Lfe Rocket Engne Panel—Fnal Paper. 
For presentation at the JANNAF Conference, Las Vegas, 
NV, May 10–13, 2004. 
RAMACHANDRAN, N. BAE Systems/SD46
LESLIE, F.W. SD46
Magnetc Control of Solutal Buoyancy-Drven Convec-
ton. Part I: Theory and Experments—Abstract Only. For 
publcaton n the Internatonal Journal of Heat and Mass 
Transfer, 2003. 
RAMACHANDRAN, N. BAE Systems/SD46
LESLIE, F.W. SD46
Magnetc Control of Convecton Durng Proten Crystal-
lzaton—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Interna-
tonal Conference on Crystal Growth, Grenoble, France, 
August 9–13, 2004. 
RAMACHANDRAN, N. BAE Systems/SD46
LESLIE, F.W. SD46
Usng Magnetc Felds to Control Convecton Dur-
ing Protein Cystallization—Analysis and Validation 
Studes—Abstract Only. For publcaton n the Journal of 
Crystal Growth, 2004. 
RAMACHANDRAN, N. BAE Systems/SD46
RAY, C.S. SD46
ROGERS, J.R. SD46
Developng Glassy Magnets From Smulated Composton 
of Martan Sol for Exploraton Applcatons—Abstract Only. 
For presentaton at and publcaton n Proceedngs of the 
Materal Research Socety Materals for Space Applcatons, 
Boston, MA, November 29–December 3, 2004. 
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RAMIREZ-RUIZ, E. Insttute for Advanced Study
GRANOT, J. KIPAC/Stanford Unversty
KOUVELIOTOU, C. SD50
WOOSLEY, S.E. Unversty of Calforna
PATEL, S.K. USRA/SD50
MAZZALI, P.A. INAF
A Different Point of View Towards GRB 031203—Abstract 
Only. For publcaton n Nature, 2004. 
RAMSEY, B.D. SD50
The X-Ray Polarmetry Explorer (XPE)—Abstract Only. 
For presentaton at the X-Ray Polarmetry Conference, 









AS04-AS02-133 Electroformed-Nckel Hard X-Ray Optc 
Development at NASA/MSFC—Abstract Only. For pre-
sentaton at and publcaton n Proceedngs of SPIE Astro-
nomcal Telescopes & Instrumentaton, Glasgow, Scotland, 








X-Ray Vision—Abstract Only. For publication in the OE 
Magazne, 2004. 
RANASINGHE, K.S. Unversty of Mssour-Rolla
RAY, C.S. SD46
DAY, D.E. Unversty of Mssour-Rolla
ROGERS, J.R. SD46
HYERS, R.W. Unversty of Massachusetts
RATHZ, T.J. UAH
Contanerless Processng of a Lthum Dslcate Glass—
Abstract Only. For publcaton n the Journal of Non- 
Crystallne Solds, 2004. 
RANASINGHE, K.S. Unversty of Mssour-Rolla
WEI, P.F. Massachusetts Insttute
KELTON, K.F. Washngton Unversty
RAY, C.S. SD46
DAY, D.E. Unversty of Mssour-Rolla
Verification of an Analytical Method for Measuring Crystal 
Nucleaton Rates n Glasses From DTA Data—Abstract 
Only. For publcaton n the Journal of Non-Crystallne 
Solds, 2004. 
REID, R.S. TD40
Alkal Metal Heat Ppe Lfe Issues—Fnal Paper. For pre-
sentaton at the 2004 Internatonal Congress on Advances n 
Nuclear Power Plants, Pttsburg, PA, June 13–17, 2004. 
REIS, S.T. Unversty of Mssour-Rolla
KIM, C.W. Unversty of Mssour-Rolla
BROW, R.K. Unversty of Mssour-Rolla
RAY, C.S. SD46
Nucleaton and Crystallzaton as Induced by Bendng Stress 
n Lthum Slcate Glass Fbers—Abstract Only. For publ-
caton n Proceedngs of the Internatonal Congress on Glass 
Conference, Sao Paolo, Brazl, September 21–25, 2003. 
REIS, S.T. Unversty of Mssour-Rolla
RAY, C.S. SD46
BROW, R.K. Unversty of Mssour-Rolla
Deformaton, Stress Relaxaton, and Crystallzaton of 
Lthum Slcate Glass Fbers Below the Glass Transton 
Temperature—Abstract Only. For publcaton n the Journal 
of Materals Scence, 2004. 
RICHMOND, R.C. SD46
Multparametrc Determnaton of Radaton Rsk— 
Abstract Only. For presentaton at the NASA Cell Scence 
Conference, Palo Alto, CA, February 26–28, 2004. 
RICHMOND, R.C. SD46
Radaton Rsk Assessment of the Indvdual Astronaut— 
A Complement to Radaton Interests at the NIH—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at the Invted Talk to Natonal Inst-




Bodosmetry as a New Paradgm for Determnaton 
of Radaton Rsks and Rsk-Mtgaton n Astronauts 
Exposed to Space Radaton—Abstract Only. For presenta-
tion at the 75th Annual Scientific Meeting, Anchorage, AK, 
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Precson Agrculture: Changng the Face of Farmng—
Abstract Only. For publcaton n Geotmes, November 
2003.
RITCHIE, S.M.C. Unversty of Alabama
LUO, Q. Unversty of Alabama
CURTIS, S.S. Unversty of Alabama
HOLLADAY, J.B. FD24
CLARK, D.W. FD24
New Hydrophlc, Composte Membranes for Ar Removal 
From Water Coolant Systems—Fnal Paper. For presenta-
ton at the 34th Internatonal Conference on Envronmental 
Systems, Colorado Sprngs, CO, July 19–22, 2004. 
ROBERTS, B.C. ED44
Range Commanders Councl Meteorology Group 88th 
Meetng—NASA Marshall Space Flght Center Task 
Report—2004—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the Range 
Commanders Councl Meteorology Group 88th Meetng, 
Slver Sprngs, MD, May 10–12, 2004. 
ROBERTS, B.C. ED44
KNUPP, K.R. UAH
Strong Updraft Feature Assocated Wth Hurrcane Earl 
Durng Landfall—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 
26th Conference on Hurrcanes and Tropcal Meteorology, 
Mam, FL, May 3–7, 2004. 
ROBERTSON, B. ED13
WILKERSON, D. ED13
Multi-Level Simulation of a Real Time Vibration Monitor-
ng System Component—Abstract Only. For presentaton at 
the 7th Ml/Aerospace Applcatons of Programmable Logc 
Devces Internatonal Conference (MAPLD), Washngton, 
DC, September 8–10, 2004. 
ROBERTSON, F.R. SD60
LU, H.-L. USRA
How Consistent are Recent Variations in the Tropical 
Energy and Water Cycle Resolved by Satellte Measure-
ments?—Abstract Only. For presentaton at and publca-
ton n Proceedngs of the IGWCO/GEWEX/UNESCO 
Workshop on Trends in Global Water Cycle Variables, Paris, 
France, November 3–5, 2004. 
ROBERTSON, F.R. SD60
LU, H.-L. SD60
How Well are Recent Climate Variability Signals Resolved 
by Satellte Radatve Flux Estmates?—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at and publcaton n Proceedngs of the 13th 
AMS Conference on Satellte Meteorology and Oceanog-
raphy, Norfolk, VA, September 20–23, 2004. 
ROBERTSON, F.R. SD60
ROADS, J. Scrpps Insttute
OGLESBY, R. SD60
MARSHALL, S. Duke Unversty
Tropcal Dabatc Heatng and the Role of Convectve 
Processes as Represented n Several Contemporary Clmate 
Models—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 84th AMS 
Annual Meetng, Seattle, WA, January 11–15, 2004. 
ROBERTSON, T. TD40
NORDLEY, G.D. Consultant
A Revew of Past Insghts by Robert L. Forward, Ph.D.: 
Emergng Technologes and Future Concepts—Fnal Paper. 
For presentaton at the STAIF 2004 Conference, Albuquer-
que, NM, February 8–12, 2004. 
ROBINSON, R.K. SD10
Hyperspectral Imagng on the International Space Station: 
An Innovatve Approach to Commercal Development of 
Space—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 42nd AIAA 
Aerospace Sciences Meeting and Exhibit, Reno, NV, Janu-
ary 5–8, 2004. 
RODGERS, S. TD40
Monopropellant Research—Abstract Only. For presentaton 
at the DIA Appled Technology Conference, Huntsvlle, AL, 
July 26–30, 2004. 
RODRIGUEZ, P.R. ED20
NASA: Past, Present, and Future—Presentaton. For pre-
sentaton at the UnversdaDa Coruna, Campus De Elvna, 




Automated Rendezvous and Capture System Development 
and Smulaton for NASA—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at 
the SPIE Defense and Securty Symposum, Orlando, FL, 
Aprl 12–16, 2004.
ROGERS, E. QTEC Inc.
HALE, J.P. VS30
ZOOK, K. QTEC Inc.
GOWDA, S. AMA Inc.
SALAS, A.O. Langley Research Center
Requrements Development for the NASA Advanced Engneer-
ng Envronment (AEE)—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 
42nd AIAA Aerospace Scences Meetng and Exhbt, Reno, 
NV, January 5–8, 2004. 
ROGERS, J.H. QS40
SAFIE, F.M. QS40
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STOTT, J.E. Hernandez Engneerng
LO, Y. Hernandez Engneerng
Applcaton of Probablstc Rsk Assessment (PRA) Dur-
ng Conceptual Desgn for the NASA Orbtal Space Plane 
(OSP)—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the Internatonal 
Conference on Probablstc Safety Assessment and Man-
agement, Berln, Germany, June 14–18, 2004. 
ROGERS, J.R. SD46
COOK, B. SD46
MSFC Nuclear Propulson Materals Development—Ab-
stract Only. For presentaton at the Tr-Lateral Allance 
Collaboratve Techncal Forum, Chattanooga, TN, May 
4–7, 2004. 
ROL, E. SD50





VAN DEN HEUVEL, E.P.J. SD50
The Rado Afterglow of GRB 030329 at Centmetre 
Wavelengths: Evdence for Multple Jets or a Structured 
Jet—Abstract Only. For publcaton n The Astrophyscal 
Journal, 2003. 
ROL, E. Unversty of Amsterdam
WIJERS, R.A.M.J. Unversty of Amsterdam
KOUVELIOTOU, C. SD50
KAPER, L. Unversty of Amsterdam
VAN DEN HEUVEL, E.P.J. University of Amsterdam
A Dagnostc Tool for Dark GRBs—Abstract Only. For 
publcaton n The Astrophyscal Journal, 2003. 
ROYCHOUDHURY, S. Precson Combuston
WALSH, D. Precson Combuston
PERRY, J.L. FD21
Mcrolth Based Sorber for Removal of Envronmental 
Contamnants—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 34th 
Internatonal Conference on Evronmental Systems, Colo-
rado Sprngs, CO, July 19–22, 2004. 
ROZANOV, A.Y. Paleontological Institute
HOOVER, R.B. SD50
Atlas of Bacteromorphs n Carbonaceous Chondrtes— 
Abstract Only. For presentaton at and publcaton n Pro-
ceedngs of SPIE Optcal Scence and Technology 48th 
Annual Meetng, San Dego, CA, August 3–8, 2003. 
RUF, J.H. TD64
MCDANIELS, D.M. TD63
Expermental Results for an Annular Aerospke Wth Df-
ferental Throttlng—Presentaton. For presentaton at the 
5th Internatonal Symposum on Lqud Space Propulson, 
Chattanooga, TN, October 27, 2003. 
RUSSELL, C.K. ED33
CARTER, R. ED33
ELLIS, D.L. Glenn Research Center
GOUDY, R. Spn Tech
Frcton Str Weldng of GR-Cop 84 for Combuston 
Chamber Lners—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 45th 
AIAA/ASME/ASCE/AHS/ASC Structures, Structural 
Dynamcs and Materals Conference, Palm Sprngs, CA, 
Aprl 19–22, 2004. 
SACKHEIM, R.L. DA01
Overvew of Space Transportaton and Propulson at 
NASA—Presentaton. For presentaton at the 5th Inter-
natonal Symposum on Lqud Space Propulson, Chat-




The New National Vision for Space Exploration—Final 
Paper. For presentaton at the 16th Internatonal Federaton 
of Automatc Control Symposum on Automatc Control n 
Aerospace, St. Petersburg, Russa, June 14–18, 2004. 
SACKHEIM, R.L. TD04
LONDON III, J.R. TD04
WEEKS, D.J. TD04
The Future for Small Launch Vehicles—Presentation. For 
presentaton at the 2004 Small Payload Rdeshare Confer-
ence, Anchorage, AK, May 11–13, 2004. 
SCHAFER, C. TD40
MSFC Propulson Research Center Overvew—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at the DIA Appled Technology 
Conference, Huntsvlle, AL, July 26–30, 2004. 
SCHLAGHECK, R.A. SD40
STAGG, E. Teledyne Brown Engneerng
The NASA’s Materals Scence Research Program—Its 
New Strategc Goals and Opportuntes—Abstract Only. 
For presentaton at the 2nd Internatonal Symposum on 
Physcal Scences n Space Held Jontly Wth Spacebound 
2004, Toronto, Ontaro, Canada, May 23–27, 2004. 
SCHNEIDER, J.A. Msssspp State Unversty
BESHEARS, R. ED32
NUNES, JR., A.C. ED33
Computer Tomography 3-D Imagng of the Metal Deforma-
ton Flow Path n Frcton Str Weldng—Abstract Only. 
For presentaton at the TMS (The Mnerals, Metals, and 
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Materals Socety) Materals, Scence and Technology 2004, 
New Orleans, LA, September 26–29, 2004. 
SCHNEIDER, J.A. Msssspp State Unversty
NUNES, JR., A.C. ED33
Characterzaton of the Mcro Textures n a Frcton Str 
Weld—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the ASM Mater-
als Solutons 2004, Subdvson: Internatonal Conference 
on Jonng of Advanced & Specalty Materals, Octo- 
ber 18–21, 2004. 
SCHNEIDER, J.A. Msssspp State Unversty
NUNES, JR., A.C. ED33
Characterzaton of Plastc Flow and Resultng Mcro- 
Textures n a Frcton Str Weld—Abstract Only. For 
publcaton n Proceedngs of Metallurgcal and Materals 
Transactons B, Pttsburg, PA, 2004. 
SCHNEIDER, J.A. Msssspp State Unversty
NUNES, JR., A.C. ED33
STEELE, G. Morgan Research Corporaton
TEM Study of the FSW Nugget n AA2195-T81—Fnal 
Paper. For presentaton at the ASM Materals Solutons 
2004, Subdvson: Internatonal Conference on Jonng of 




PETERSON, T. Glenn Research Center
KERSLAKE, T.W. Glenn Research Center
SNYDER, D. Glenn Research Center
FERGUSON, D. Glenn Research Center
Solar Arrays for Drect-Drve Electrc Propulson: Arcng 
at High Voltages—Abstract Only. For publication in the 
Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets, 2004. 
SCHRAMM, F. CD30
The Need for Traceablty—Presentaton. For presentaton 
at the AIAG 2004 Auto-ID Showcase Southfield, Detroit, 
MI, May 20, 2004. 
SEGRE, P.N. SD46
Orgn of Stablty n Sedmentaton—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at the Dvson of Flud Dynamcs 56th Annual 
Meetng, East Rutherford, NJ, September 23–25, 2003. 
SEGRE, P.N. SD46
MCCLYMER, J.P. Unversty of Mane
Fluctuations, Stratification and Stability in a Liquid Fluid-
zed Bed at Low Reynolds Number—Abstract Only. For 





Marangon Convecton and Devatons From Maxwells’ 
Evaporaton Model—Abstract Only. For publcaton n 




Puttng Us on the Map: Remote Sensng Investgaton of the 
Ancent Maya Landscape—Abstract Only. For publcaton 
n Remote Sensng n Archaeology, 2004. 
SEXTON, J. XP01
X-37 and Our Future n Space: Breakng Barrers to Acheve 
New Mlestones n Space Settlement–Presentaton (CD). 
For presentation at the AIAA Reusable Launch Vehicle 
Program Committee Meeting, Reno, NV, January 7, 2004. 
SHAH, S.R. ED33
JERMAN, G. ED33
Wng Leadng Edge Debrs Analyss—Presentaton. For 
presentaton at the TMS 2004 Annual Meetng, Charlotte, 




Unlockng the Mystery of Columbia’s Tragc Accdent 
Through Materals Characterzaton—Presentaton. For 
presentaton at the Msssspp State Unversty Materals 
Workng Group Semnar, Starksvlle, MS, October 15, 
2003. 
SHEETS, P. Unversty of Colorado
SEVER, T. SD60
Creatng and Perpetuatng Socal Memory Across the 
Ancent Costa Rcan Landscape—Abstract Only. For pub-
lcaton n Remote Sensng n Archaeology, 2004. 
SIBILLE, L. BAE Systems/SD46
GAVIRA-GALLARDO, J.A. SD46
HOURLIER-BAHLOUL, D. SD46
Synthess of Sol-Gel Precursors for Ceramcs From Lunar 
and Martan Sol Smulars—Abstract Only. For presentaton 
at the 55th Pacific Coast Regional and Basic Science Divi-
son Fall Meetng, Oakland, CA, October 19–22, 2003. 
SIMS, W.H. TD40
High Efficiency Microwave Power Amplifier (HEMPA) 
Desgn—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the Internatonal 
IPSI-2004, Pescara, Italy, July 28–August 2, 2004. 
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Radio Frequency (RF) Trap for Confinement of Antimatter 
Plasmas Usng Rotatng Wall Electrc Felds—Fnal Paper. 
For presentaton at the 6th NASA/DOD Conference on 
Evolvable Hardware, Seattle, WA, June 24–26, 2004. 
SINGH, N. UAH
KHAZANOV, G.V. SD50
Numercal Smulaton of Waves Drven by Plasma Currents 
Generated by Low-Frequency Alfvén Waves n a Mult-Ion 
Plasma—Abstract Only. For publcaton n the Journal of 






Magnetzed Plasma Expanson and ts Interacton Wth 
a Plasma Stream—Abstract Only. For publcaton n the 
Journal of Geophyscal Research, 2003. 
SINGHAL, S.N. ED30
Overvew of Future of Probablstc Methods and RMSL 
Technology and the Probablstc Methods Educaton In-
tatve for the U.S. Army at the SAE G-11 Meetng, Pca-
tnny Arsenal—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the SAE 
G-11 RMSL (Relablty, Mantanablty, Supportablty 
and Logstcs) Dvson Meetng, Pcatnny Arsenal, NJ, 
March 1–3, 2004. 
SKELLEY, S.E. TD63
Inducer Hydrodynamc Forces n a Cavtatng Envronment—
Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 2004 ASME Heat Transfer/ 
Fluds Engneerng Summer Conference, Charlotte, NC, 
July 11–15, 2004. 
SMITH, D.D. SD46
Coherent Effects n Tny Optcs: Tunnelng Through the 
Lookng Glass—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 
Jet Propulson Laboratory, Pasadena, CA, September 30, 
2003. 
SMITH, D.D. SD46
Coherence Effects n Coupled Optcal Resonators— 
Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 34th Wnter Collo-
quum on the Physcs of Quantum Electroncs, Snowbrd, 
UT, January 4–8, 2004. 
SMITH, D.D. SD46
Coherence Phenomena n Coupled Optcal Resonators— 
Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Invted Talk to 
Oklahoma State Unversty, Stllwater, OK, Aprl 8, 2004, 
and publcaton n the Journal of Modern Optcs, 2004. 
SMITH, D.D. SD46
CHANG, H. UAH
Induced Transparency and Absorpton n Coupled Mcro-
esonators—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the Insttute of 
Electrcal and Electroncs Engneers—Lasers and Electro-
Optcs (IEEE-LEOS) Socety Meetng, San Dego, CA, 




Photon Dynamcs n Coherently Coupled Optcal Resona-
tors—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Optcal Socety 
of Amerca Fronters n Optcs Conference, (OSA), Roch-
ester, NY, October 10–14, 2004. 
SMITHERMAN, JR., D.V. FD02
Technology Development and Demonstraton Concepts 
for the Space Elevator—Abstract Only. For presentaton at 
the 55th International Astronautical Congress, Vancouver, 
Brtsh Columba, Canada, October 4–8, 2004. 
SNELL, E.H. SD46
VAN DER WOERD, M.J. SD46
MILLER, M.D. SD46
DEACON, A.M. SD46
Fndng a Cold Needle n a Warm Haystack: Infrared 
Imagng Appled to Locatng Cryocooled Crystals n 
Loops—Abstract Only. For publcaton n the Journal of 
Appled Crystallography, 2004. 
SOKOLSKAYA, N.V. Moscow State University
ADAMS, J.H. SD50
AHN, H.S. Unversty of Maryland
BASHINDZHAGYAN, G.L. Moscow State U.
BATKOV, K.E. Moscow State University
CHANG, J. Max Planck Insttute
CHRISTL, M.J. SD50
FAZELY, A.R. Southern Unversty
GANEL, O. Unversty of Maryland
ET AL. 
Albedo n the ATIC Experment: Results of Measurements 
and Smulaton—Abstract Only. For publcaton n Physcs 
of Atomc Nucle, 2004. 
SORENSEN, K. TD05
Hyperbolc Injecton Issues for MXER Tethers—Fnal 
Paper. For presentaton at the AIAA Jont Propulson Con-
ference, Huntsvlle, AL, July 20–23, 2003. 
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SPANN, J.F. SD50
Challenges n Modelng the Sun-Earth System—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at the Sprng AGU Meetng, 2004 
Jont Assembly: AGU, the Canadan Geophyscal Unon 
(CGU) and the Socety of Exploraton Geophyscsts, Mon-
treal, Quebec, Canada, May 17–21, 2004, and at the GEM 




Winter Comparison of Auroral Images From Polar UVI 
and IMAGE FUV—Abstract Only. For presentation at and 
publcaton n Proceedngs of The AGU 2004 Meetng, San 




The Role of Auroral Imagng n Understandng Ionosphere-
Inner Magnetosphere Interactons—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at and publcaton n Proceedngs of the 30th 
Annversary Yosemte Workshop Inner Magnetosphere 
Interactons, Yosemte, CA, February 3–6, 2004. 
STAHL, H.P. SD70
Future Space Telescope Mrror Technology Requre-
ments—Abstract Only. For presentaton at and publcaton 
n Proceedngs of the Fronters n Optcs 2004, The 88th 




TEXTER, S. Northrop Grumman
JWST Prmary Mrror Materal Selecton—Abstract Only. 
For presentaton at and publcaton n Proceedngs of the 
Astronomcal Telescopes and Instrumentaton 2004 Scot-
tsh Exhbton and Conventon Center, Glasgow, Scotland, 




Mrror Requrements for SAFIR—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at and publcaton n Proceedngs of the As-
tronomcal Telescopes and Instrumentaton 2004 Scottsh 
Exhbton and Conventon Center, Glasgow, Scotland, 
June 21–25, 2004. 
STAHL, H.P. SD70
ROWELL, G.H. Tennessee State Unversty
Ground-Based Telescope Parametrc Cost Model—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at and publcaton n Proceedngs 
of the Astronomcal Telescopes and Instrumentaton 2004 
Scottsh Exhbton and Conventon Center, Glasgow, Scot-
land, June 21–25, 2004. 
STAHL, H.P. SD70
ROWELL, G.H. Quals Corporaton
REESE, G. SAIC
BYBERG, A. Lockheed Martn
Multvarable Parametrc Cost Model for Ground Optcal 
Telescope Assembly—Abstract Only. For publcaton n 
Optcal Engneerng, 2004. 
STAHL, H.P. SD70
SMITH, W.S. SD70
Mrror Requrements for SAFIR—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at From Sptzer to Herschel and Beyond: 
The Future of Far-IR Space Astrophyscs, Pasadena, CA, 
June 7–10, 2004. 
STANOJEV, B.J. TD40
HOUTS, M. Los Alamos Natonal Laboratory
Deflection Measurements of a Thermally Simulated Nuclear 
Core Usng a Hgh-Resoluton CCD-Camera—Fnal Paper. 
For presentaton at the 2004 Internatonal Congress on 
Advances n Nuclear Power Plants (ICAPP 2004), Pttsburg, 
PA, June 13–17, 2004. 
STEEVE, B.E. ED22
KAPERNICK, R.J. Los Alamos Natonal Laboratory
Desgn Development Analyses n Support of a Heatppe-
Brayton Cycle Heat Exchanger—Fnal Paper. For presen-
taton at the 2004 Internatonal Congress on Advances n 
Nuclear Power Plants, Pttsburg, PA, June 13–17, 2004. 
STELLINGWERF, R.F. Stellngwerf Consultng




Foam-On-Tle Impact Modelng for the STS-107 Invest-
gaton—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 42nd AIAA 
Aerospace Sciences Meeting and Exhibit, Reno, NV, Janu-
ary 5–8, 2004. 
STELLINGWERF, R.F. Stellngwerf Consultng





Foam on Tle Impact Modelng for the Space Shuttle Pro-
gram—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 42nd AIAA 
Aerospace Sciences Meeting and Exhibit, Reno, NV, Janu-
ary 5–8, 2004. 
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION
(Publcly avalable. Dates are conference dates.)
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STERLING, A.C. SD50
CME Erupton Onset Observatons From EIT and SXT—
Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Solar, Helosphere 
and Interplanetry (SHINE) Workshop, Bg Sky, MT, 
June 28–July 1, 2004. 
STERLING, A.C. SD50
Solar Spcules: Prospects for Breakthroughs n Under-
standng Wth Solar-B—Abstract Only. For presentaton 
at the 35th COSPAR Scientific Assembly, Paris, France, 
July 18–25, 2004. 
STERLING, A.C. SD50
X-Ray and EUV Observations of CME Eruption On-
set—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the Internatonal 
Astronomcal Meetng Symposum 226, Coronal and Stellar 
Mass Ejectons, Jejng, Chna, September 13–17, 2004. 
STERLING, A.C. SD50
MOORE, R.L. SD50
External and Internal Reconnecton n Two Flament- 
Carryng Magnetc-Cavty Solar Eruptons—Abstract Only. 
For publcaton n The Astrophyscal Journal, 2004, and 
presentaton at the 204th Meetng of the Amercan Astro-
nomcal Socety, Denver, CO, May 30–June 3, 2004. 
STORRIE-LOMBARDI, M.C. Knoh Insttute
HOOVER, R.B. SD50
Fossl Sgnatures Usng Elemental Abundance Dstrbutons 
and Bayesian Probabilistic Classification—Abstract Only. 
For presentaton and publcaton n Proceedngs of SPIE 
Optcal Scence and Technology 49th Annual Meetng, 




KNUTESON, D. BAE Systems
RAGHOTHAMACHAR, B. SUNY
DUDLEY, M. SUNY
SZOKE, J. Admats Ltd.
BARCZY, P. Unversty of Mskolc
Crystal Growth of CdTe by Gradent Freeze n Unversal 
Multzone Crystallzator (UMC)—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at the 4th Internatonal Conference on Sold-
fication and Gravity, Miskolc, Hungary, September 6–10, 
2004. 
SUESS, S.T. SD50
The Magnetc Feld n the Outer Helosphere—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at and publcaton n Proceedngs 
of the IGPP 3rd Annual Internatonal Astrophyscs Confer-
ence, Rversde, CA, February 9, 2004, and presentaton 
at the Arcetr Astrophyscal Observatory, Florence, Italy, 




A Slow Streamer Blowout at the Sun and Ulysses—Abstract 
Only. For publcaton n Geophyscal Research Letters, 
2003, and presentaton at the Ulysses Scence Workng 
Team Meetng, Noordwjk, The Netherlands, Aprl 22–23, 
2004. 
SUESS, S.T. SD50
NERNEY, S. Oho Unversty
Flow n Streamer Boundares, and Streamer Stablty— 




A Detecton of the Same Hot Plasma n the Corona—Dur-
ng a CME—and Later at Ulysses—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at and publcaton n Proceedngs of The 
Amercan Geophyscal Unon 2004 Fall Annual Meetng, 




Near Real-Tme Derved Products From MODIS—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at the 13th Conference on Satellte 
Meteorology and Oceanography, Norfolk, VA, Septem- 
ber 20–24, 2004. 
SUGGS, R.M. ED44
How to Do Scence n an Engneerng Organzaton— 
Abstract Only. For presentaton at the New Mexco State 







The Herbg Ae Star HD 163296 n X-Rays—Abstract Only. 





The Ultra-Lumnous X-Ray Source Populaton From the 
Chandra Archve of Galaxes—Abstract Only. For publca-
ton n The Astrophyscal Journal, 2004. 
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION




COOKE, W.J. Morgan Research Corporaton/ED44
Meteor Video Meteor Photometry—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at the Meteorods 2004 Conference, London, 
Ontaro, Canada, August 16–20, 2004. 
SWINGLE, M.R. Unversty of South Alabama
CISZAK, E.M. UAH/SD46
HONKANEN, E. Unversty of South Alabama
Structural Bass for the Catalytc Actvty of Human 
Serne/Threonne Proten Phosphatase Type 5 (PP5)— 
Abstract Only. For publcaton n Scence, 2004, and n the 
Journal of Bologcal Chemstry, 2004. 
TATARA, J.D Quals Corporaton
PERRY, J.L. FD21
Spacecraft Cabn Atmospherc Major Consttuent Mon-
torng Usng Off-the-Shelf Technques—Fnal Paper. 
For presentaton at the 34th Internatonal Conference on 
Envronmental Systems, Colorado Sprngs, CO, July 19–22, 
2004. 
TAYLOR, J. Austn Peay State Unversty
RAKOCZY, J. SD71
STEINCAMP, J. SD71
Genetc Algorthm Phase Retreval for the Systematc 
Image-Based Optcal Algnment Testbed—Abstract Only. 
For publication in the Astronomical Society of the Pacific, 
2004. 
TAYLOR, T.L. XP01
X-37 Flght Demonstrator—Approach & Landng Test 
Vehicle Flight Test Approach—Presentation. For presenta-
ton at the Space Technology and Informaton Internatonal 
Technology Forum (STAIF), Albuquerque, NM, Febru- 
ary 11, 2004. 
THORNTON, G. SD70
The Use of Sold Edge as an Engneerng Tool to Support 
NASA Projects—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 









Nuclear Electric Vehicle Optimization Toolset 
(NEVOT)—Final Paper. For presentation at the AIAA/
SSMO Multdscplnary Analyss and Optmzaton Confer-








QUALLS, A.L. Oak Rdge Natonal Laboratory
BANCROFT, S. Arnold Engneerng
MOLVIK, G. Arnold Engineering
Nuclear Electric Vehicle Optimization Toolset (NEVOT): 
Integrated System Desgn Usng Genetc Algorthms— 
Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the Space Technology and 
Applcatons Internatonal Forum (STAIF 2004), Albuquer-




Low Gravty Rapd Thermal Analyss of Glass—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at the XX Internatonal Congress on 
Glass, Kyoto Internatonal Conference Hall, Kyoto, Japan, 
September 26–October 1, 2004. 
TUCKER, D.S. SD71
SMITH, G.A. UAH
The Effects of Gravty on the Crystallzaton Behavor 
of Heavy Metal Flourde Glasses—Abstract Only. For 










CHENOWETH, J. CRAFT Tech
Usng CFD as a Rocket Injector Desgn Tool: Recent 
Progress at Marshall Space Flght Center—Fnal Paper. For 
presentaton at the 5th Internatonal Symposum on Lqud 
Space Propulson Long Lfe Combuston Devces Technol-
ogy, Chattanooga, TN, October 27–30, 2003. 
TURNER, M.B. Unversty of Alabama/SD46
HOLBREY, J.D. Unversty of Alabama
SPEAR, S.K. Unversty of Alabama
PUSEY, M.L. SD46
ROGERS, R.D. Unversty of Alabama/SD46
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION
(Publcly avalable. Dates are conference dates.)
51
Effect of Oxygen-Contanng Fuctonal Groups on Proten 
Stablty n Ionc Lqud Solutons—Abstract Only. For 
publcaton n the Amercan Chemcal Socety Symposum 
Seres Book, 2004. 
TURNER, S. XP01
X-37 Project Lessons Learned: Maxmzng Knowledge 
to Improve Space Transportaton System Develop-
ment—Presentaton. For presentaton at the NASA Acad-
emy of Program and Project Leadershp, Baltmore, MD, 
August 9–11, 2004. 
TURPIN, J.B. TD53
 Variable Step Integration Coupled With the Method of Char-
acterstcs Soluton for Water-Hammer Analyss, A Case 
Study—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the 52nd JANNAF 
Meetng/1st Lqud Propulson Subcommttee Meetng, Las 




Hot Structure Control Surface Progress for X-37 Technology 
Development Program—Abstract Only. For publcaton n 
Aerospace Amerca, 2004. 
VAN DER WOERD, M.J. SD46
DNA n a Tunnel: A Comfy Spot for Recognton—or The 
Structure of BsoBI complexed Wth DNA—What Can We 
Learn About Function Via Structure Determination and How 
Can Ths Be Appled to Bone or Muscle Bology?—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at an Invted Talk at Johnson Space 
Center, Houston, TX, March 26, 2004. 
VAN DYKE, M.K. TD40
Early Flght Fsson Test Facltes (EFF-TF) to Support 
Near-Term Space Fsson Systems—Fnal Paper. For pre-
sentaton at the STAIF 2004 Conference, Albuquerque, NM, 
February 8–12, 2004. 
VAN DYKE, M.K. TD40
MARTIN, J.J. TD40
Non Nuclear Testng of Reactor Systems n the Early-Flght 
Fsson Test Facltes (EFF-TF)—Fnal Paper. For pre-
sentaton at the 2004 Internatonal Congress on Advances 
n Nuclear Power Plants (ICAPP 2004), Pttsburg, PA, 
June 13–17, 2004. 
VAN PELT, M. ESA-ESTEC
HUNT, C.D. TD31
Comparng NASA and ESA Cost Estmatng Methods for 
Human Msson to Mars—Abstract and Fnal Paper. For 
presentaton at The Internatonal Socety of Parametrc 
Analysts 26th Internatonal Conference, Frascat, Italy, 
May 10–12, 2004. 
VAUGHAN, W.W. UAH
ANDERSON, B.J. ED44
Aerospace Meteorology Lessons Learned Relatve to 
Aerospace Vehicle Design and Operations—Final Paper. 
For presentaton at the 11th AMS Conference on Avaton, 
Range, and Aerospace Meteorology, Hyanns, MA, Octo- 
ber 4–8, 2004. 
VAUGHN, J.A. ED31
CURTIS, L. ED31
GILCHRIST, B.E. Unversty of Mchgan
BILEN, S. Pennsylvana State Unversty
LORENZINI, E. Smthsonan Astrophyscs
Revew of the ProSEDS Electrodynamc Tether Msson 
Development—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 40th 
AIAA/ASME/SAE/ASEE Jont Propulson Conference, 
Fort Lauderdale, FL, July 11–14, 2004. 
VAUGHN, J.A. ED31
SCHNEIDER, T.A. ED31
POLK, J. Jet Propulson Laboratory
GOEBEL, D. Jet Propulson Laboratory
OHLINGER, W. Consultant
HILL, D.N. Georga Insttute of Technology
NEXIS Reservor Cathode 2000 Hour Lfe Test—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at the 40th AIAA/ASME/SAE/
ASEE Jont Propulson Conference, Fort Lauderdale, FL, 
July 11–14, 2004. 
VINE, F.J. Accurate Automation
MANKOWSKI, J.J. Accurate Automaton
SAEKS, R.E. Accurate Automaton
CHOW, A.S. TD40
Plasma Shock Wave Modification Experiments in a Tem-
perature Compensated Shock Tube—Fnal Paper. For pre-
sentaton at the JANNAF Conference, Colorado Sprngs, 
CO, December 1–5, 2003. 
VOLZ, M.P. SD46
Semconductor Crystal Growth n Statc and Rotatng Mag-
netc Felds—Abstract Only. For publcaton n Proceedngs 
of the Internatonal Workshop on Materals Analyss & Pro-
cessng n Magnetc Felds, Tallahassee, FL, March 7–10, 
2004, and for presentaton at The Internatonal Workshop 
on Materals Analyss and Processng n Magnetc Felds, 
Tallahassee, FL, March 17–19, 2004. 
VOLZ, M.P. SD46
WALKER, J.S. Unversty of Illnos
SCHWEIZER, M. USRA/SD46/Schott Glas
COBB, S.D. SD46
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION
(Publcly avalable. Dates are conference dates.)
52
SZOFRAN, F.R. SD46
Brdgman Growth of Germanum Crystals n a Rotatng 
Magnetc Feld—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 
Internatonal Conference on Crystal Growth 14, Grenoble, 









The Precse Locaton of the Soft Gamma Repeater SGR 
1627-41 Wth Chandra—Abstract Only. For publcaton n 
The Astrophyscal Journal, 2003. 
WANG, T.-S. TD64
Transent Two-Dmensonal Analyss of Sde Load n Lq-
ud Rocket Engne Nozzles—Fnal Paper. For presentaton 
at the 40th AIAA/ASME/SAE/ASEE Jont Propulson 
Conference and Exhbt, Fort Lauderdale, FL, July 11–14, 
2004, and publcaton n the AIAA Journal of Propulson 
and Power, 2004. 
WANG, T.-S. TD64
Multdmensonal Unstructured-Grd Lqud Rocket Engne 
Nozzle Performance and Heat Transfer Analyss—Fnal 
Paper. For presentaton at the 40thAIAA/ASME/SAE/ASEE 
Jont Propulson Conference and Exhbt, Fort Lauderdale, 
FL, July 11–14, 2004, and for publcaton n the AIAA 
Journal of Propulson and Power, 2004. 
WATSON, M.D. ED12
ASHLEY, P.R. U.S. Army AMRDEC
ABUSHAGUR, M. Rochester Insttute of Tech.
Modelng of Optcal Wavegude Polng and Thermally 
Stmulated Dscharge (TSD) Charge and Current Denstes 
for Guest/Host Electro Optc Polymers—Fnal Paper. For 




ALTSTATT, R. Jacobs Sverdrup
WERTZ, G.E. ED12
SEMMEL, C.L. Quals Corporaton
EDWARDS, D.L. ED12
ASHLEY, P.R. U.S. Army Avaton
Space Applcaton Requrements for Organc Avoncs— 
Fnal Paper. For presentaton at SPIE Optcal Scence 









Mappng Sol Ph Bufferng Capacty of Selected Felds n 
the Coastal Plan—Abstract Only. For publcaton n the 




Small Satelltes and the DARPA/Ar Force Falcon Pro-
gram—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the Internatonal 
Astronautical Congress, Vancouver, British Columbia, 
Canada, October 4–8, 2004. 
WEISSKOPF, M.C. SD50
Chandra Observatons of Mcroquasars—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at the Ffth Mcroquasar Workshop, Bejng, 
Chna, June 7–13, 2004. 
WEISSKOPF, M.C. SD50
The Chandra X-Ray Observatory: An Overvew—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at the Topcs n X-Ray Astronomony, 
Tubngen, Germany, February 23–25, 2004, and at The 
Electromagnetc Spectrum of Neutron Stars, Marmars, 
Turkey, June 13–18, 2004. 
WEISSKOPF, M.C. SD50
Chandra Overvew—Abstract Only. For presentaton at 
the Astronomcal Telescopes and Instrumentaton 2004, 
Glasgow, Scotland, June 21–25, 2004. 
WEISSKOPF, M.C. SD50
Fve Years of Operaton of the Chandra X-Ray Observa-
tory—Abstract Only. For publcaton n the Proceedngs 
of the Astronomcal Telescopes & Instrumentaton 2004, 










An Overvew of the Performance of the Chandra X-Ray 
Observatory—Abstract Only. For publcaton n the Journal 
of Expermental Astrophyscs, 2004. 
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION










The Frst Chandra Feld: The Identfcaton of Leon 
X-1—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 2004 Meetng 
of the Hgh Energy Astrophyscs Dvson of the Amercan 
Astronomcal Socety, New Orleans, LA, September 8–11, 
2004. 
WEISSKOPF, M.C. SD50
ALDCROFT, T.L. Smthsonan Astrophyscs
CAMERON, R.A. Smthsonan Astrophyscs
GANDHI, P. European Southern Observatory
FOELLMI, C. European Southern Observatory
ELSNER, R.F. Smthsonan Astrophyscs
PATEL, S.K. USRA
O’DELL, S.L. SD50
Leon X-1, the Frst Chandra Source—Fnal Paper. For 





X-Ray Scatterng Polarmeters: An Overvew—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at the X-Ray Polarmetry Workshop, 
Stanford, CA, February 9–11, 2004. 
WEISSKOPF, M.C. SD50




On the Nature of the Brght Short-Perod X-Ray Source n 
the Crcnus Galaxy Feld—Abstract Only. For publcaton 






Applying a Genetic Algorithm to Reconfigurable Hard-
ware—Abstract Only. For presentaton at the 36th Annual 
Southeastern Symposum on System Theory, Georga Tech, 






The Marshall Space Flght Center Solar Ultravolet Magne-
tograph—Abstract Only. For presentaton at and publcaton 
n Proceedngs of SPIE Astronomcal Telescopes & Instru-
mentaton, Glasgow, Scotland, June 21–25, 2004. 
WESTRA, D.G. ED25
HEINRICH, J.C. Unversty of Arzona
POIRIER, D.R. Unversty of Arzona
Simulating the Effect of Space Vehicle Environments on 
Directional Solidification of a Binary Alloy—Abstract Only. 
For presentaton at the 42nd AIAA Aerospace Scences 
Meeting and Exhibit, Reno, NV, January 5–8, 2004. 
WHORTON, M.S. TD54
Closed Loop System Identification With Genetic Algo-
rthms—Fnal Paper. For presentaton at the AIAA GN&C 
Conference, Provdence, RI, August 15–19, 2004. 
WHORTON, M.S. TD54
Robust Control for the g-Limit Microgravity Vibration Isola-
ton System—Fnal Paper. For publcaton n the Journal of 
Spacecraft and Rockets, 2004. 
WILSON, C.A. SD50
The BATSE Earth Occultaton Catalog—Abstract Only. 
For presentaton at Beyond Ensten: From the Bg Bang to 






REIG, P. Unversty of Crete
GRO J2058+42 Observatons Wth Chandra and Detec-
ton of a Lkely Optcal Counterpart—Abstract Only. For 
presentaton at and publcaton n Proceedngs of the Meet-
ng of the Hgh Energy Astrophyscs Dvson of the Amer-
can Astronomcal Socety 2004, New Orleans, LA, Septem- 





Background Studes for EXIST—Abstract Only. For pre-
sentaton at Beyond Ensten: From the Bg Bang to Black 
Holes, San Mateo, CA, May 12–15, 2004. 
WINGARD, C.D. ED34
Characterzaton of Space Shuttle External Tank Ther-
mal Protecton System (TPS) Materals n Support of the 
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION
(Publcly avalable. Dates are conference dates.)
54
Columbia Accdent Investgaton—Abstract Only. For pre-
sentaton at the North Amercan Thermal Analyss Socety 
Conference, Williamsburg, VA, October 4–6, 2004. 




Advanced Chemcal Propulson Study—Fnal Paper. For 
presentaton at the 2004 Jont Propulson Conference, Fort 
Lauderdale, FL, July 11–14, 2004. 
WRIGHT, K.H. UAH
GARBE, G. TD05
Plasma Measurement Strateges for Solar Salcraft— 
Abstract Only. For presentaton at and publcaton n Pro-
ceedngs of the Solar Sal Technology and Applcatons 
Conference, Greenbelt, MD, September 28–29, 2004. 
XIONG-SKIBA, P. Austn Peay State Unversty
HULGUIN, R. Austn Peay State Unversty
ENGELHAUPT, D. UAH
RAMSEY, B.D. SD50
Electrocomposte of Alumna n Nckel Matrx—Abstract 
Only. For presentaton at the 205th Meetng of the Electro-





SAKURAI, T. Natonal Astronomcal Observatory
Macrospcules, Coronal Heatng, and Solar-B—Abstract 
Only. For publcaton n Proceedngs of the Ffth Solar-B 





Differential Velocity Between Solar Wind Protons and Alpha 
Partcles n Pressure Balance Structures—Abstract Only. 
For publcaton n the Journal of Geophyscal Research, 
2003, and for presentaton at the Ulysses Scence Workng 
Team Meetng, Noordwjk, The Netherlands, Aprl 22–23, 
2004. 
ZATESPIN, V.I. Moscow State University
ADAMS, J.H. SD50
AHN, H.S. Unversty of Maryland
BASHINDZHAGYAN, G.L. Moscow State U.
BATKOV, K.E. Moscow State University
CHANG, J. Max Planck Insttute
CHRISTL, M.J. SD50
FAZELY, A.R. Southern Unversty
GANEL, O. Unversty of Maryland
ET AL.
 The Slcon Matrx as a Charge Detector n the ATIC 
Experment—Abstract Only. For publcaton n Nuclear 




RICH, F.J. Ar Force Research Laboratory
MOORE, T.E. Goddard Space Flght Center
The O+ Densty Trough at 5000 km Alttude n the Polar 
Cap—Abstract Only. For publcaton n the Journal of 
Geophyscal Research, 2003. 
ZIMMERMAN, F.R. ED33
Vacuum Plasma Spray Forming of Tungsten Lorentz Force 
Accelerator Components—Abstract Only. For presentaton 
at the Natonal Space and Mssle Materals Symposum, 
Seattle, WA, June 20–25, 2004. 
MSFC ABSTRACTS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, AND PRESENTATIONS CLEARED FOR DISSEMINATION
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